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Abstract
This document is a study of optical fault injection attacks and countermeasures against them, with
particular emphasis on an evaluation and comprehensive comparison of the different methods,
techniques, structures and implementations which can be used as countermeasures.
Initially, it is examined why this topic is significant, important and relevant for computer security,
especially from the perspective of a relevant business firm, especially regarding financial issues,
such as cost. Then we make a comprehensive and detailed introduction to optical fault injection
attacks against smart card chips and the countermeasures employed against such attacks, including a
review of the current solution of using light sensors as countermeasures and the potential
shortcomings of this solution.
We continue by identifying and investigating other potential alternative countermeasures against
optical fault induction attacks. We then proceed to make a full evaluation and comparison of them,
including some of their different implementations, regarding the balance between the diverse costs
required for their implementation in a smart card chip and the level of protection they would offer.
Additionally, we also relate the results of this comparison to the results that the current solution
provides.
We then go on to discuss what future work we have identified that it may be needed regarding this
field. Different innovative approaches are discussed and the thesis concludes with some additional
remarks regarding these proposals and some final conclusions drawn from the comparison between
currently used and alternative countermeasures.
Keywords: optical, fault, injection, laser, countermeasures, evaluation, security, cost, risk
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Chapter 1:
Introduction – The importance of security in a
smart card chip
It is an undeniable fact that a large number of both online and offline transactions are conducted
nowadays with the use of smart cards.[1] Most of these transactions make use of the security features
found on the chips that these cards carry, such as encryption mechanisms and secret keys and codes.
It is therefore crucial to protect these features from being compromised, in order to maintain the
integrity, confidentiality and availability of the sensitive and/or confidential data stored in these
smart cards.
Additionally, the increased usage of smart cards also introduces higher incentives for both culprits
and researchers to discover and commence attacks against the integrated circuits of such cards,
which also result in a raising demand for the integration of better and more efficient security
features in such chips.
It is therefore, essential to assess how the addition of new security features to a chip may affect its
development and production costs, and whether such costs may be justified by potential losses and
damages that may otherwise occur. Moreover, apart from direct economic losses and costs, a
hardware attack on the integrated circuits of smart cards can also cause serious harm to the relevant
company’s prestige and brand name.
Potential future clients will be quite unwilling to place their trust on a company that has failed to
secure its current clients’ private data and their online – or offline – transactions. Therefore, it seems
extremely crucial for a company manufacturing chips for smart cards to place significant effort and
resources on assuring their security, by strengthening any security measures that have already been
implemented on them and developing further more adequate and efficient ways to reinforce their
security.
It is also really important for manufacturers of chips for smart cards to continuously monitor the
most recent developments in attacking such integrated circuits, because only in this way an
adequate effort can be made towards providing sufficient countermeasures against the latest
reported attacks. In general, because the development of a new chip usually takes at least a couple
of years, it is inevitable that new ways of compromising the chip’s security measures will be
developed before the chip reaches the market. [2] As this new information cannot be integrated in a
chip’s architecture, design and features, while this is already being developed, without considerable
new cost, the original design of such an integrated circuit must already implement a substantial
degree of novelty regarding its security features, which may be able to counter future attacks.[2]

Categories of attacks and attackers
Attacks can be classified as invasive, semi-invasive or non-invasive depending on their degree of
physical penetration of the chip.[3][4] Invasive attacks involve altering the chip’s physical structure in
some way, semi-invasive ones only entail removing the chip’s packaging, while non-invasive ones
do not physically alter the chip and its packaging. [4] Furthermore, attacks can be classified as active
or passive.[5] Active attacks involve altering the chip’s data, functions or structure, in order to cause
leakage of data or damage the chip’s availability or integrity, while passive attacks just observe the
1

chip’s functions, data or structure, in order to identify possible leakages of secure or private data. [4]
Finally, attacks may target not only the confidentiality of the data found in a secure chip, but also
their integrity or availability.
Successful attacks on such chips may cause damages and losses of millions, or even billions, of
euros.[1][6] It is, therefore, evident that there are high incentives both for culprits to develop such
attacks and for secure chip manufacturers to try to counter them as effectively as possible. Apart
from this, academic researchers also try to develop both theoretical and practical ways of attacking
secure integrated circuits in an effort to push forward research on this field, while also gaining
potential benefits regarding their careers.[3][2] Furthermore, intelligence agencies of different
countries as well as competitors could have the motivation to stage an attack against integrated
circuits that are used in secure transactions. [3] Finally, a certain category of people may try to
successfully penetrate secure chips just to test their own skills and abilities.[2]

A novel attack: Optical fault injection
A large number of different ways to attack secure chips have been developed over the years, as well
as adequate countermeasures against such known attacks.[3] However, constantly new more
innovative ways of attacking such integrated circuits are being developed and, in such a fast pace,
that current development must take into account potential future attacks and come up with novel
ideas, ways and means of protecting future chips against not only currently known attacks, but also
potential future ones.[2]
Such a recently identified category of attacks on secure chips is optical fault injection. Fault
injection, or perturbation, is the process of altering the chip’s data, functions or structure in such a
way as to cause faults, calculations being performed with false data values. Its aim is to circumvent,
penetrate or disable the chip’s security. [4] Optical fault injection tries to achieve this through the use
of optical means, light from lasers or other sources which will cause the injection of faults in
integrated circuits. This attack was based on the previously observed effects of ionising radiation on
semiconductors.[7] Ionising radiation can cause semiconductor transistors to be turned on,
potentially causing faults and errors in the operation of the overall circuit. [8] This effect was
replicated with the use of intense light and could potentially lead in the leakage of sensitive
information.[7]

Current countermeasures
Several ways exist to deal with both ionising radiation and optical fault injection attacks. [8]
However, the most commonly used countermeasures against optical fault injections are light
detectors. Such light detectors can be light-sensitive semiconductor devices integrated in the rest of
the circuit and developed on the surface of a silicon (Si) wafer along with the rest of the chip’s die.
Nevertheless, this solution may not always provide an adequate level of security, because of the
limitations of such devices regarding their area of detection and their detection thresholds.
Moreover, these devices can be pretty large and this may add significant production costs, because
more area, and thus more materials, will be needed if they are integrated in a chip.

Problem statement
In general, even though a novel attack method may currently be considered complex, expensive and
time consuming, it will eventually become more accessible and less costly to perform. As this may
2

slowly be happening with optical fault injection attacks as well, it is really important to examine the
different ways of performing such attacks and whether there any potential shortcomings in the
current countermeasure employed, photodetectors.
Even if the current countermeasure employed against optical fault injections is completely adequate
against them, we should try to come up with additional countermeasures, in order to avoid future
evolutions of optical fault injections attacks outperforming the current security incorporated in the
final product, the smart card chip. Such solutions may include both physical and logical ways of
increasing the robustness of the chip’s circuit against optical fault injection attacks, as well as
detecting such attack attempts. Consequently, we should, of course, compare the benefits and costs
of the current solution employed, light detectors, to the ones related to the proposed new
countermeasures, taking into account the level of security required.
Determining the level of security that is required for a smart card chip seems to be a complex
process that is dependent on the manufacturing company, the client and, to a lesser extent, on the
current certification and accreditation requirements. Therefore, it may not be possible to fully
decide if a particular countermeasure provides enough protection at an efficient cost, and therefore
may be considered an adequate one or not, as this decision has to be taken by the different
stakeholders. Additionally, we cannot exactly determine the actions that should be programmed to
be taken in the event of a successful detection of an attack, as these have to be determined between
the client and the manufacturer.
Nevertheless, we can try to assess the relation between the costs and the benefits for the current
solution and compare it to other proposed ways of detecting and/or protecting against optical fault
injection attacks, in order to determine a relevant comparison and evaluation between the different
options available. It would therefore be essential to define the different agents of cost identified in
the production of a security component incorporated in a smart card chip, and, therefore, also in the
production of the chip itself. In addition to this, we also need to examine the potential protection
such a component may offer, in our case against optical fault injections.
Furthermore, we would, of course, need to take a look on how optical fault injection attacks may be
enhanced in the future, in order to also be ready, in the future, to determine adequate
countermeasures against such evolved attacks. However, as we cannot predict the future, we also
cannot use the protection a countermeasure may be offering against a potential future evolved attack
as an objective criterion regarding its merits. It would be up to the different stakeholders involved in
the secure smart card market sector to determine the validity of such concerns over evolved attacks
and thus, the need for adequate countermeasures against them.

Research questions
Having determined the problem that this thesis will address, we can now to define the following
research questions based on this problem that we will try to answer:
▪ How do optical fault injections work? What is the physical mechanism behind them?
▪ What are the current countermeasures incorporated in smart card chips against optical fault
injection attacks and how do they counter them?
▪ How adequate are such countermeasures and what are their potential shortcomings?
▪ Are there other countermeasures which could address these shortcomings?
3

▪ How do the different countermeasures compare to each other regarding cost and protection?
▪ Which factors may affect their effectiveness and cost efficiency?
▪ Can some countermeasures be considered optimal or potentially lead into (more) robust smart
card chips against light attacks?
▪ Can we come up with a proposal for a better solution than the currently employed one?

Methodology
In order to answer these research questions, the following methodology was used. Initially, we
conducted a literature study on both the relevant background of the topic and the topic itself, in
order to gain knowledge on the different mechanisms, methods and facts concerning both optical
faults injection attacks and countermeasures against them.
We then conducted a more in-depth study on the reported effectiveness of current countermeasures
and on different proposed countermeasures, as well as coming up with a number of potential
countermeasure ideas of our own. Our ideas mainly consisted of different photodetector structures
and other mechanisms which would prevent light from reaching the sensitive parts of the chip or
would at least detect either light itself or the faults induced by it.
Following this, we examined the proposed countermeasures for their effectiveness, probable cost
and general feasibility to be implemented and integrated in secure smart card chips. We also
designed and simulated some of the more efficient countermeasures proposed and examined in
detail their potential protection level against optical fault injections in relation to their cost in terms
of area and power consumed.
We then came up with a set of criteria in order to determine how general categories of
countermeasures performed against each other and which of the designed solutions could be
considered more optimal. Finally, we suggest what seems to be the most optimal solution and
suggested different topics on which future research needs to be conducted.

The relation between cost and security
It is important to explain here why cost plays such a significant role in determining the efficiency of
a solution in being actually implemented. It should be evident that any additional security feature
integrated in a smart card chip will need to be extensively tested, as it regards applications which
require a significantly high degree of security. Such a solution not only has to work efficiently, but
also must be sufficiently robust itself against not only already known, but also potential future,
attacks. Therefore, it requires an exhaustive amount of designing and testing both as a prototype,
but also when manufactured in mass quantities.
Thus, although the integration of security measures in such chips is intentionally sought-after and
inherently unavoidable,[9] it comes at a large cost. Inherent costs exist due to the research and
development phase of such features, which include manpower and infrastructure costs, as well as
costs for the design and implementation of their prototypes and, potentially, of the whole chip, as
the chip may need to be significantly redesigned. Furthermore, significant costs may also occur
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during the mass production of the chip, as the new features may increase the chip’s area and thus
raise the cost of the materials required for its production.
Moreover, the addition of security features may also introduce performance costs, related to the
chip’s computation time, delay costs, as well as power costs, due to the increased complexity of the
new integrated circuit and the need to also provide enough power for the additional features.
Additionally, the integration of such novel security features can also imply a rise in packaging and
marketing costs and surely involves a significant rise in costs for testing, as the new features require
unit testing on their own, integration testing towards the rest of the chip and a full system and
acceptance testing for the new chip as a whole.
All in all, the overall costs for the research and development phase may rise well into the region of
hundreds of millions of euros.[10] And, although it has been noted that the cost of research and
development for semiconductor products exceeds that of most other high technology industries, [11]
the cost of a semiconductor fabrication plant is estimated to be at least a few billion euros, [12][13][14][15]
[16]
which also makes the cost of using its services extremely high. It is for this reason that any
changes required to be made in the manufacturing process also come at an extremely high cost.
Finally, it must be noted that the smart card security market sector is highly based on economies of
scale and rather relies on incompatibilities to act as high barriers to enter it. Additionally, lock-in
effects are being used by big companies in it in order to control a certain share of the market.
Therefore, cost plays a significant role in every aspect of this market, as it can significantly affect
the share of the market controlled.

Acceptable risk: a balance between cost and security
It is really critical to note here that a balance exists between the levels of cost and provided security,
defined through a level of acceptable risk. As it was quite early recognised that hardware can never
become invulnerable to each and every kind of attack, [17] a level of risk is now always considered
acceptable regarding security. Therefore, given the relation between cost and security, by defining a
level of acceptable risk, a level of adequate protection is also defined, which leads to trying to
achieve the lowest level of cost possible while maintaining that set level of security. Additionally,
the level of acceptable risk is also dependent on the costs of performing a successful attack. If such
costs are high, then the level of acceptable risk can also be high.
Cost is a critical factor for attacks targeted at secure hardware, because they quite often require the
use of advanced equipment in a very specific way and expert knowledge, not only in the general
field, but also about the very specific hardware to come under attack. Also, such attacks can far less
often be automated in comparison to software attacks, thus their yield over time is much smaller.
Moreover, as hardware attacks are more physical in their nature than software attacks, they often
require a large number of integrated circuits of the same kind in order to be successful, which may
generally be hard to obtain. In conclusion, this means that performing a hardware attack tends to
have a high cost, which may not always be justified by its potential benefits and rewards for the
attacker.
However, hardware attacks can cause damages or losses amounting to several millions of euros.
Especially when chips integrated in bank cards are targeted, the losses may potentially be in the
region of billions of euros.[1] It is therefore evident that depending on their uses and their potential
clients, different smart card chips have very different levels of acceptable risk. Another important
factor determining the level of acceptable risk is the number of smart cards that may be potentially
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compromised by a single attack. If a specific attack which is not uncommon can give the attacker
access to a large number of different cards, then, the acceptable risk will obviously be particularly
low.
For example, NXP’s MIFARE brand of smart cards had recently come under increased attack in an
effort to identify potential ways to overcome its security features and gain access on confidential
information stored on the cards.[18][19][20][21][22][23][24][25][26] Researchers have quite often succeeded in
compromising the security of these smart cards. [18][19][20][23][24][26] The MIFARE company claims to
possess “a confirmed market share of 77% in public transport”,[27] which is equivalent to at least 1
billion of its cards being used for secure online transactions related to transportation. [23] This means
that if the techniques demonstrated by these researchers were to be employed by culprits, and
assuming that around 1% of the cards used were to be exploited, this could potentially result in
losses amounting to millions of euros in a very short period of time.
Additionally, as already mentioned before, as certain attacks become less expensive, easier to
implement or more well-known, the risk associated with it rises significantly, thus causing the
overall acceptable risk level to decrease, until adequate countermeasures against such an attack also
become common and inexpensive. Nevertheless, a low level of acceptable risk can also act as an
incentive for the research, development, implementation or integration of better countermeasures.
Essentially, the current aim of security is rather to make attacks economically infeasible than
actually make them completely impossible, based on the level of acceptable risk. [3] In this way, a
balance between cost and security is created. However, apart from the cost of actual damages or
financial losses, security tries to also protect from damages the reputation, brand name and prestige
related to the product and its manufacturer, owner or user. Therefore, the level of acceptable risk is
also dependent on these matters.

Chapter 2:
Background and related work – Optical fault
injections and countermeasures against them
Optical fault injection
As already mentioned before, fault injection is the process of causing faults and errors in the
operation of an integrated circuit. This can be achieved by manipulating data values, or by altering
the chip’s structure or causing it to generally malfunction, either in a particular point or in its overall
function. Different ways and means of injecting faults in integrated circuits have been identified
over the years. Some common ways include introducing voltage spikes and clock glitches, making
the circuit operate under extreme temperatures, or using radiation, eddy currents or light. [28]
However, it has been noted that with all of these ways, except for light, there is no way of
controlling the location and the type of fault induced in the circuit.
Considering, in particular, fault injection with the use of light, this is usually performed by lasers, as
their beam is quite focused and concentrated, while the spectrum of their wavelength is quite small
and narrow. In this way, the effects of this method of fault injection can be isolated within a
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specified area and thus the manner in which faults are induced in the chip can be efficiently
controlled.
Fault injection can be used for such purposes as retrieving secret information or bypassing secure
execution.[29] For example, secret keys can be fetched or bypassed by (partial) key nulling, or
instructions can be skipped in order to achieve the dumping of memory or to gain access to
confidential data.[4] Furthermore, the results of induced faults can be used in differential fault
analysis in order to extract secret or private data through mathematical analysis.
Optical fault injection is an active and semi-invasive attack on the integrated circuit, [4][7] as it
actively intervenes in the chip’s operation and the chip needs to be exposed for it to take place. Each
chip has a front side, where transistors have been developed and metal layers placed, and a back
side which consists of the chip’s substrate. As the chip’s front side is usually covered in epoxy, if
this is not transparent, it has to be removed (a procedure known as decapsulation or decapping) for
the attack to take place from that side.[4] Attacks performed from the back side of the chip usually
involve depackaging and rebonding the chip, in such a way as to gain access on that side.[4][7]
Optical fault injection can be performed only with a strong source of light, such as a photo flash or a
laser beam.[7] However, obviously, a photo flash would not be as accurate and strong as a laser
beam, while it may even cost more to acquire an adequate photo flash than to buy a very cheap laser
at retail, such as a laser pointer.[7] For these reasons, optical fault inductions tend to be carried out
using lasers, while attacks with photo flashes and weak laser beams served mostly as initial proofs
of concept. Furthermore, laser fault injection can be performed both from the front and the back
side of the chip, but different light wavelengths are needed in order to penetrate each side.

Specifics of the physical mechanism behind optical fault
injection attacks
As optical fault injection was based on the previously observed effects of ionising radiation on
semiconductors,[7] it makes use of the fact that electromagnetic radiation can temporarily change the
state or characteristics of silicon (Si) transistors, causing transient modifications of their functions,
which can result in faults and errors in the operation of the overall circuit.[8]
Laser fault injection uses light
produced by lasers to induce photocurrents[30] in the channel region of a
transistor, trying to activate that
region and cause current to flow
through the transistor. Photons excite
the electrons in that region of the
transistor, therefore creating potential,
which in the end results in an induced
current between the source and the
drain, and, thus, effectively turns the
transistor on.[30][31]
Image 1: Cross section of a lateral n-type MOSFET.[32] The
While n-type MOSFETs (Metalchannel is formed in the p-doped region of length L
Oxide-Semiconductor
Field-Effect
between the two n-doped regions, when current runs
Transistors), also referred to as nMOS
through it.
transistors (image 1), will be turned
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on, in p-type MOSFETs (pMOS transistors) usually only their threshold voltage will be lowered. [33]
This happens because the activated region of nMOS transistors should have a majority of electrons,
while the activated region of pMOS transistors a majority of holes. [34] Furthermore, high intensity
light over a number of transistors may cause latch-ups; short circuits creating a low-impedance path
inside the chip’s substrate connecting the low and high power supply rails of a MOSFET circuit,
thus trigerring a parasitic structure and disrupting the circuit’s operation.[35]
Such parasitic structures behave as PNPN structures (image
2), as they are essentially a pMOS and an nMOS transistor
stacked together.[35] Their properties usually resemble those
of thyristors, meaning that when one of the transistors is
conducting, the other one also starts conducting.[35] The
Image 2: Cross section of a lateral
transistors both keep each other in saturation for as long as
PNPN structure.
the structure is forward-biased and some current flows
through it.[35]
Given that most chips are today implemented according to CMOS (Complementary Metal-OxideSemiconductor) technology, which basically uses complementary and symmetrical pairs of pMOS
and nMOS transistors,[36] the above-mentioned difference in the effects of light on pMOS and
nMOS transistors should not essentially make a big difference regarding the effects of light on
contemporary integrated circuits, where whole specific areas made up by sets of multiple
transistors, such as flip-flops, may be targeted.

Probable targets and technical characteristics of optical fault
injection attacks
Flip-flops are probably the most targeted circuits of the whole chip, as they can store information by
alternating (flipping) between two discrete stable states and are thus commonly used as memory
cells.[37] Furthermore, their internal structure makes it quite easy to change the state of the overall
circuit by changing the change of only one or two of their transistors. [7][29][37] Therefore, usually
memory circuits and structures are most often targeted by optical fault injection, although other
structures related, for example, to the logic of the chip could also be targeted.[38][39]
However, the design and structure of the basic logic circuits are more complex and differ
significantly from those of the basic memory circuits. Therefore, it may be much more difficult to
successfully make logic circuits perform a desired new operation, different than the one they are
intended to perform. Instead, it is more probable that optical fault injection attacks will cause logic
circuits to malfunction or cause permanent damage to them or the overall chip. Furthermore, it is
improbable that this could be achieved by changing the state of only a few transistors. Nevertheless,
faults could be induced optically in logic and, because of the overall structure of the chip, these may
be propagated. In this way, after some experimentation, it may be possible to achieve the desired
effect of disrupting the chip’s operation in an intended and entirely predictable manner, without
causing permanent damage.[3][38]
In general, silicon transistors are more vulnerable to optical fault injection with wavelengths
between 400 and 700 nm. Wavelengths below 400 nm will be absorbed or reflected, before the
photons reach the channel region of the semiconductor, while wavelengths above 700 nm are more
likely to pass through the transistor without being absorbed. [40] Furthermore, silicon is transparent to
(infrared) light with wavelengths above about 1100 nm.[41]
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Technical characteristics of front side attacks
The front side of a chip usually consists of layers of metal and other shielding material, connecting
and protecting the actual transistors which are buried below them and are mostly made of silicon
with certain impurities, which enhance silicon as a semiconductor. [42] These intentionally implanted
impurities (dopants) in the silicon forming the transistors may make them more vulnerable to light.
[43]
Depending on the number and kind of layers of metal and on whether the chip is shielded or not,
different laser wavelengths may need to be used to successfully attack these transistors. Such laser
wavelengths for front side fault injections may range from around 500 nm to around 800 nm,
depending on the layers of metal and the shielding. For example, wavelengths of 523,[44][45] 532,[38][46]
[47][48]
~650,[7][39] 785,[49] 795[50] and ~800[4][51][52] nm have been used successfully in order to alter the
operation of silicon transistors by being shed on their front sides.
Furthermore, unless the chip’s covering and the epoxy adhesive used on its front cover are
transparent, then these usually need to be removed before a successful front side attack. [4][49]
Moreover, increases in the energy and the power of the laser being used will lead to further and/or
more successful penetration of the front side of the chip. Depending on the materials of the front
side of the side and the wavelength of the laser, some milliwatts may be sufficient for the emitted
light to efficiently reach the transistors. [7][39] In other cases, hundreds of milliwatts, or even some
watts, may be required.[45][49]

Technical characteristics of backside attacks
The back side of the chip is mainly composed of the substrate, the slice of silicon on which the
transistors were built. In order to penetrate this material and reach the actual transistors, we have to
use laser wavelengths for which silicon is semi-transparent, because otherwise most of the light will
be absorb by the substrate before it reaches the transistors. These wavelengths are usually between
950[51] and 1100 nm,[41] while silicon is transparent for wavelengths above 1100 nm.[41][43][53]
However, not only wavelengths between 950 and 1000 nm have been successfully employed for
backside fault injection,[51] but also lower wavelengths of around 800 nm have successfully caused
fault injection in chips from their back side.[52] Additionally, after thinning of a chip’s back side,
laser fault injections with a wavelength of ~900 nm performed on its back side were successful, [54]
while thinning the back side can generally provide better results for back side fault injection. [53][55] In
general, however, wavelengths above 1000 nm are being used for backside fault injection attacks,
with the wavelength of 1064 nm being the most commonly used, [4][53][56][57][58][59][60][61][62][63] along with
some cases of a 1065 nm laser also having been successfully employed to induce faults through the
back side of the chip.[39][64]
Furthermore, again, increasing the energy and the power of the laser being used leads to further
and/or more successful penetration of the back side. Depending on the thickness of the back side
and the wavelength of the laser, tens of milliwatts may be sufficient for the emitted light to
efficiently reach the transistors.[39][53][57] In other cases, hundreds of milliwatts may be required. [64]
Finally, accessing the back side of the chip may require its depackaging and rebonding.[4][7]

A comparison between frontside and backside attacks
Each side of the chip has different characteristics when a laser beam is shed upon it. The front side
can provide a good visibility of the chip’s layout, but accurate targeting from that side is difficult
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because of its multiple metal layers and potential shielding, which reflect most of the laser’s light. [46]
[48]
Additionally, as technology progresses, the number of metal interconnects on a chip grows, while
its size reduces, which makes it even more difficult to reach the transistors of a chip from its front
side.[46][48]
The back side of the chip does not provide as much visibility of the layout, so positioning is more
difficult.[46][48] Furthermore, beams of higher wavelengths than the ones used for penetration of the
front side are required in order for the laser light to successfully reach the chip’s transistors through
its back side.[46][48] However, because of the lack of metal layers and shielding on the back side, the
laser beam is not significantly reflected or absorbed before it reaches the chip’s transistors and, thus,
this attack method is very efficient.[46][48]

Lasers as a means for optical fault injections
There is a number of reasons why light emitted from laser beams is quite an advantageous
technique of inducing faults in an integrated circuit. Among other things, lasers are nowadays pretty
cheap and easy to access compared with other material that could induce faults using radiation, such
as for example X-ray or gamma-ray emitters. Furthermore, compared with other electromagnetic
means, lasers are further more accurate in terms of location than the majority of them, being able to
focus on very specific parts of the chip with an accuracy of at most some micrometers, while also
being really accurate in terms of timing, as it is possible to select precisely the moment when a laser
beam will hit a transistor and for how long this will happen, with an accuracy of nanoseconds. [29]
Finally, the faults generated by lasers can be made to last only for the period of time during which
the transistor is being hit by the laser beam, in order to cause only temporal faults.[29] In this way,
the chip will be completely functional after this period, if some mechanism disabling it after a
number of attacks has not been implemented into it, and therefore, the attack will be completely
reproducible to its very detail.[29]
However, the laser beam has to be focused on the exact transistor or component that should be
attacked, thus the layout of the specific integrated circuit or its relevant region must be known or
found out. In addition to this, the time at which the laser beam should hit a transistor and the
duration of this must also be specified quite precisely, sometimes with an accuracy of nanoseconds
or picoseconds, depending on the chip’s internal or external clock and the operation of the overall
circuit.[4] Finally, other characteristics of the chip’s material, such as silicon’s refractive index, must
be taken into account when planning an optical fault injection attack. Silicon has a refractive index
between 5.6 and 3.5 for wavelengths between 400 and 1100 nm.[65]
Choosing a laser with appropriate wavelength and power to perform an attack is not always easy, as
the characteristics of the chip’s materials and its layout must all be taken into account. However, as
we know the range of wavelengths that are suitable for performing both frontside and backside fault
injection attacks with light, we can also pick a laser within those ranges. Additionally, as chips are
getting smaller, less energy will be needed to achieve the same results.[7] So far, Nd:YAG
(neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet; Nd:Y 3Al5O12) lasers which produce a wavelength of
1064 nm[58][59][60][63][66] seem to be preferred, as their frequency can be doubled to produce a
wavelength of 532 nm,[48][66] thus being able to perform both frontside and backside attacks. Other
lasers with such characteristics would include Neodymium-doped yttrium orthovanadate
(Nd:YVO4) lasers which also emit a wavelength of 1064 nm [67] and Neodymium-doped yttrium
lithium fluoride (Nd:YLF) lasers with a wavelength of 1047 nm,[68] which can provide a wavelength
of ~523 nm with frequency doubling.[44][45][69] Furthermore, Ti:sapphire lasers (also known as
Ti:Al2O3 lasers, titanium-sapphire lasers, or simply Ti:sapphs) are tunable lasers which emit in the
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range from 650 to 1100 nanometers[70] and have also been used for both frontside and backside laser
fault injection attacks.[51] Finally, as already mentioned before, diode lasers of 1065 nm have also
been successful in causing optical fault injection in transistors.[39][64]

Continuous wave and pulsed lasers as means for optical fault
injections
Moreover, continuous wave or pulsed lasers can be used, i.e. lasers which emit a continuous light
beam or lasers which emit a beam in the form of pulses of some duration at some repetition rate. [71]
It has been identified, however, that the continuous wave laser operation is not really appropriate for
precisely localised fault injections, as its collateral energy will effectively stimulate the whole
region surrounding the spot that the beam hits, all the time that the laser is on, thus potentially
creating unintended faults.[56] Therefore, it is far more effective to use pulsed lasers, as these can be
switched on for a very short time period, when it is required to do so, and thus, minimise any
collateral effects to negligible quantities and assuring resolution to the intended spot size.[56]
More specifically, pulsed lasers with a pulse duration of some nanoseconds have been widely
employed for laser fault injection attacks. [38][45][54][61][62][72][73] However, also continuous wave lasers[53]
[56][58]
or pulsed lasers with a much lower pulse duration of some picoseconds, [51][52][57][60][63] or even
femtoseconds[50][51] can induce transient faults. The right pulse duration to be used strongly depends
on the circuit’s clock frequency, while the laser beam must be triggered at the right point of time
and last the right amount of time, in order to induce a fault at the right point of time during the
circuit’s operation.[4] Therefore, some particular event in the operation of the circuit or some signal
must be identified to serve as a trigger.[4]

Two-photon absorption in silicon and its significance as a
future attack mechanism
Finally, silicon exhibits two-photon absorption, a process in which two photons are absorbed to
excite a single electron.[74][75][76][77][78] The electron is excited from the valance band to the conduction
band, resulting in the generation of an electron-hole pair. [74][77][78] However, it does not seem to
exhibit higher multi-photon absorption.[79] This property of silicon has led into new forms of laser
fault injection attacks, which employ lasers of higher wavelengths, which produce photons of lower
energy, and which can be used to induce photo-currents through two-photon absorption in silicon
transistors.
As the following formulas apply, regarding a laser beam’s energy and wavelength:
f=

v
λ

f=

E
h

E=

h∗v
λ
− 34

h≈6.62606896∗10

− 15

J ∗s≈4.13566733∗10

eV ∗s ,
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where E is energy, f is frequency, v is velocity (speed) and h is Planck’s constant, it is easy to
understand that 2 photons of 1340 nm will have the energy of a single 670 nm photon. Of course,
this is dependent on the medium through which they move and other conditions, such as
temperature, which may affect their speeds. However, in general they cause the same electron
excitations on silicon that a photon of around 650-700 nm would.
So far, lasers with wavelengths of 1280[80][81] and 1340[53] nm have been successfully utilised to
inject faults in transistors, taking advantage of the two-photon absorption property of silicon. Both
lasers beams had an average power of tens of milliwatts, but while the 1340 nm laser was a
continuous wave one,[53] the 1280 nm one was emitting pulses of light with a duration of 200
femtoseconds.[80][81] Such lasers exhibit an extremely precise location accuracy and may be harder to
detect as silicon is transparent for these wavelengths.

The importance of the laser spot size in optical fault injections
In general, because the feature size of the transistors of chips used in smart cards is already quite
small and is going to get smaller in the future, there is also an effort to keep the beam of any laser
used in optical fault injection attacks as narrow and thin as possible, in order to be able to attack
single transistors. For this reason, the laser beam is usually focused with the help of appropriate
lenses in order to reach a spot size (beam width or diameter) of some micrometers.
More specifically, lasers used successfully for frontside or backside attacks tend to have a spot size
of a few micrometers,[4][7][29][39][46][47][48][51][60][61][62][76][82] which means that for manufacturing processes
with feature sizes smaller than 120 nm, the laser beam may unintentionally excite several adjacent
transistors.[48][51] This happens because light cannot be focused to a perfect point due to the effects of
diffraction.[48][83][84] However, depending on the circuit that is targeted even larger laser spot sizes of
tens or hundreds of micrometers can be be employed successfully to induce faults to the chip,
especially when logic circuits are targeted, since most logic gates take up an actual area of 1 μm or
larger.[38][54][69][85]
Finally, lasers used in attacks taking advantage of two photon absorption can have significantly
better spatial coherence,[53] causing them to exhibit a smaller spot size of a few hundreds of
nanometers.[80][81] This could prove really important as current smart cards employ manufacturing
processes of 90 nm or below. Furthermore, the laser spot size used in an attack is also related with
the intended amplitude distribution and the sensitivity and structural topology of the circuits to be
attacked.
Additionally, it has been noted that wavelengths of 1500 to 1600 nm, [78] or 1550 nm in particular,[74]
[86]
may have the same effect on silicon and relevant transistors. However, apart from the particular
light wavelengths that silicon may be able to absorb, other factors such as potentially overheating
the chip’s transistors[53] or otherwise damaging them may also be limiting the light spectrum range
that can be used in optical fault injection attacks. Nevertheless, using laser beams at an angle [3] or
taking advantage of the diffraction of a laser or of the interference between two laser beams of the
same or different wavelengths may provide ways for more novel successful attacks.
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Light detectors as a countermeasure against optical fault
injections
Optical fault injection attacks may be countered by technology hardening, or be addressed by
countermeasure mechanisms and structures implemented either at the system level or at the circuit
level.[82][87] Countermeasures may include the use of extra layers of protection such as various
shields,[39][82][88] trying to reduce charge collection at sensitive nodes by using different materials and
techniques for the fabrication of transistors, using extra circuits for error detection and correction
(EDAC), or constructing specific structures, such as light sensors and photodetectors, which can
detect and effectively counter optical fault injections.[3][4][39][82][87][89]
In general, there is a large number of different countermeasures that can be used against optical
fault injection attacks and/or other types of fault injection attacks. [3][82][87][89] However,
photodetectors, in particular, can play a significant role in detecting attempts to reach and tamper
with the chip’s transistors by using light, and can therefore be also employed to effectively prevent
such attacks from being successful.[3] For this reason, chips manufactured for secure transactions,
such as those found on secure smart cards, may often include photodetectors in their internal
structure as a countermeasure against optical fault injection attacks.

Incompatibilities as a restraining factor
However, even though various different structures and mechanisms can be used to detect the
presence of light,[90] many of these mechanisms are too large to be implemented within such
integrated circuit structures as today’s smart card chips[29] and/or can only detect a quite specific
spectrum of light wavelengths and energies. Therefore, it is essential to examine which structures
and mechanisms can act as photosensors in silicon integrated circuits currently produced for smart
cards, which employ manufacturing processes of 90 nm or below and therefore adhere to their
manufacturing and fabrication rules and limitations.
It is obvious that semiconductor structures which can act as photodetectors are inherently wellsuited for this purpose, while mechanisms based on completely different materials cannot easily be
incorporated in the manufacturing process of integrated circuits. Furthermore, it should be also
evident that such structures as active-pixel sensors (APSs) and charge-coupled devices (CCDs),
which are a whole integrated circuit, system or device on their own, cannot also be integrated in
such other chips as integrated circuits for smart cards, due to their size.
Moreover, other devices such as particle detectors, or detectors which are based on chemical or
thermal properties, or which operate in specific extreme conditions are effectively excluded from
acting as photodetectors in integrated circuits, because they are either too big, cannot be used
repeatedly, or their operation will be affected by the heat the integrated circuit emits on its own
during its normal operation, or by other properties of the chip. However, devices which are
completely vulnerable to light exposure can still be used as one-time detectors, in order to disable,
or completely destroy, the chip after an attack has been detected. This way, although the chip will be
rendered useless, it will at least be possible to protect confidential information from being
compromised.
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Compatible devices
Structures and mechanisms which can act as photodetectors and be successfully incorporated near
vulnerable elements inside integrated circuits used for smart cards include photodiodes,
phototransistors and photoresistors. These structures are basically common diodes and transistors
built by such materials and in such ways that they are more sensitive to light, which causes current
to flow through them, or in the case of photoresistors, the resistance of the semiconductor to be
lowered. They make use of the photovoltaic, photoelectric and photoconductive effects and can be
built in minuscule sizes, as quantum dots, thus also taking advantage of quantum mechanical
properties.

Diodes
Furthermore, Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs) can also be used as photodetectors, if reverse-biased to
act as photodiodes, while the whole integrated circuit can be constructed in such a way as to act like
a photovoltaic cell (a.k.a. a solar cell), especially as a quantum dot solar cell. Other structures, based
on vacuum tubes, such as photomultipliers and phototubes, even though they would be really
effective, are too big to be incorporated in a contemporary integrated circuit. Finally, photodiodes
which are highly reverse-biased can take advantage of the avalanche breakdown effect, which
allows the photocurrent to be significantly multiplied within the photodiode.
Photodiodes are diodes which can act as photodetectors and
generate a current or voltage when their PN junction is
illuminated.[91][92][93][94] If an external reverse bias is applied to
them, they operate in a photoconductive mode, while if no
bias is applied to them, they operate in a photovoltaic mode. [92]
[93][94][95]
In the photovoltaic mode, a photodiode’s dark current,
the current flowing through the device when it is not
illuminated, is kept at a minimum. [92][93][94] Even though the
speed of response is much faster in the photoconductive mode,
the dark current is also increased, without an equal increase in
the produced photocurrent.[92][93][94][95]
Furthermore, diodes designed to act specifically as
photodiodes may use a PIN junction, rather than a p-n junction
Image 3: Cross section of a lateral
(image 3), to increase the speed of response and also have a
diode with a PN junction (p-n
higher detection bandwidth.[93][95] A PIN (or p-i-n) diode
diode) and a lateral diode with a
contains an intrinsic (i.e. undoped) semiconductor region
PIN junction (p-i-n diode).
between the n-doped and p-doped regions of its junction,[96][97]
thus having a thicker depletion region. Moreover, photodiodes can be built in such manner as to
take advantage of the avalance breakdown effect by being highly reverse-biased. [91][93][97] This causes
avalance photodiodes to have a significant internal gain and multiply the induced photocurrents.
Avalance photodiodes combine high speed of response with high sensitivity and can be used as
silicon photomultipliers.[91][98][99] However, they require a high reverse voltage and their gain
(multiplication ratio) is dependent on temperature.[91][99]
Moreover, Single Photon Avalance (photo)Diodes (SPADs) can detect low-intensity light signals
down to single photons.[91][99][100][101] They are avalance photodiodes that can provide a much higher
gain than normal ones, by being reverse biased with a voltage set higher than their breakdown
voltage,[91][99][100][101] the voltage at which the breakdown occurs and an avalance of electrons and/or
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holes takes place.[102] This regime of
Electromagnetic spectrum
operation is called the “Geiger Material
wavelength range (in nm)
mode”[91][99][101] due to its analogy to the
190 – 1100
Geiger-Müller counter.[100] Silicon Silicon
SPADs can be fabricated with standard Indium gallium arsenide 800 – 2600
CMOS technology, [101] but their dark
400 – 1700
current must be minimal.[100] However, Germanium
due to the high voltage used in the
Table 1: Relation between photodiode material and
reverse biasing of these diodes, their
electromagnetic spectrum wavelength
lifetime may decrease significantly,
range of detection.[93]
thus making them inappropriate for use
in smart card chips that need to have an extended lifetime.
The spectrum in which a photodiode can sufficiently detect photons is dependent on thematerial that
is made of.[93][94][98] Obviously photodiodes made from silicon can detect light in the wavelengths
that would excite silicon transistors and flip their state causing a fault, exactly because they are both
made pretty much from the same materials (the dopants used in each of them may or may not
differ). However, other materials, such as germanium (Ge), indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs), can
also detect photons in the electromagnetic wavelength range used in optical fault injection attacks
against silicon transistors (Table 1).[93][94][98]

Transistors
Phototransistors are transistors that are more sensitive to light than usual ones. [93] They are usually
NPN bipolar transistors[103] with their reverse-biased base-collector junction being exposed to light,
though transparent materials.[93][104][105][106] The photocurrent that is generated in the base-collector
junction is injected into the base and amplified by the transistor’s current gain. [93] Phototransistors
may or may not have a base lead, which would allow their light response to be biased. [103][106] In
order to increase their gain even more, they can be more highly reverse-biased, like photodiodes.
Again, the same materials as those used for photodiodes can be used to create a phototransistor,
having the same qualities of detection, while there might be a dark current flowing through
phototransistors, too.[104][106] The difference between photo transistors and photodiodes is that
phototransistors provide much higher gain than the photodiodes, allowing more current to flow
when excited by light, and thus also having higher sensivity to light, although they have much
slower response times than photodiodes.[93][103][104] If their emitter is left unconnected, they become
photodiodes.[93]
Finally, field-effect phototransistors (photoFETs) also exist, being more light-sensitive field-effect
transistors (FETs).[93] Unlike bipolar phototransistors, however, they control the drain-source current
by creating a gate voltage.[93] Furthermore, there are Darlington phototransistors, which use the
standard Darlington transistor configuration with the emitter of the input transistor being connected
to the base of the output one and then both their collectors being connected together. [107] The gain of
the Darlington transistor pair, which can be used as a single transistor, is the multiple of the gains of
the two individual transistors.[107] In the Darling phototransistor (photoDarlington) configuration, the
input transistor acts as a photodetector, being a phototransistor.[107] This provides a much higher
gain, but the pair is also much slower than an ordinary phototransistor.[107][108]
One of the differences between the Darlington transistor and a normal one is that the Darling
transistor has a higher voltage difference between its overall base and emitter, i.e. between the base
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of the input transistor and the emitter of the output one. [107] This is also true for the Darlington
phototransistor when its base is biased.[107]

Resistors
Furthermore, photoresistors, also known as Light-Dependent Resistors (LDRs) or photocells, are
light-controlled variable resistors, made of high resistance semiconductors, whose resistance
depends on light.[109][110] Such materials have a high resistance in the dark, while this decreases in the
presence of light.[109][110][111][112] If the incident light exceeds a certain frequency, photons are absorbed
by the semiconductor, producing free electron-hole pairs, which conduct electricity and reduce its
resistance.[109][111][112] The more intense the light falling on the photoresistor, the more its resistance
will decrease.[110][111]
Photoresistors have a lower sensitivity and higher response times to light changes than
phototransistors and photodiodes.[111] Photoresistors also lack a PN junction and act as passive
components, in contrast to phototransistors and photodiodes. [111] Furthermore, they exhibit
considerable time latency between changes in illumination and changes in their resistance and they
may be also sensitive to temperature changes.[111] As they are based on their material’s
photoconductivity, they may also be called photoconductors.[113]
The most common material used in photoresistors is cadmium sulfide (CdS), [109][111][112] with dopants
which may lower the conduction band level.[112] Furthermore, cadmium selenide (CdSe), lead
sulfide (PbS), lead selenide (PbSe) and indium antimonide (InSb) are currently used as
photoresistors, while also silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) can also be used as photoresistor
materials, especially in components such as Germanium:Copper (Ge:Cu) photoresistors. [109][111][112]
The resistance range and sensitivity differ between different materials, with cadmium sulfide and
cadmium selenide photoresistors being sensitive in the visible spectral region and lead sulfide, lead
selenide and indium antimonide in the infrared, while silicon and germanium are sensitive both in
the visible and the infrared spectral regions.[109][111][112][114]
The use of cadmium and lead is severely restricted in the European Union (EU), based on the EU
Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive, and thus the use photoresistors made of lead or
cadmium is really limited in the EU.[109][111] However, as cadmium sulfide photoresistors are
inexpensive and their use has been widespread, the term ‘CdS cell’ is largely considered synonyms
with the term ‘photoresistor’.[112]

A comparison of the compatible photodetectors and related potential
improvements
It is obvious that different solutions and implementations exist regarding the categories of circuits
that can be used as photodetectors in a smart card chip. It is also evident that photodiodes and
phototransistors have a few advantages over photoresistors, as they are more sensitive and have a
faster response time, with phototransistors being more sensitive, but also having a slower response
time than common photodiodes. Furthermore, photodiodes can be reverse-biased by such a high
voltage as to be able to detect single photons, while phototransistors in general have a much higher
gain than photodiodes.
Moreover, different materials can be used to make a photodetector, such as silicon, germanium or
others. It is also quite common for such photodetectors to be incorporated in other structures,
including integrated circuits, therefore, their compatibility with chips has already been
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demonstrated in the past.[115][116] Furthermore, these photodetectors can even be fabricated in
miniscule dimensions as nanostructures,[117][118] thus their size poses no challenge for integration in
the CMOS manufacturing process used for smart card chips today.
Furthermore, it has been noted that common photodiodes have low noise, can be fairly inexpensive,
are very efficient and can have a long lifetime.[93] In the future more efficient materials may be used
as photodetectors, such as graphene, which has a very wide wavelength range of detection in both
the visible and the infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. [119][120] Although graphene,
which is a single layer of carbon atoms assembled in a honeycomb lattice, [119] has a very fast
response time, it has low sensitivity and no internal gain mechanism of its own. [119][120][121] However,
this tends to be improved,[119][120][121][122] especially as graphene is being integrated in the structure of
silicon phototransistors or photodiodes, which can provide a high gain mechanism and improved
sensitivity.[120][121]
As it has already been demonstrated that graphene photodetectors can be successfully integrated in
the CMOS manufacturing process,[120][121][122] it has been suggested that graphene-based integrated
electronic-photonic circuits with a wavelength range from 300 nm to beyond 6 μm can be expected
in the future.[119] Apart from being compatible with CMOS and other relevant technologies, other
advantages of graphene are its low cost and the low level of energy required for it to be fully
functional in any structure.[120][121]

The cost of photodetectors in relation to the protection they provide
Of course, there is a need not only to detect an optical fault injection attack, but also prevent such
an attack from being successful. To this end, apart from photodetectors, there have to be some
dedicated circuits which measure the electrical output of photodetectors and decide whether there
has been an optical fault induction attack and which perform some preventive action when such an
attack is detected.
It is evident therefore that these circuits need protection from being tampered with, while the whole
integrated circuit that incorporates such security circuits needs to be optimised. For this reason, it
may be efficient for several photodetectors to share their measurement and response circuits. As
these circuits take up an additional area on the chip, they may significantly raise its production
costs. However, these issues cannot be easily quantified, because they are strongly dependent on the
exact implementation and placement choices made regarding the integration of photodetectors in
the chip. Depending on how efficiently this integration is performed, it may or may not be possible
to combine or share some of their auxiliary components, which could significantly affect their
actual production cost.
Nevertheless, it is true that perfect security does not exist and a balance has to always be maintained
between the level of security that a feature provides and its costs, while also taking into account the
level of risks and deciding which level of security is really required for a specific chip. [4] Therefore,
and as security is defined as a state which is not completely devoid of risk, but which is free of
unacceptable risk,[123] smart card chips have not only to be protected against the risk of potential
compromise, but also be cost-effective, perform well and fail rarely, i.e. be reliable and efficient.[4]
It has therefore been suggested that while photosensors may become really effective in detecting
optical attacks and thus preventing them from being successful, it is impossible to really protect
each and every transistor and thus an attacker who has found the right position on the chip to attack
may still succeed if the laser spot size on the chip is small enough to not trigger the nearest sensor.[4]
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For this reason, we will examine the disadvantages, shortcomings and problems of using
photodetectors on an integrated circuit and try to come up with potential alternatives, which may
not have to replace the use of photodetectors, but can be combined with them or act complimentary
towards protecting the chip from optical fault injection attacks.

Potential problems regarding the operation of light detectors
Photodetectors may have certain limitations regarding their use as a countermeasure against optical
fault injection attacks. As already mentioned before, they exhibit certain shortcomings even in their
primary function of efficiently detecting the presence of light. In general, their characteristics must
be optimised and balance their sensitivity, response time, internal gain and latency, taking into
account the associated costs and intended security levels. Again, there is no perfect solution which
would maximise their sensitivity and gain while minimising their response time and latency and a
compromise must always be made among these characteristics.
As these structures and circuits need to be extremely small in order to fit in miniscule integrated
circuits, they also suffer from this trait of theirs, because in order for them to be produced in a small
scale, their detection area is also respectively reduced. Furthermore, there are other factors which
may affect the effectiveness of using photosensors as a countermeasure against optical attacks such
as the threshold voltage needed to signify an attack taking place, which if set too low will cause an
unacceptable number of failures and if set too high will fail to detect successful optical injection
attempts.
Moreover, photosensors are not always effective on detecting light attacks, as these may happen
outside their effective area of detection, or hit the detection area from an inconvenient angle or side.
It is important to note here that thinning the material of the chip that the laser beam has to go
through before it reaches the chip’s transistors can significantly affect the operative area of
detection of a photodetector, as the beam will be more focused and there will be less reflection,
diffraction and scattering of the beam’s photons and thus the detector may not be triggered.
Additionally, refraction, diffraction and interference can be used to guide an attacking beam away
from photodetectors. Furthermore, silicon’s refractive index increases with optical intensity,
because of the electrons and holes that are excited and released, thus exhibiting a Kerr focusing
non-linearity.[78][124] This can cause further issues regarding both the location where photodetectors
should be placed to be effective and the characteristics that an attack should have to be successful,
such as the beam’s angle, intensity and targeted location.
Another important issue regarding photodetectors is that their material(s) may not be equally
sensitive along their surface and their reaction may differ depending on the wavelength and angle of
the incident photons. Furthermore, design incompatibilities and costs related with the integration of
photosensors in the integrated circuits may hinder further their adoption as efficient
countermeasures against optical fault injection attacks.
Finally, it is important to note again that since no countermeasure can provide perfect security, it is
more reasonable to use a combination of different methods, structures and techniques, both in
hardware and software, to protect a chip against any particular kind of attack, than a single type of
structure, such as photodetectors.[3] Additionally, despite their potential shortcomings, photosensors
can always be improved and enhanced through further development and research, exploring novel
structures, approaches and materials. It is therefore essential to examine which alternative solutions
can adequately augment photodetectors in providing sufficient security against optical fault
injection attacks in smart cards chips. Such protection must not only include the detection of such
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attacks, but also ways of neutralising such attempts, for example, by disabling the chip for some
time period or locking it indefinitely.

Examining possible alternatives
As security is the essential characteristic of smart cards, [3] it is extremely important for smart card
chips to be adequately protected against all kinds of compromising attacks, including, but not
limited to, optical fault injection attacks. For this reason, an extensive number of countermeasures
against potential attacks, such as photodetectors, has been developed and integrated in chips for
secure transactions. However, since we have already identified that these countermeasures have
certain shortcomings and their abilities are not unlimited, it is crucial not only to examine potential
alternatives, but to also compare their characteristics, their benefits and costs and subsequently
evaluate and classify them accordingly.
Optical fault injection was initially developed to simulate the results of ionising radiation on
integrated circuits.[7] Therefore, optical fault injection attacks can, in general, be countered by
known ways and means used for making computer chips resistant to damage, malfunctions or errors
caused by ionising radiation. Radiation hardening, the act of making integrated circuits resistant to
radiation,[8] can be used to successfully counter most types of radiation, i.e. most wavelengths in the
electromagnetic spectrum, as well as different types of subatomic particles. While it is obvious that
simple measures cannot be used to protect adequately against prolonged exposure or in extreme
conditions, they may be able to ensure that the chip is rather destroyed than actually compromised.
Radiation-hardened chips are based on their non-hardened equivalents, with some design and
manufacturing changes which make them less vulnerable to radiation. [8] However, radiationhardened chips, like all secure chips,[2] may lag behind the most recent developments as they require
a prolonged time for extensive development and testing. [8] Therefore, when they are designed they
should incorporate novel approaches and countermeasures in order to try to compensate for this
shortcoming.[2]
Radiation hardening techniques can be classified in two large groups according to the level on
which they apply, physical or logical. Physical radiation hardening concerns the materials used to
fabricate the chip, while logical hardening is about the logic employed in both hardware and
software. In general, physical techniques focus on materials which make the chip impenetrable to
radiation or which are less affected by radiation, while logical hardening focuses on duplicating
structures or implementing accuracy controls and error detection and correction mechanisms.[8]

Physical alternative countermeasures
Insulators
More specifically, regarding physical radiation hardening, this could be achieved by using hardened
chips manufactured on insulating substrates or by shielding the chip or its package against radiation.
[8][39][72][82][88]
The transistors of chips can be formed on top of a layered silicon-insulator-silicon
substrate in place of conventional silicon substrates, in a manufacturing process referred to as
“silicon on insulator” (SOI).[87][125] In this way, parasitic capacitance is reduced and performance is
improved,[125][126] while also light attacks are made much more difficult.
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Usually silicon dioxide (SiO2), which has a much lower refractive index than silicon and is
transparent at the visible wavelengths,[127] is used as the insulator. Specifically, if the silicon dioxide
is amorphous, then its refractive index is between 1.47 and 1.45 for wavelengths between 400 and
1100 nm,[65][128] while if it is crystalline, its refractive index is between 1.56 and 1.53 for the same
wavelengths.[65] Since silicon, as already mentioned before, has a refractive index between 5.6 and
3.5 for wavelengths between 400 and 1100 nm, [65] this can cause light coming through the back side
even at low angles to undergo total internal reflection between the bottom layer of silicon and the
layer of silicon dioxide and to remain on the bottom silicon layer of the wafer.[124][125]
Additionally, even if light does go through the silicon dioxide, this will be significantly refracted
when it reaches the top layer of silicon. Furthermore, it will be far more difficult to induce
photocurrents in the transistors of such a chip penetrating through its substrate and almost
impossible to produce latch-ups.[125][126] However, for these exact reasons, if photons do reach the
right transistors of a silicon-on-insulator chip and do induce photocurrents, the detection of such a
successful attack may be almost impossible using only photodetectors. Finally, an attacker could
remove the bottom layer of silicon and reach the transparent silicon dioxide by grinding the chip’s
backside, thus making attacks a lot easier.
However, other better insulators can also be used to produce a silicon on insulator chip, such as
zirconium dioxide (ZrO2) and sapphire (aluminium oxide, Al2O3).[129][130] The manufacturing process
for sapphire substrates is called “silicon on sapphire” and a thin, usually thinner than 600 nm, layer
of silicon is grown on a sapphire wafer.[129] The sapphire wafer is high-purity and artificially grown
and it is an excellent electrical insulator which prevents stray currents from spreading to nearby
circuit elements.[129]
Nevertheless, the synthetic sapphire wafer has no bottom silicon layer and is highly transparent to
wavelengths between 150 and 5500 nm,[129][131][132] which means that the chip’s transistors are fully
exposed from the back side. However, since the sapphire’s refractive index is between 1.79 and 1.74
for wavelengths between 400 and 1100 nm,[65] again even if light goes through it, this will be
significantly refracted when it reaches the silicon layer. Furthermore, it will be impossible to
produce latch-ups, as the sapphire is an even better insulator than silicon dioxide.
In spite of this, as this material is transparent and highly insulating, if photons do reach the right
transistors of a silicon-on-insulator chip and do induce photocurrents, the detection of such a
successful attack will again be almost impossible using only photodetectors. Moreover, as the
sapphire substrate is transparent, it would be extremely easy for an attacker to locate and identify
the chip’s structure and circuits. Additionally, the sapphire demonstrates birefringence, which means
that its refractive index depends on the polarisation and propagation direction of light through it. [133]
Finally, the sapphire substrate is very hard, having a value of 9 on the Mohs scale of mineral
hardness,[131] which means that it would be really hard to remove or thin it and physically access the
chip’s transistors from the back side.
Apart from the issues already mentioned, silicon on sapphire initially could not be manufactured
using small-scale transistor manufacturing processes, because the silicon on sapphire process results
in dislocations, twinning and stacking faults forming due to disparities between silicon and the
sapphire substrate.[129] Moreover, the silicon closest to the interface is contaminated with aluminium,
a p-type dopant used in the sapphire substrate. [129] Such issues together with the fact that this process
is quite expensive and leads into bigger than normal chips may make using it quite a lot less
attractive.[132] However, less fabrication mask sets need to be used during production and more
dense chips can be produced, as transistors can be built closer, because there is no need for an
additional insulating buffer material to be placed between two adjacent transistors.[132]
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Zirconium dioxide is also, much like the sapphire, a hard,[134] transparent[135][136] material which again
exhibits birefringence.[133] Again, using it as an insulating substrate could be expensive, while it
suffers from the same vulnerabilities as the silicon on sapphire materials. Its hardness has a value of
8.7 on the Mohs scale and its refractive index is between 2.3 and 1.6 for wavelengths between 400
and 1100 nm, so, it can provide the same advantages as the sapphire.[65][136]
Furthermore, choosing other materials with wide band gaps, which require high energy levels for
their electrons to move from the valence to the conduction band, may protect from ionising
radiation effects,[8] such as latch-ups, developing in the substrate, but such materials as silicon
carbide (SiC) and gallium nitride (GaN) are transparent[137][138][139] and their use rather makes optical
fault injection attacks easier than actually hinders them. Furthermore, these materials again exhibit
birefringence.[133][140][141] Of course, their low refractive indices[65][138][141][142] may mean that light will
be significantly refracted before reaching the transistors and their hardness [138][142] may make it
extremely difficult to thin or remove these substrates, but, these qualities do not significantly hinder
the possibility of performing an optical fault injection attack against them. Finally, the usage of
these materials adds significant production costs, as different processes and techniques have to be
used than the ones currently employed in the mass production of smart card chips.
It is obvious that using germanium or indium gallium arsenide wafers will not significantly differ
from using silicon as substrate, as their optical properties in the 400 to 1100 nm wavelength range
are pretty similar. Furthermore, using materials that do not absorb photons in that range would mean
that such photons would move through the material and reach the transistors. Even if some
reflective material, such as aluminium (Al), silver (Ag) or gold (Au), could be effectively integrated
with silicon and used to reflect light of such wavelengths, an attacker could completely remove it.
We could also try to shield the whole chip or its package by using dielectric mirrors, which are
made from a transparent material on which one or more layers of an insulating material are
deposited, or by using a material which would absorb light of the wavelength range which can
cause optical fault injection in silicon transistors. [39][82][88] However, such materials can be removed,
much like the opaque materials which are already used in the chip’s packaging and/or
encapsulation, or be cut and reconnected in order to be bypassed by an attacker.[3][4]

Changes in the basic components of a transistor
Furthermore, producing transistors which would have larger drain and source elements and the
same size of channel and gate elements as normal ones could also make optical fault injection
attacks more difficult.[62] Such transistors would, of course, require more space on the wafer (the
disc of pure silicon on which a batch of chips is
simultaneously fabricated), but would also
counterbalance
the
effects
of
induced
[62]
photocurrents, as the enlarged drain and source
elements would react more with the substrate and
much less in the channel region. Therefore, more
light intensity or longer exposure would be
required to flip a transistor.
However, again, such enlarged drains would also
require higher voltages to work efficiently and due
to their size and shape, they may have more
leakage compared to normal transistors. Image 4: Cross section of a lateral n-type
Nevertheless, it has been noted that more laser triple-well MOSFET.
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power is required to switch transistors operating at a higher voltage, [39] while such drains can be
constructed through the merging of the drains of different adjacent transistors. This would not be as
easily done for the drains of different transistors, as problems may occur in their operation, being
related to the common drain’s voltage and leakage levels, if their drains are combined.

Deep doped wells
Another approach, which can be combined with enlarging, or combining, the drains and, perhaps,
also, the sources of different transistors, is to use a triple well manufacturing process.[62][87][143][144][145]
[146][147][148][149][150]
For an nMOS built on a p-substrate, this involves fabricating a deep (and large) nwell and inside this n-well fabricating a p-well which will, in turn, serve as the substrate of the
nMOS (image 4).[62][143][144][145][146][147][148][149][150]
This will result in backside light injections being effectively absorbed by the PN interfaces between
the two wells and between the n-well and the p-substrate, inducing photocurrents.[62][143][144][145][146][147]
[148][149][150]
Of course, these interfaces act as diodes[143][144][146][150] and thus the produced photocurrents
will, in general, be collected by the n-well and will not propagate out of it. Furthermore, these diode
interfaces could, under reverse bias, also act as photodiodes (and potentially also as a
phototransistor, under the right biases). Moreover, in the case of frontside light injection attacks,
some photons will possibly also reach these interfaces and produce photocurrents by being
absorbed, which could be used to detect such attacks.
Furthermore, these PN interfaces may also act in an optical manner, causing a small proportion of
the induced light to be reflected, thus allowing even less light to go through them. [62] However, these
interfaces may also increase the leakage of the transistor, as they create additional depletion regions,
which may interact with the transistor. A solution to this problem could be to fabricate an insulation
layer between the two wells, made, for example, by silicon dioxide.
Another solution could be to change the shape of the n-well into forming only a thin layer close to
the source and the drain of the transistor, which would expand into being thicker deeper inside the
p-substrate, thus forming an n-basin rather than an n-well. Furthermore, we could completely
eliminate the very top of the side structure of the n-well layer, which is close to the source and the
drain of the transistor, and connect the p-substrate and the p-well with a p-doped silicon bridge, thus
effectively burying the n-well inside the p-doped region. In this way, we could eliminate any
interference caused by the n-well to the transistor.
Additionally, we could also bury any wires connected to the n-well, that are used to used to bias
and/or detect its status, deep inside its body, while keeping them insulated and connecting them
with the n-well structure at such a depth that their voltage does not interfere with the transistor’s
operation. Moreover, depending on its thickness, the n-well can also be fully transformed into a
depletion region, having no actual pure n-region. However, this will significantly decrease the effect
the n-well region has on the whole structure, regarding both the detection of optical fault injection
attacks and the potential protection of the transistor against them.
Furthermore, we could form multiple layers of alternating n- and p-wells, which could, depending
on their thickness, significantly reduce their own interaction with the transistor while also
enhancing the detection capabilities of their PN interfaces. Nevertheless, such structures would also
act as PNPN[P...] (photo)structures, which means that they would be more sensitive to light and
much less to electricity, but would also keep conducting for an extended period of time between the
transistor’s substrate (top p-well) and the bottom p-substrate. [151] This means that while they would
indeed detect more efficiently any light injection attacks, they would also potentially transfer the
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produced photocurrents inside the transistor’s structure, through the top p-well which forms the
transistor’s substrate.
However, even if such structures cannot protect against optical fault injections attacks, they can
serve as really efficient detectors for both frontside and backside optical injections. This holds true
because the PN interfaces between the top p-well and the top n-well and between the p-substrate
and the bottom n-well are able to effectively collect and thus detect both induced photons and the
photocurrents these produce within an extended area around them in the front and the back side. [143]
[144][146][147][149][150]
This, of course, is due to the size and location of their p-n interfaces, with the
interface between the p-substrate and the bottom n-well covering a broad area on the back side of
the transistor and its right and left sides, and the interface between the top p-well and the top n-well
covering the main area of the transistor and its front, right and left sides. Any interfaces between the
other wells could also be affected by a light injection targeted at the front size of this transistor, due
to the spot size of the light beam being used.
Furthermore, to enhance the protection or detection that such a structure provides, we can use
different dopant or semiconductor materials on each layer or per set of wells. However, in any case,
a separate additional circuit will be required to monitor the wells and detect whether there has been
an attack.[143][144][146][147][149][150] However, such a circuit could also implement the actions that need to
be taken if an attack is detected.
Finally, if we build a non-depleted epitaxial p-layer between the p-substrate and the bottom n-well,
we can enhance even more the ability of the interface between the bottom n-well and the p-layers
below it to detect light injections and photocurrents and protect against them, because the added
non-depleted epitaxial p-layer acts as a potential well for electrons moving by diffussion. [87][143][144]
[146][150]
This means that the epitaxial p-layer will both act as a well for photocurrents, increasing
their collection rate by the interface between the bottom n-well and itself, and also amplify the
production of such photocurrents, due to the increased number of charged particles found in it.
This increased creation and propagation of photocurrents in the epitaxial p-layer will thus provide
better detection of optical fault induction attacks in the p-n interface between the epitaxial p-layer
and the bottom n-well.[143][144][146][150] It is easily understood that if on this whole structure, we also
substitute the transistor fabricated on its top p-well for a phototransistor or a photodiode, [152] this
structure constitutes an almost ideal photodetector. Furthermore, to avoid parasitic interferences, we
can shield off any adjacent pMOS transistors within a deep p-well, covering the sides on which we
expect interference from n-doped materials.[150][152]

DEPFETs, voltage and temperature
monitors, and other ideas
Finally, a DEPFET (DEPleted Field Effect
Transistor) with or without an internal gate can
also be used for the detection of light injections
(image 5).[150][153] In this case, photocurrents are
trapped in the depleted layer and collected by the
internal gate and eventually transferred to the clear
(gate) when they collectively exceed a threshold
voltage.[150][153] However, these transistors take up a
larger area than normal transistors and also require
an additional circuit to monitor their structure and Image 5: Cross section of a lateral p-type
DEPFET with an internal gate.
detect whether there has been an attack.[150]
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We could also try to indirectly detect optical fault injection attacks through supply voltage
monitoring or temperature sensors,[3][4][72][88] but these means may prove quite unsuccessful due to
the very short duration of the light pulses which may make voltage and temperature fluctuations
caused by attacks undetectable. However, there are circuits that may be able to detect transient
(photo)currents, but these require a disproportionate area compared to the transistors they may
protect.[154][155]
Moreover, the supply and/or mesh shield wires on the front side of the transistor combined with the
ground voltage of the substrate could act as a micro-channel plate detector and detect photons, but
only if they have a high intensity, and thus collectively significant energy, enough to cause
detectable fluctuations in the difference level between the supply and the ground voltage levels.
Furthermore, it has been suggested that bipolar integrated circuits generally have higher radiation
tolerance than CMOS circuits,[8] and thus may also be less susceptible to optical fault injections.
Additionally, Magnetoresistive Random Access Memory (MRAM) seems not to be significantly
affected by ionising radiation, while offering rewritable, non-volatile memory. [8] MRAM will
probably also not be significantly affected by optical fault injection attacks as its operation is based
on magnetic storage and not on electric charges or currents.[156]
However, MRAM may take up a much larger area on the chip than conventional memory currently
does.[156] Finally, capacitor-based Dynamic RAM (DRAM) and flip-flop-based Static RAM
(SRAM) seem to be equally susceptible to optical fault injection attacks, as their stored value can be
changed by flipping a single transistor. Nevertheless, adding capacitance or resistance in the
feedback circuit of the SRAM could protect against transient light pulses, [87] although this will lead
into slower responses and the need for wider signal pulses to change the state of the memory cells[87]
and could be defeated by just using light pulses that last longer or have a higher intensity.

Enhancing pre-existing structures
Enhanced shielding
Moreover, although metallic shields and reflective coating do not seem to be adequately effective
on their own, we could perhaps combine them with with multiple interconnected layers of fine
wiring, in order to get better protection results. Both of these protection measures are ineffective on
their own, with metallic shields and reflective coating being removed by attackers and wire meshes
not providing any additional protection against optical fault induction attacks. However, by
combining these two measures in this way, we can essentially use one (wire meshes protecting
against tampering)[157] to protect the other (metallic shields and reflective materials used against
laser light penetration).[39][88]
Of course, again, a determined attacker could put the effort and bypass both of these measures, but
much more effort would be required to compromise a competent combination of them. Wire meshes
could run through the shielding and/or reflective materials covering the whole chip and therefore be
able to detect a potential damages in their structures and/or qualities. These meshes could be really
dense and perhaps running between different levels of different shielding and reflective materials,
with each level being interconnected with each other. Additionally, extra circuits in the internal chip
structure could be handling the operation of these meshes.
In an extreme scenario, a battery powering the whole chip and its meshes could also be incorporated
inside the whole “fortified” structure to provide internal power and assure that the meshes will keep
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being effective even if the chip is disconnected from external power sources. However, the cost of
such a high level of protection, especially if it also required a power source to be integrated inside it
during production, would be significantly high and most probably would prohibit it from being put
into mass production.

3D chips and other enhancements
Furthermore, we can also assume that 3D chips may or may not be easier to protect against optical
fault injections depending on their exact structure and characteristics. A three-dimensional chip may
consist of two or more separately manufactured integrated circuits vertically stacked on top of each
other, after their substrates have been aggressively thinned, with each of these integrated circuits
referred to as a “tier”.[158][159] Each tier is interconnected with the others using vertical metal pillars
called “through-silicon vias” (TSVs).[158][159]
While the aggressive thinning of the substrates of integrated circuits combined in a single 3D chip
could potentially make optical fault injections easier to achieve, if the chip has three or more tiers,
then, we could gather all its security critical circuits and structures in its inner tiers and practically
use the top and bottom tiers as protection layers. An attacker could not remove these tiers without
effectively destroying the chip, while the transistors found on them would absorb most, if not all the
light targeted at a more internal tier, thus shielding it from optical fault injection by essentially
being attacked itself and having its operation and functionality sacrificed for this purpose during an
attack targeting an element found in the same position on a more internal tier.
Therefore, if we could efficiently gather non-critical circuits and structures on the top and bottom
tiers, we could avoid critical elements placed in more internal tiers being successfully attacked with
light. Furthermore, we could, in this way, place photodetectors directly above or below such critical
structures, which an attacker could, again, not remove without destroying the chip, as they would be
integrated in the chip’s structure.
However, there are conflicting opinions on whether 3D chips are really more efficient than normal
chips or not regarding their speed.[158][159] It has been noted that they may require more power than
normal chips,[158] but they have better power conservation.[159] They may require more area,[158] but
could also have higher density.[159] It is nevertheless certain that they have much higher production
costs, while only 2-tiered ones have ever entered mass production.[158]
Finally, thinning the substrate and shaping it into a convex or a concave mirror in order to deflect
laser beams away from their targeted transistors will not be effective, as the attacker can thin the
substrate further in order to flatten it out. However, perhaps, it is possible to integrate mirror-like
structures or materials on the top side of transistors that will point light to nearby photodetectors, in
order to prevent frontside optical fault injection attacks, while it may also be possible to incorporate
small photodetectors, such as photodiodes, inside the structure of much larger transistors, in order to
detect any attempt to optically induce faults in these transistors. Nevertheless, such solutions are
still at an experimental research level and under development, not having yet been introduced in
mass production.

Potential logical countermeasures
Therefore, since physical countermeasures cannot, in general, provide an adequate level of
protection, it is crucial to also examine the other category of countermeasures, logical
countermeasures, and try to compare their costs and benefits, in order to come up with an adequate
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classification and evaluation of them, in order to be able to draw well-founded conclusions
regarding the protection they provide and how that relates to costs and the level of risk that a chip
owner or user may be facing.
Logical countermeasures include a variety of different designs and implementations, such as
redundant elements,[29][47][54][87][88] parity schemes[87][88] and time or signal checks and inspections,[29] in
order to achieve error detection and correction.[8] These countermeasures can usually be
implemented either at the level of single transistors or at the level of whole circuits or even in the
entire chip.

Redundant elements
More particularly, redundant elements can be used both for error detection, by having a specific
circuit or transistor duplicated, or even for error correction by using more than two identical circuits
or transistors and comparing their results.[47][54][82][87][88] As the results are of a binary nature, when an
odd number of identical devices, circuits or transistors is used for error correction, there will always
be a majority of a particular result, while if an even number is used, there may be a majority or a tie
between the two results, high or low current, logical one or zero.[88]
However, redundancy obviously leads into a multiplication of the needed area and power for the
chip’s transistors to be cloned.[47][54][82][87][88] Nevertheless, it does make optical fault injection attacks
much more difficult, as a majority of, or even all, the clones of a targeted transistor need to be
attacked at the exact same execution point for the attack to be successful. [87][88] Apart from these
redundant elements, a comparison circuit will need to be added which will identify faults and either
pick the majority result or implement some preventive action against the attack being successful,
such as locking temporarily or permanently the chip, or even completely destroying it.[88]
Furthermore, in order to avoid constant faults from a particular instance, we could implement a
system detecting whether an instance constantly provides minority results and turn this instance or
the whole system off for some time or permanently. In this way, we can prevent a false majority
being reached from faulty or targeted structures, while making it more difficult to synchronise
attacks between the different instances, especially if the different instances have slightly different
delay times. Finally, we could have results that are not reached by a supermajority of instances, for
example four out of five, be recalculated,[72] in order to make successful attacks even more difficult
due to timing constraints. Furthermore, we could be using different random instances every time,
while also preferring instances which gave a majority result in the previous time or operation slot,
so that attacks cannot be easily timed, replicated or be easily successful.
However, the implementation of all these ideas would require the addition of several more
transistors and circuits in the integrated circuit, which would require more area, higher power
consumption, and more design,[88] development and testing time, thus significantly raising the
production costs. Nevertheless, at least these structures could easily be integrated in the
manufacturing process of the chip, as they require only the addition of known structures that would
be made out of silicon, thus not requiring any significant changes in the fabrication process of the
chip.
Finally, it is also important to consider the potential changes that the implementation of redundancy
and generally the addition of new elements on the chip may introduce on the EDA process and the
software being used in smart cards. Especially for the design of such circuits certain steps need to
be taken to supplement the EDA-related procedures considering the new circuit designs that may
need to be added to them and the need for redundant elements not to be eliminated by them. In the
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same fashion, software designed to interact with the chip’s structures must not only be designed as
secured, but also needs to consider the changes that any added security measures may cause to the
operation and functionality of the original chip.

Parity checks and algorithms
In general, different ways can be used to detect errors in data, such as repetitions, parity bits,
checksums, cyclic redundancy checks and other forms of hash functions. [160] However, most of them
face specific issues which may hinder their usage and make it easier for attackers to deceive error
detection mechanisms based on them. For example, repetitions [88] can be identified by an attacker
and be neutralised by just repeating the fault injection as many times as a pattern is repeated. [54]
However, they would, of course, make fault injection attacks more difficult because of timing
restraints, as the attack would have to be timed precisely for a number of times.
Moreover, error detection and correction can also be achieved by using parity checks. [8][82][87] This is
usually implemented by including parity bits in the transmitted information, which will reveal a
fault if a single bit is changed. Parity bits are calculated by parity functions, the most common of
which is Boolean function whose value is 1 if and only if its input vector has an odd number of
ones, while otherwise its value is 0.[161]
Due to this, problems may arise if an even number of bits is changed, because the parity check may
not identify such a result as faulty. As the timing of an optical fault injection is not extremely
precise in all cases, so as to always change an exact number of bits, it could easily be the case that
there is a 50% chance for a successful attack, even with the introduction of parity bits.
However, if we introduce parity bits at extremely short intervals, this probability is bound to fall
rapidly, as a lot of the series of changed bits are bound to be of an odd size and thus identify as
faulty in parity checks. Nevertheless, this would introduce a significant account of latency overhead
in the operation of such a circuit or of the whole chip.
Additionally, dynamic data, such as those stored in the memory, must be checked for their accuracy
each time before they are further used, or preferably have their parity checked at random short
intervals.[8] The parity of such data must be updated each time their values are changed, as their
values don’t remain the same, while each of their bits should participate in at least two different
parity calculations and checks, in order to detect errors more effectively. Usually, this can be
implemented by checking the parity of memory bits both per column and per row.
Moreover, hash functions can map data of arbitrary length to data of a fixed length and can
therefore identify the correctness of data.[162] However, although the produced checksum will
usually be completely different for similar input, it may also be the same for completely different
sets of input data,[162] which means that a potential attacker may find a way to inject (multiple) faults
that will not alter the produced checksum, thus compromising this protection mechanism.
Furthermore, since these functions produce error detection data of a longer length than plain parity
bits, they, of course, lead to even bigger delays and overheads, while also again requiring control
circuits and structures.
Cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs) produce fixed-length check values based on the remainder of a
polynomial division of the input data.[163] These short check values are calculated again when the
data are accessed again and it is checked if the initial check value matches the new calculated result.
[163]
Although CRCs are easy to implement, they again produce delays and overheads and would
require a check structure.
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All these and other hashes can be used to detect errors and, other specific conditions, can also be
used to correct these errors. However, they all introduce delays and overheads and could potentially
be neutralised. Nevertheless, they do make optical fault injection attacks much harder, because in
order to overcome these protection measures, multiple light injections need to be done in different
spots on the chip at the same or different moments that need to be identified very precisely.[72]

Check schemes related to the transmission of data
Finally, in cases of data sets being transmitted, the data bus carrying this data must have its size
adjusted in such a way that error detection or correction data bits can be transmitted along with the
regular information data in an efficient manner. Error correction in transmitted data can generally be
implemented in two different ways, either as automatic repeat requests (ARQs) or as forward error
correction (FEC).[160]
Automatic repeat requests, which can also be referred as backward error correction, as their name
implies are requests for data to be retransmitted each and every time they fail their error detection
checks, until they can be successfully verified. [160] Forward error correction is an error detection and
correction (EDAC) method in which the sent data also include an error-correcting code (ECC),
which can be used to detect errors and also correct them accordingly, by using this redundant code.
[160]
Automatic transmission requests and forward error correction can be combined in a technique
called hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ), so that minor errors are corrected without
retransmission, while major errors require the data to be retransmitted.[160]

Combining parity checks with redundancy
Even if a perfect code, one that achieves the highest possible rate for codes of its block length and
minimum distance, such as a Hamming code, is used, still it will only be able to detect and correct a
specific number of errors.[164] For example, common Hamming codes can usually detect up to twobit errors or correct one-bit errors without detection of uncorrected errors.[164] Even improved
versions such codes cannot usually detect more than 3 errors.[164] It is therefore evident that even
though their usage will make fault injection quite difficult, it will again not be impossible to
eventually compromise the circuit.
A combination of parity and redundancy could perhaps provide much more security than either of
the two measures alone, as a potential attacker would
have to overcome these two measures at the same time
and this would create timing issues that would be
extremely difficult to surmount.
Another way to increase the security of the chip would
be to make each die (each functional unit on a wafer –
image 6) completely unique by making slight changes in
its design in comparison to every other, or at least
slightly change the design per produced wafer. This
would, of course, increase design and production costs
and each wafer would require an additional amount of
time to be fabricated, but could initially isolate the
results of potential successful attacks to a small number
of chips, by making such attacks quite more difficult to
be replicated.
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Image 6: Schematic representation of
dice on a wafer; blue ones can be fully
developed on the wafer, while
green/black ones cannot and will be
thus rejected, as their black area falls
outside the wafer's surface.[165]

Repetition of software operations
Furthermore, even without redundant elements, the software itself could demand the repetition of
sensitive and/or critical operations and the comparison of results, in order to determine whether
there were errors or the initial result is correct. [4][54] Additionally, if the replicated results do not
match the initial ones, the operations could be repeated an additional number of times, and then the
correct result be determined by a majority or a supermajority of them. [44][166] Even though this
technique would not introduce any particular costs in the development and production of the chip, it
could bring about significant delays in the overall operation of such chips, which may still be highly
undesirable. Again, this security measure could be neutralised by just repeating the fault injection
the required amount of times to prevent the circuit from accurately deciding on the correct result. [4]
[72]
However, this would again be difficult to achieve due to timing and other restraints.

Hardened elements and time or signal inspections and checks
Moreover, other measures exist that could further hinder fault injection attacks from being
successful, such as redesigning the flip-flops in order to harden them against fault injections, [167]
making the internal clock unstable and employing dummy clock cycles, [4][64][72] setting up timer
structures which will perform hard system resets unless they receive a specific data sequence within
some limited time period (watchdog timers) and whose operation will be dependent on the
production of correct sensitive and/or critical results, [8][87] or detecting whether the input provided to
each flip-flop, for example the reset signal voltage, or its output, [29] is the intended one.[168] However,
these measures may also introduce significant overhead[29][87] and could eventually be compromised,
albeit with much more difficulty.

Asynchronous logic and multiple-rail datapaths
Finally, using asynchronous logic could significantly improve protection against optical fault
injection attacks, as it would make it almost impossible to accurately and properly time the attack.
[88][89][169][170]
Furthermore, we could also employ dual-rail logic, which uses two wires, being referred
to as “rails”, to transfer data, implementing redundant datapaths. [29][87][169][170][171] One wire is used for
the logic 0 and one for the logic 1.[7][89][170][171] Moreover, more than two rails can be used to encode
each logic signal, and serving to detect errors, or there can implement even higher datapath
redundancy by carrying the same signal, thus providing not only error detection, but also error
correction.[170] However, an additional circuit would be needed to decide about the correctness and
selection of the signals carried through them, by picking a majority or supermajority of them in case
they are redundant to each other.
Additionally, asynchronous logic circuits have significant disadvantages, such as requiring much
more area to be implemented,[89][172][173] being more difficult to design, test and debug than
synchronous ones,[172][173] may not perform as well as synchronous ones and are incompatible with
most commercial Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools. [89][172][174] Dual-rail logic would also,
obviously, require at least twice as many transistors as the commonly used single-rail logic to be
implemented.[175]

Final remarks
As it has not been sufficiently proven that any of the previously described countermeasures can
adequately protect against optical fault injection attacks while also being cost-efficient, it is evident
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that we should try to classify and compare them, in order to evaluate their merits. It is not difficult
to classify the described countermeasures into categories according to the structural level of
integration into physical-level, semiconductor-level, circuit-level, EDA-based and software-based
ones. In this essay, we have mostly focused on the hardware-related categories, while, however,
always aiming to identify the most optimal solution.
Therefore, we will try to evaluate these countermeasures regarding the level of protection they offer
against optical fault injection attacks, the required costs for their implementation and integration
and other potential shortcomings.

Chapter 3:
The study and its results – A comparison and
evaluation of countermeasures
In order to compare and evaluate the previously described countermeasures, it was considered
necessary first to identify which of them seemed more optimal to be actually used as such and
which ones cannot at present be used as countermeasures against optical fault injection attacks and
for which reasons. A number of different physical structures and logical controls were considered as
potential countermeasures, but especially the implementation of certain physical countermeasures
proved to be significantly hindered by current technology, in terms of the manufacturing process
being used at present. As it has already been discussed, this is an impenetrable barrier because
changes on the manufacturing process have an enormous cost for the fabrication plant (which is
commonly referred to as the fab) and can certainly not be imposed to it by the integrated circuit
designing company or even be somehow implemented by this company on its own.
Therefore, it becomes evident that if a particular countermeasure requires changes in the
manufacturing process or significant revisions of other processes related to its design, development
and implementation, then this countermeasure probably cannot be utilized or even be considered for
integration in an actual integrated circuit. Unfortunately, in such a case, we have to reject such a
countermeasure and, at present, it would make little sense to examine its potential properties.
However, such ideas could be used in the future and, perhaps, provide better results than the ones
we have currently tried to fully evaluate regarding their cost and level of protection they provide.
We tried to evaluate a selected number of potential countermeasures either through trying to design
them or by relevant simulations, in order to estimate their area cost and potential protection
provided. Logical countermeasures were designed, simulated and converted into netlists, in order to
both test their effectiveness and their space requirements, while physical countermeasures were
simulated according to the design rules imposed by the current manufacturing process and then
tested under a few different configurations to assess their effectiveness.
The primary function of these countermeasures is to improve the probability of detecting optical
fault injection attacks, in order to make smart card chips more robust against them. In case faults
and errors are detected, an adequate response step can be taken, such as locking or completely
disabling the device, either temporarily or permanently.
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Physical countermeasures
As most physical countermeasures introduce innovative structures that would need to be integrated
in the produced integrated circuit, they tend to be highly incompatible with the current
manufacturing process. In this thesis, the current manufacturing process under examination is the
CMOS 90 nm low power one, because it is one of the most widely employed processes for the
production of secure chips for smart cards. It has also reached a quite mature and stable stage as it
has been used for at least 10 years now and therefore no significant changes are expected to be
introduced in it, unless proven really essential for it.
Therefore, initially, we tried to identify the compatibility of the previously suggested physical
countermeasures with it and thus establish whether further investigation over their qualities and
merits was warranted, as in case they were totally incompatible with the current manufacturing
process, there was no point to further examine them in much detail, as they cannot be efficiently
implemented and/or integrated on a mass production end production. Therefore, the cost of their
potential implementation is too high to even attempt their experimental integration and production,
because there is an insignificant probability of them being introduced into a production phase
working under economies of scale, and thus the cost of their research and development will never
be regained through sales profits.

Selection of the design ideas to be explored in detail
For example, considering the idea of adding graphene on photodetectors to enhance their detection
abilities, we can easily conclude that it may cost too much to be integrated in the current
manufacturing process which requires clean and sterilized rooms, while graphene is a material
which can easily spread around on unwanted places, due to its powdery texture. Therefore, it would
require changes which are doable, but may not be financially feasible, and which may not have the
desired results, due to several constraints regarding the handling of wafers, dicing and the other
required processes to produce a chip.
Furthermore, using insulators as the chip’s substrate would result in rather negative consequences
regarding the level of protection against optical fault injection attacks, as already noted before,
because these insulators tend to be transparent in the wavelength range between 400 and 1100 nm,
thus rather enabling optical fault induction than actually preventing it. Additionally, significant
changes would have to be done to the manufacturing process to incorporate such a change which
would also come at a considerable cost, therefore making such a potential change completely
undesirable.
Moreover, for the same reasons, any countermeasure based on the use of other semiconductors,
such as germanium (Ge) and indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) would also require excessive
changes both to the manufacturing process and the electronic design automation (EDA) one. This
would happen because these materials would require different constraints, rules and methods
regarding their design, implementation, integration and actual production in order to provide the
same or equivalent circuits and functionality, as they exhibit similar but not exactly the same
physical characteristics and properties as silicon (Si). Furthermore, using transistors with larger
drains and/or sourses would lead to significantly increased static power leakage and would also
require more area and, of course, more dynamic power for their proper operation.
Additionally, while a deep n-well structure could significantly help in protecting transistors from
backside light attacks, it would in practice do so only regarding an nMOS and not a pMOS. This
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would happen because the n-doped substrate of a pMOS is built to be connected to the deep n-well
and therefore any photocurrent induced in the p-n junction between the overall p-substrate and the
deep n-well will also be transferred to the n-substrate of the pMOS and thus will affect its operation,
with a possibility of causing it to malfunction.
Apart from this, deep p-wells are not provided for in the current design and manufacturing process,
therefore significantly hindering any attempts to shield a pMOS against the influence of an
underlying deep n-well. Of course, this also means that any combination of deep n-wells and deep
p-wells cannot be designed or implemented. Furthermore, both deep n-wells and deep p-wells
require a significant amount of area, due to design constraints, while their combination may have
also suffered from phenomena related to PNPN[…] structures and may have led to significant
leakage.
DEPFETs would also require changes regarding both the current manufacturing process and the
EDA process, as both of them do not currently provide for such designs. Additionally, DEPFETs
require a larger area than usual transistors and are also bound to suffer from excessive leakage, as
their detection operation is based on this very issue, with photocurrents being trapped in the
depleted layer and collected by the internal gate, eventually leaking to the clear (gate) when they
collectively exceed a threshold voltage. Thus, DEPFETs cannot really serve as regular transistors,
as such leakage and the mere presence of the internal gate would interfere with any currents going
through their channel area, and are designed to only operate as detectors.
Voltage and temperature monitoring would require a significant amount of area and designing in
order to be implemented, as the current detection technology would face significant difficulties in
identifying tiny voltage or temperature fluctuations caused by attacks with light pulses of very short
duration. Especially as such attacks can be performed with laser beams made of pulses lasting as
little as some nanoseconds or femtoseconds, it can prove very hard, if not impossible to adequately
detect voltage or temperature disturbances caused by them.
However, while resistors are being used to detect temperature, photoresistors could be used to
immediately detect light. Nevertheless, the current design rules provide only for resistors made
from silicon (Si) and thus their usage as photoresistors is questionable. Moreover, they would
require a significant amount of area in comparison to their detection area span, while photoresistors
made from other materials are incompatible with the current manufacturing process and the EDA,
or are even banned by legislation.
Mesh shields already exist on produced integrated circuits but have proven ineffective as they can
mostly be removed. Furthermore, due to constraints in the design and in the manufacturing process,
they cannot cover the whole surface of the integrated circuit, thus allowing for fault injection
attacks to take place bypassing them. Additionally, the use of MRAMs instead of conventional
memory structures would require a new EDA process to be developed to incorporate it and define
its design, placement and constraints, therefore at present is not compatible with the current
manufacturing process.
Finally, a 3D chip would obviously also require extensive changes in EDA regarding the
introduction of new elements and different rules and constraints regarding its design and a
completely different manufacturing process in order to be built, exactly because of its multi-tiered
structure.
An idea which seemed more promising would be to use photodiodes as detection mechanisms
instead of the current implementation of photodetectors made out of phototransistors. This is
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because photodiodes can be easily implemented based on the current EDA design rules and
constraints and are completely compatible with the manufacturing process being used, while also
being significantly smaller than phototransistors. Therefore, it would make sense to simulate a
photodiode structure and measure its response to optical fault injection attacks and then compare it
to that of a phototransistor.

Design and Simulation
We decided to explore two different scenarios regarding the integration of a photodiode in the chip;
one where the photodiode is just built on the substrate of the chip and one where there is an
underlying deep doped well. We decided to simulate the latter scenario not only because of the
issues (photo)transistors may be facing in the presence of a deep doped well, but also because deep
doped wells are common in areas of the chip that are targeted by optical fault injection attacks, such
as areas where memory or other potentially vulnerable elements can be found. In order, however, to
enhance the possible detection span of such
devices, we provided for a small gap in the
deep doped well exactly underneath the
device’s position. This would ensure that the
deep doped well would allow for measurable
detection results, while still providing
protection to any nearby transistors above it.
A series of simulated transistors were
designed over a simulated area, as they
would be found placed on a real chip, with a
photodetector device, a phototransistor or a
photodiode, simulated to be placed among
them. The simulation was constructed using
a custom-made company program in such a
way as to be fully compatible with the Image 7: Cross section of a vertical (photo)diode
CMOS 90 nm low power manufacturing with a NP junction (n-p diode) above a deep n-well
with a small hole exactly underneath it.
process rules and constraints.
However, as only deep n-wells can be built
in reality using this manufacturing process,
we chose to simulate a deep n-well inside a
p-substrate and a vertical n-p (photo)diode
above it, with a small gap in the deep n-well
exactly below the diode (image 7), as well
as the same (photo)diode and substrate
without the deep n-well structure (image 8).
Of course, the same principles applied for an
nMOS (photo)transistor, as well.
Then, each simulated chip was tested
against a simulated optical fault injection
attack and the detection rates of the
photodiode and the phototransistor were Image 8: Cross section of a vertical (photo)diode
compared. This was achieved by simulating with a NP junction (n-p diode).
the injection of light in the simulated
structure with a known intensity and then
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dividing the resulting electric current response of each detector by that intensity.
The minimum size of the (photo)transistor was calculated to be around 2.96 μm2,with an overall
area needed for the whole structure being around 15 μm2 due to design constraints and other factors.
Therefore, we designed a (photo)diode of the same size, one of about half that size (1.53 μm2) and
one of about a quarter of the original size (0.78 μm2), in order to see how scaling down would affect
the detection rate of the (photo)diode and if the results would be comparable to that of the
(photo)transistor. Additionally, the overall area was again simulated to be around 15 μm2 due to
design constraints.

Results
Unfortunately, the results proved that, in general, (photo)diodes are not as good photodetectors as
(photo)transistors as they seem to perform ten times worse than (photo)transistors of the same size
in detecting the presence of light of the same intensity. And, of course, as their size shrinks, their
performance keeps deteriorating.
We came to these conclusions by
comparing
the
quotients
produced by the division of the
current produced by the device to
the intensity of the light that
reaches it for a phototransistor
and a photodiode (image 9). In
the case of a photodiode the
generated current is equal to the
light-generated charge, while in
the case of a phototransistor it is
equal to the light-generated
charge multiplied by the
phototransistor’s gain.

level of transistor’s
drain leakage

If less light reaches the
photodetector, it will have less
of an effect on it, thus more
easily falling below the set Image 9: The quotient of the current produced by the detector
detection threshold. We, of to the intensity of the light reaching it in relation to the distance
course, measured this quotient in (radius) away from the detector.[176]
different distances from the
photodetector, in order to find the expected value of the effective detection area span.
Therefore, and as photodiodes having half, or a quarter of, the size of a phototransistor give
comparable results to those of a photodiode of the same size as a phototransistor, to get the get same
detection area span as a phototransistor, we would need to use a photodiode being way more than
ten times the size of a phototransistor. Thus, we can easily conclude that using (photo)transistors as
photodetectors is preferable to using (photo)diodes in order to detect optical fault injection attacks.
However, we also noted that diodes have less leakage in the simulation than phototransistors and,
therefore, their threshold current could be set at a lower value, thus allowing for a bigger detection
span. It is also important to note that the transistor’s drain leakage level is quickly approached by
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the current to light intensity quotient values, thus only allowing for a relatively low threshold and a
small detection span. Nevertheless, current technology severely limits the ability to detect
fluctuations of such small amplitudes as would be required to detect light-induced currents coming
from light injections made some tens of micrometers away from the photodiode, because in this
case they would be in the order of some picoamperes (10 -12 A). Furthermore, the leakage of the
photodiodes is dependent on the temperature and as temperature rises, it significantly increases,
thus not allowing for a low enough threshold or producing a large number of false positive
detections in the opposite case.
In case there is a deep n-well below the photodetector, then most of the light induced on the
structure will be absorbed by the deep n-well. However, if we make a gap on the n-well exactly
below the detector, then we can use it to detect potential optical fault injections. In the case of the
photodiode, such a hole can be made on the overall deep well, while a phototransistor would require
an isolated deep n-well of its own. This would have the effect that the overall area required for the
integration of the phototransistor would be really large, while the phototransistor would remain
quite smaller compared to it. Therefore, the actual area surrounding it that could be used for the
placement of sensitive chip components would be quite smaller than the one in the case of a
photodiode.
Additionally, in such a case, (photo)diodes may perform better than (photo)transistors, as their
detection ability is not hindered by the presence or absence of a deep n-well surrounding the area
below them. On the other hand, a (photo)transistor’s detection ability significantly deteriorates in
the same context, with the associated current to light intensity quotient taking values of the order of
10-15 A (some femtoamperes).
Therefore, and as a (photo)diode
having
¼
the
size
of
a
(photo)transistor has 1000 times
higher current to light intensity
quotient (image 10), (photo)diodes in
this case have a significant advantage
over
(photo)transistors,
whose
detection rates do not allow them to
realistically compete to perform as
photodetectors in such a case. It may
however be good to note here that in
the case a deep n-well is present in
the substrate, more area will always
be required to integrate any
photodetectors above it, due to design
rules and constraints.
However, as deep n-wells tend to be
common in areas of the chip that are
highly likely to be targeted by optical Image 10: The quotient of the intensity of the light induced
fault injection attacks such as areas on the chip to the intensity of the light reaching the detector
a photodiode
incorporating components related to in relation to the distance (radius) away from[176]
the chip’s logic and other potentially in the presence and absence of a deep n-well.
vulnerable elements, the fact that
photodiodes provide better results than phototransistors in the case a deep n-well is present is really
important.
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Logical countermeasures
Logical countermeasures were designed on VHDL and Verilog and subsequently simulated on
Cadence SimVision in order to assess their ability to detect, or even correct, errors induced by faults
injected on the chip. Logical countermeasures took the form of error detection (or correction)
schemes and redundant elements used to detect (and possibly) correct errors occurring on data
stored on a register file. The ability to write and read on the register file in real time was also coded,
as well as flag bits to signify the detection of an error, as well as a clock and a reset signal. In some
cases other flag bits were also coded in order to signify a correction of the previously corrupted
data.
When the register file was simulated, data was written on it and read out of it, while errors were
programmed to occur at specific points. Using SimVision and the error detection and signal bits or
streams coded in the registers, we tested whether the error detection (or correction) schemes worked
as originally planned. Single-bit errors were introduced on different words of the register
simultaneously or at different points of time and were always detected. Additionally, depending on
the properties of each exact algorithm, multiple-bit errors could or could not be detected, as it would
be expected from a coded deterministic algorithm (a computer program).
Single-bit fault injections were simulated by forcing a single particular bit (cell) per word to take a
specific value opposite to the one it should normally and correctly have, i.e. if the bit had the value
of logical “0”, it was forced to become a logical “1” and vice versa. Then, as expected, when the
check was performed in the next clock cycle, an error was reported, as an error detection bit or
stream set to the value of logical “1”. If the algorithm was able to detect specific cases of multiplebit errors, then these were indeed detected. Obviously, however, not all cases were tested, as
exhaustive testing would take way too much time, and the algorithms used are not too difficult to
test regarding their general functionality, due to their size and the operations they perform. In
general, our focus was on how such algorithms may rank up depending on cost (in terms of area and
power) and on the protection they offer.
Therefore, it was programmed that when an error was detected, all the register file data, as well as
the output stream, would be erased. Of course, in case other actions should be deemed appropriate
by the manufacturer or the client, such as locking the whole chip or erasing other data or using more
flag bits or a counter for the amount of detected errors, these could easily be added to the existing
code, using, in this way, the error signal in the context of the overall system. Additionally, it should
be noted these logical countermeasures provide protection not only against optical fault injection
attacks, but against any fault injection attacks, as they can be used to detect, and in some cases
correct faults and errors in the chip’s data, in general.
Moreover, the design code for each logical countermeasure was converted into a netlist, in order to
assess the area and power requirements. All designs were converted according to the CMOS 90 nm
low power manufacturing process, because it is one of the most widely employed processes for the
production of secure chips for smart cards and also it was the one used for the simulation of the
physical countermeasures.
A simple register was selected as the basic reference design in order to assess the different logical
countermeasures, because a registers is a particularly vulnerable and targeted area on a chip for
optical fault injection attacks. The register was designed having 32 words (lines) of the same size.
Three different register files each having a different word size were designed, in order to assess how
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the size of words in a register could affect the overall area required by each design. A register file
with words of 8 bits, one with words of 16 bits and a 32-bit word one were designed.
Data could be written in the register by selecting one of its words and copying input data on it.
Word lines can only be written while a check bit is set to logical “1”, in order to disallow illegal
writes. In order to read data from the register, again, a single word had to be selected and its data
was copied out of the register as output. The registers are also clocked and can be reset, i.e. have
their data erased, when a reset signal is set to logical “1”. A series of different designs which were
incorporating parity and redundancy as detection features (logical countermeasures) against fault
injections were designed, simulated and transformed into netlists.
The detection schemes were designed in such a way that only errors consisting of a single bit fault
can always be detected. Most errors happening in more than one bits will, in most cases, not be
detected, due to the nature of the algorithms being used. This decision was taken in order to allow
designs to be simple and not require an excessive amount of area for their implementation and
integration on a chip. However a decision was made to check the integrity of each word of the
register on every clock cycle for possible faults, in order to compensate for the inability of most
algorithms being used to detect non-single bit faults. In this way, we could detect multiple-bit faults
on a single register, only if they happened on different words, as, unfortunately, only one bit fault
per each word of the register would always be detected.
The reason why single-bit errors are so important is that, as already stated before, attackers are
aiming to be able to cause errors on specific bits in order to be able to precisely manipulate the
stored data. In case more data bits are affected, the error may or may not be detected, depending on
the exact data bits affected and the algorithm being used, but it is highly likely that the attacker will
also not cause the desired result, but rather cause the chip to malfunction, especially if a large
number of bits are affected. Additionally, since laser beams have a rather circular, or perhaps
elliptical spot, and we are able to detect single-bit errors on each and every word of the register, it is
highly unlikely that a laser beam that will cause multiple-bit errors on the word targeted, will not
also cause a detectable error in one of the other nearby words of the register.
An obvious example would be using a laser beam with a large spot size that causes 3-bit faults due
to its size on the targeted word, obviously 3 bits in a row. This would, however, mean that the data
bits exactly below the central targeted bit, and which belong to the previous and following words
following the targeted word, would also be affected and their values would change, due to the same
light intensity and energy reaching them as the light intensity and energy reaching the bits nearby
the central targeted bit of the targeted word.
In general, it would take very precise timing and placement in order to affect multiple data bits on
only a particular word and not affect data bits in other words in such a way that an error would be
detected. This would, of course, lead into raising quite significantly the cost of the attack, as
potentially a large number of smart card chips would have to be used until the attack was performed
successfully, which, in turn, would raise the question of availability of such a number of such chips,
and, again, imply even higher costs.
Additionally, it must be mentioned that all the designed logical countermeasures are completely
compatible both with the EDA and the manufacturing process, as they have been translated into
netlists and thus can be implemented using the commonly used gates and components found on a
chip. However, of course, further improvements on the produced netlist may result in less area and
lower power being required for their implementation and operational functionality.
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Furthermore, error correction mechanisms used in the transmission of data were not designed,
because they are related to the specific design and implementation of a circuit and are strongly
dependent on the integration of the circuit’s components with each other, therefore different designs
would have to be made for each different chip design. Additionally, while general algorithmic
schemes could be used to produce such designs and then integrate them in a particular chip, it is not
yet sufficiently proven that faults can be optically induced on data while they are being transmitted.
Moreover, watchdog timers, specific flip-flop structures and other non-standard cells were not
designed or otherwise tested because they require significant additional area for their
implementation, introduce significant overhead in the integrated circuit’s operation and nonstandard structures and cells are not compatible with the current Electronic Design Automation
(EDA) process and, sometimes, not even compatible with the current manufacturing process.
Finally, the idea of using a completely unique design for each batch of produced chips or at least for
each new chip design or chip family seems to also be thought of as too costly, because it would
require additional research and development costs in order to produce each unique design, as well
as additional productions costs due to its unique layout (requiring the designing and using of new
production masks) and increased additional testing costs related with the integration of the different
components with each other and the acceptance and functionality testing of the full system. In this
case, a known tradeoff between cost and risk exists, as cases where chips were compromised based
on their design being similar or identical to that of other already compromised chip families are
well-known.

Parity checking designs
The first of the parity checking designs incorporates parity checks by including a single additional
parity bit per word. This bit is calculated as the modulo of the division of the sum of each word’s bit
cells by 2, which is equal to XORing these cells with each other. This bit is stored in an additional
extra bit cell added on each word for this purpose and is calculated every time a word is being
written. The parity bits are re-calculated for every word and checked against their stored values on
each clock cycle. If the two values (stored and re-calculated ones) are not found to be equal, then an
error bit is set to logical “1” and provided as output, while the register and all its other outputs are
reset.
A more advanced design introduces a parity bit for every 4 bits of each word. This means that
depending on the word size of the register, a different number of additional bit cells is required to
store the produced parity bits. Again, each parity bit is produced by XORing each word’s cells with
each other, but this time this happens for every 4 bits of the word. This means that for a register file
with words of 8 bits, 2 parity bits will be produced, while for a register with words of 16 bits, 4
parity bits will be produced. Again, additional bit cells are added on each word of the register to
store these bits. The parity bits are re-calculated for every word and checked against their stored
values on each clock cycle. If the two values (stored and re-calculated ones) are not found to be
equal, then an error bit is set to logical “1” and provided as output, while the register and all its
other outputs are reset.
A design on the basis of a simple checksum of each word was also made. In this case, each word’s
cells are again added to each other, but this time they are divided by a predefined divisor which is
selected accordingly. Obviously, this divisor could be the number 2, resulting in the very first
design, but could also be set to, for example, 3 or 4, in order to gain more variety in the produced
checksum, which again corresponds to the modulo of this division. This is done in order to prevent
the possible injection of a single bit fault injection on the parity bits resulting in not detecting a
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simultaneous fault injection of a single bit fault in the word’s stored data (a false negative). As the
produced modulo will almost always need more than a single bit in order to be stored, again, the
number of additional bit cells required to be added on each word has to be set. Like before, the
parity bits are re-calculated for every word and checked against their stored values on each clock
cycle. If the two values (stored and re-calculated ones) are not found to be equal, then an error bit is
set to logical “1” and provided as output, while the register and all its other outputs are reset.
Furthermore, CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) was also implemented in another design in the
following way; this time, each whole word is divided with a predefined number, with the modulo of
this division providing the parity bits of this design. In this way we can always detect a single-bit
fault, if the predefined divisor is other than a power of 2. If a power of 2 is selected as the divisor,
then any faults injected in the data bit cell corresponding to that power, for example the first bit cell
for “1”, the second bit cell for “2”, the third one for “4” and so on, will not be detected. In case,
however that the divisor is 3 or 5, then all single bit fault injections will be detected, but again
multiple bit faults that result in a word changed by a multiple of 3 or 5 will not be detected. Again,
as the produced modulo will need more than a single bit in order to be stored, the number of
additional bit cells required to be added on each word has to also be set. The parity bits are recalculated for every word and checked against their stored values on each clock cycle. If the two
values (stored and re-calculated ones) are not found to be equal, then an error bit is set to logical “1”
and provided as output, while the register and all its other outputs are reset.
Finally, Hamming code parity schemes were designed to calculate Hamming parity bits in different
ways, in order to assess which code implementation was better. Hamming parity bits were
calculated by XORing the relevant bit cells, for example odd position (0, 2, 4, …) bit cells for the
first parity bit, bits in positions 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, … for the second parity bit, bits in positions 3, 4, 5,
6, 11, 12, 13, 14, … for the third parity bit and so on. The number of additional bit cells needed
could be easily calculated being equal to the base 2 logarithm of the word size of the register plus
one more bit. Once again, the parity bits are re-calculated for every word and checked against their
stored values on each clock cycle. If the two values (stored and re-calculated ones) are not found to
be equal, then an error bit is set to logical “1” and provided as output, while the register and all its
other outputs are reset. However, these designs did not, at this stage, include autocorrection
features.

Modular redundancy elements
Physically redundant elements were also designed, with an initial design introducing a second
register on which the same data is written at the same time as input data is written on the original
register. The original register’s word is checked against its copy, in order to detect faults injected in
either register. If they are not found to be equal, then an error bit is set to logical “1” and provided
as output, while both registers and all other outputs are reset. This design is based on dual modular
redundancy and again can only detect faults, but not correct them.
A design based on triple modular redundancy introduces two redundant registers in addition to the
original register for a total of three. In this case, the original register’s word is checked against both
its copies, in order to detect faults injected in any of the registers. If they are not found to be equal,
then an error bit is set to logical “1” and provided as output. However, this time, it is examined
whether any two copies of a particular word agree with each other. If this happens, then, the third
copy is replaced by a copy of one the other two registers, which were found to have exactly the
same data. If not, then, all the registers and all other outputs apart from the error one are reset.
Therefore, this design can not only detect faults, but also correct them.
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Dual modular redundancy was combined with all the previously mentioned parity checking designs
in order to introduce error correction in them. The parity bits of both registers are re-calculated on
each clock cycle. If based on the re-calculation of the parity bits of the original register an error is
found, then, it is examined if the re-calculated parity bits of the other, redundant, register match the
ones stored on it. If they do, then the relevant line is copied from the redundant register on the
original one and the error is considered fixed. If not, then both registers and all other outputs apart
from the error one are reset.

Autocorrection on a single register file
Hamming code can be used for autocorrection, as it can be calculated from its parity bits which
exact data bit does not match them in case only one bit is wrong. Again, different ways of
calculating the Hamming parity bits were designed in order to evaluate which one of them was
better. Again, the number of additional bit cells needed is equal to the base 2 logarithm of the word
size of the register plus one more bit. Once again, the parity bits are re-calculated for every word
and checked against their stored values on each clock cycle. However, this time, if the two values
(stored and re-calculated ones) are not found to be equal, then an error flag bit and the relevant bits
on an error register are set to logical “1” and then used to identify the wrong bit’s position in order
to try to correct it. If the problem is considered fixed, then the bits of the error register which
correspond to the faulty word are set to logical “0”. If the fault is indeed fixed and no more
detected, then the error flag is also set to logical “0”. If not, the register file and all outputs apart
from any error related ones are reset.
Additionally, one more parity bit can be added on each word of the previous design, calculated by
XORing the Hamming parity bits. Then, in case the stored parity bits do not correspond to the recalculated ones, again the error flag bit and error register are set accordingly, but, also, this
additional bit is re-calculated and it is checked whether its re-calculated value corresponds to the
stored one. If it does, then, the wrong data positions are calculated as previously described and the
wrong data are corrected. If the re-calculated additional parity bit does not match its stored value,
then, it is assumed that a fault has been injected in the parity bits while the data bits are correct, so
the parity bits are re-calculated and their new values are stored in the register file. Again, if the
problem is fixed, the error flag bit and the error register will be set to logical “0”. However, if the
fixing process fails to successfully address the error, the register file and all outputs apart from any
error related ones are reset. In almost all designs, the error flag bit is used as the error output to
signify a fault has been detected. The error register can also be used, but its size makes this choice
not an optimal one.
Finally, another design which could support autocorrection using a single register would implement
parity checks not only per word, but also per position in the word. In this way, we could add parity
bits both for the rows and columns of the register, and, thus, identify faulty bits by row and column,
in order to find their exact location and attempt to fix them. This design was initially coded using
CRC in order to employ a parity scheme which is more robust and less prone to successful
neutralization. The CRC of each row and column of the register is calculated and stored in parity
bits on extra rows and columns. The number of extra rows and columns needed may vary,
depending on which divisor is used to calculate the CRC of the rows and which for the calculation
of the CRC of the columns. All the parity bits are re-calculated for every row and column, and, then,
checked against their stored values on each clock cycle. If a mismatch is found between a
recalculated and a stored value, then the relevant bit of the row and the column error registers, as
well as an error flag bit, are set to logical “1”. The faulty bits are thus identified by their position
and an attempt is made to fix them. If the fixing process succeeds, no errors are found anymore and
the error register bits are set to logical “0” again. If all the bits of both error registers are logical “0”,
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then also the error flag bit is set to “0”, otherwise it stays “1”, until a reset signal is issued. The
design can also be modified in order to reset the register and all outputs apart from any error related
ones in case the error cannot be fixed.
The same design was later modified in order to use checksums per row and per column, or only
single parity bits per column and per row, instead of CRC’s, in order to find out how using different
parity checks would affect the area required for each circuit to be implemented. Additionally, more
parity bits can be added in order to check whether the original parity bits are affected by faults,
when an error is found. These are calculated by XORing the parity bits per column and per row and
then XORing the two products of the two initial XOR operations. In this way, we get only one bit to
store per parity row and parity column, which is stored in the relevant position on the register. We
can use these additional parity bits to determine whether a fault has occurred in the initial parity bits
and replace them on the register by recalculating them or if the actual data bits need to be fixed,
when an error has been detected. Like before, if this process succeeds, no errors are found anymore
and the error register bits are set to logical “0”. If all their bits are logical “0”, then also the error
flag bit is set to “0”, otherwise it stays “1”, until the register is reset. Again, this design can be
modified in order to reset the register and all outputs apart from any error related ones in case the
error cannot be fixed.

General remarks on the designs
All the designs related to logical countermeasures were made, simulated and examined for three
different register sizes; a 32x8 register, a 32x16 and a 32x32 one. This was done in order to assess
how the word size of registers with the same number of words (32) affects the overall area required
for a particular design. Additionally, all designs were coded dynamically and not statically, thus
possibly resulting in more area being required for their implementation than otherwise. For
example, register cells were added using a for statement in this manner:
sum = 0
for i = 1 to n
//add reg[i] to sum
sum = sum +reg[i],

rather than being added in the following manner:
sum =0
sum = reg1+reg2+reg3+…+regn,

where n is a known always static number. This was done in order to keep the program code
dynamic in order to be able to scale the implementation easily. However, a for statement for a
certain specific operation on a certain specific number of elements may require a more complex
circuit to be implemented than a static operation on these elements.
Furthermore, the number of additional parity bits required by each design is given in the following
tables. In the cases of redundancy, it is meant that one or more additional register(s) are designed as
exact copies of the original register file, thus including the same number of additional parity bits as
the original register file does. In each case, we chose to use as few parity bits as a functionally
correct and complete design would allow, by selecting the most appropriate specific characteristics,
such as divisors, in order to keep the designs as simple and cost efficient as possible.
Finally, the appendix of this thesis contains the Verilog code of the different designs of logical
countermeasures for the 16-bit word registers.
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Parity bits required per word
8-bit word size register
16-bit word size register
log 2 (max (( ∑ (word bits))mod 3))=2
log 2 (max (( ∑ (word bits )) mod 3))=2
log 2 (max ((word) mod 3))=2
log 2 ( max (( word ) mod 3))=2
CRC
1
1
Single parity bits
length (word) 8
length (word) 16
Parity bits per 4
= =2
= =4
data bits
4
4
4
4
log 2 (length(word ))+1=log 2 (8)+1=4
log 2 (length(word))+ 1=log 2 (16)+1=5
Hamming code
(without
redundancy and
without
autocorrection)
Design
Checksum

Design
8-bit word size register
2 x redundancy
Dual
modular
redundancy
3 x redundancy
Triple modular
redundancy
Checksum with
redundancy
2 x redundancy
CRC
with
redundancy
Single parity bits
with redundancy
Parity bits per 4
data bits with
redundancy
Hamming code
(with
redundancy)

Parity bits required per word
16-bit word size register
2 x redundancy

32-bit word size register
log 2 (max (( ∑ ( word bits )) mod 3))=2
log 2 (max ((word)mod 3))=2
1
length (word) 32
= =8
4
4
log 2 ( length(word ))+1=log 2 (32)+ 1=6

32-bit word size register
2 x redundancy

3 x redundancy

3 x redundancy

2 x redundancy

2 x redundancy

log 2 ( max (( word ) mod 3))=2
2 x redundancy
1
2 x redundancy

log 2 ( max (( word )mod 3))=2
2 x redundancy
1
2 x redundancy

log 2 (max (( word )mod 3))=2
2 x redundancy
1
2 x redundancy

2 x redundancy
log 2 ( length(word ))+1=log 2 ( 8)+1=4
2 x redundancy

2 x redundancy
log 2 ( length( word ))+1=log 2 (16 )+1=5
2 x redundancy

2 x redundancy
log 2 ( length(word ))+1=log 2 (32)+ 1=6
2 x redundancy
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Design
8-bit word size register
Hamming code per word:
log 2 ( length( word ))+1=log 2 ( 8)+1=4
(with
autocorrection)
CRC per row per row of the register file matrix:
log 2 (max (( word )mod 3))=2
and column
per column of the register file matrix:
log 2 (max (( word )mod 3))=2
Checksum per per row of the register file matrix:
row
and
log 2 (max (( ∑ ( word bits))mod 3 ))=2
column
per column of the register file matrix:
log 2 (max (( ∑ ( word bits))mod 3 ))=2
Single
parity per row of the register file matrix:
1
bits per row
and column
per column of the register file matrix:
1

Parity bits required
16-bit word size register
per word:
log 2 ( length( word ))+1=log 2 (16 )+1=5

32-bit word size register
per word:
log 2 ( length(word ))+1=log 2 (32)+ 1=6

per row of the register file matrix:
log 2 ( max (( word )mod 3))=2
per column of the register file matrix:
log 2 ( max (( word )mod 3))=2
per row of the register file matrix:
log 2 ( max (( ∑ (word bits)) mod 3 ))=2
per column of the register file matrix:
log 2 ( max (( ∑ (word bits)) mod 3 ))=2
per row of the register file matrix:
1
per column of the register file matrix:
1

per row of the register file matrix:
log 2 (max (( word )mod 3))=2
per column of the register file matrix:
log 2 (max (( word )mod 3))=2
per row of the register file matrix:
log 2 (max (( ∑ ( word bits)) mod 3 ))=2
per column of the register file matrix:
log 2 (max (( ∑ ( word bits)) mod 3 ))=2
per row of the register file matrix:
1
per column of the register file matrix:
1
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Results
A standalone register was also designed, its operation was simulated using SimVision and its design
was converted into a netlist for each of the three word sizes designed (8-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit
registers), in order to compare the area and power this standalone register would require with the
area and power the designs of registers incorporating logical countermeasures need. The different
designs are compared for the area and total power they require, as well as their leakage power.
These values are provided for all the designs in the following tables. Area is given in nm2 and power
in nW and were calculated from the simulated designs and their corresponding netlists.
8-bit word registers
Design

Calculated area Total
power Leakage power
required (nm2) required (nW) (nW)

Standalone

11034.427

56455.076

371.040

Checksum

25720.065

77941.364

901.832

CRC

29579.768

79178.382

931.008

Single parity bits

18505.897

65153.759

658.399

Parity bits per 4 data bits

19896.699

74598.619

722.256

Hamming code (implementation A without
autocorrection)

23405.463

86578.844

851.169

Hamming code (implementation B without
autocorrection)

22590.917

84057.214

814.660

Dual modular redundancy

20289.291

97188.570

901.532

Triple modular redundancy

39408.240

146179.847

1429.015

Checksum with redundancy

50363.230

137719.726

1859.709

CRC with redundancy

57361.109

139878.298

1910.180

Single parity bits with redundancy

34878.749

117811.588

1235.940

Parity bits per 4 data bits with redundancy

40760.180

124803.832

1395.309

Hamming code
(implementation A with redundancy)

52654.168

157819.940

1889.062

Hamming code
(implementation B with redundancy)

48126.940

148306.334

1677.320

Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with a
single error register)

50060.182

114477.340

1510.346

Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with
multiple error registers)

54640.166

118192.169

1720.333

Hamming code
(implementation B with autocorrection with
multiple error registers)

46971.133

110454.218

1532.423
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8-bit word registers
Design

Calculated area Total
power Leakage power
required (nm2) required (nW) (nW)

Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with
multiple error registers and additional parity
checks)

59813.577

116632.672

1749.808

Hamming code
(implementation B with autocorrection with
multiple error registers and additional parity
checks)

51895.278

111452.690

1610.407

CRC per row and column

65354.980

128537.985

1939.574

Checksum per row and column

51131.210

101275.493

1762.310

Single parity bits per row and column

34540.448

91006.419

1158.243

CRC per row and column with additional parity
checks

95216.890

154852.788

2848.715

Checksum per row and column with additional
parity checks

70639.079

112412.762

2476.984

Single parity bits per row and column with
additional parity checks

41027.099

99469.737

1440.915

16-bit word registers
Design

Calculated area Total
power Leakage power
required (nm2) required (nW) (nW)

Standalone

20486.535

107253.636

722.830

Checksum

48588.783

137216.917

1673.089

CRC

52273.544

147297.248

1727.161

Single parity bits

33898.485

130133.057

1231.775

Parity bits per 4 data bits

37577.702

136847.257

1407.841

Hamming code (implementation A without
autocorrection)

42485.215

152474.130

1608.441

Hamming code (implementation B without
autocorrection)

41799.786

143966.959

1546.148

Dual modular redundancy

39785.404

190226.773

1712.852

Triple modular redundancy

73703.621

293339.137

2813.953

Checksum with redundancy

92964.439

258371.689

3290.836

CRC with redundancy

99531.705

259658.584

3300.305

Single parity bits with redundancy

62842.780

217914.079

2316.196

Parity bits per 4 data bits with redundancy

86191.307

289536.930

2963.752

Hamming code
(implementation A with redundancy)

97908.831

263197.071

3538.628
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16-bit word registers
Design

Calculated area Total
power Leakage power
required (nm2) required (nW) (nW)

Hamming code
(implementation B with redundancy)

88892.684

270435.747

3014.919

Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with a
single error register)

82368.020

185316.047

2426.931

Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with
multiple error registers)

91288.176

193958.846

2876.387

Hamming code
(implementation B with autocorrection with
multiple error registers)

81042.443

181564.618

2699.134

Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with
multiple error registers and additional parity
checks)

99757.293

187693.065

2953.549

Hamming code
(implementation B with autocorrection with
multiple error registers and additional parity
checks)

89254.810

174694.578

2729.587

125566.718

253768.145

3665.551

Checksum per row and column

98101.656

184923.372

3330.666

Single parity bits per row and column

63471.738

164170.505

2219.904

CRC per row and column with additional parity
checks

181100.292

273299.495

5431.319

Checksum per row and column with additional
parity checks

137518.087

207459.336

4648.513

Single parity bits per row and column with
additional parity checks

76091.522

177516.079

2743.609

CRC per row and column

32-bit word registers
Design

Calculated area Total
power Leakage power
2
required (nm ) required (nW) (nW)

Standalone

39347.239

212296.697

1434.144

Checksum

89328.458

266535.91

3183.279

100677.777

283058.418

3329.407

Single parity bits

64540.038

226974.017

2383.822

Parity bits per 4 data bits

72685.486

271577.575

2769.138

Hamming code (implementation A without
autocorrection)

79270.144

290685.666

3075.767

CRC
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32-bit word registers
Design

Calculated area Total
power Leakage power
required (nm2) required (nW) (nW)

Hamming code (implementation B without
autocorrection)

108083.947

586053.446

3609.538

Dual modular redundancy

78423.834

376894.919

3487.897

Triple modular redundancy

158447.485

584489.063

5841.126

Checksum with redundancy

167521.823

470189.170

6069.810

CRC with redundancy

190754.034

468414.957

6329.054

Single parity bits with redundancy

119376.180

410984.785

4416.277

Parity bits per 4 data bits with redundancy

215968.501

638064.836

7051.320

Hamming code
(implementation A with redundancy)

198449.309

486624.239

7189.487

Hamming code
(implementation B with redundancy)

242845.564

1149957.098

7580.475

Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with a
single error register)

142311.803

356193.806

4322.043

Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with
multiple error registers)

165312.173

359962.894

5387.824

Hamming code
(implementation B with autocorrection with
multiple error registers)

154206.869

317280.001

4998.600

Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with
multiple error registers and additional parity
checks)

184693.331

372881.952

5543.351

Hamming code
(implementation B with autocorrection with
multiple error registers and additional parity
checks)

229581.463

842459.877

6693.994

CRC per row and column

250683.288

517216.748

7352.287

Checksum per row and column

189813.413

361021.675

6395.311

Single parity bits per row and column

123102.802

319827.148

4298.594

CRC per row and column with additional parity
checks

361263.443

539587.15

10868.867

Checksum per row and column with additional
parity checks

259077.016

439114.957

8895.482

Single parity bits per row and column with
additional parity checks

147033.705

330602.675

5240.641
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Additionally, the following graphs show how the word size affects the area and power required by
each design. The first graph (image 11) demonstrates how much area each design was calculated to
require using columns in order to illustrate how the size of the register’s word affects the area
needed by each particular design. The second graph (image 12) serves the same function for the
total power the implementation of each design would require, showing again how the register’s
word size would affect it, while the third graph (image 13) does the same thing for the leakage
power of each design.
These three graphs can also help us visualise the amounts of area (image 11) and power (image 12)
that each design would require and its leakage power (image 13) and, therefore, easily identify how
these values could be subsequently classified in order to be able to evaluate the overall cost of each
design.
The three graphs following them are line plots of the same data in order to more clearly demonstrate
how the different designs compare with each other over different register word sizes. The fourth
graph (image 14) demonstrates the difference in the area required by each design for each register
word size with an emphasis on how that value increases in comparison to the other designs, while
the fifth graph (image 15) serves the same purpose for the estimated total power consumption.
Finally, the sixth graph (image 16) shows the difference in the power leakage each design would
have in comparison to the others as the register’s word size increases.
These three additional graphs provide a visualisation of how much effect differences in the size of
the register’s word can have on the overall area (image 14) and power (image 15) required by a
particular design and its leakage power (image 16) and, therefore, allow us to easily deduce in
which exact class a particular design should really be placed regarding these classifiers when we
subsequently evaluate its overall cost.
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Area in nm2

Calculated area required (nm2) for each design

Image 11
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Power in nW

Total power required (nW) for each design

Image 12
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Power in nW

Leakage power (nW) for each design

Image 13
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400000

350000

300000

250000

Standalone
CRC
Parity bits per 4 data bits
Hamming code (implementation B without autocorrection)
Triple modular redundancy
CRC with redundancy
Parity bits per 4 data bits with redundancy
Hamming code (implementation B with redundancy)
Hamming code (implementation A with autocorrection
with multiple error registers)
Hamming code (implementation A with autocorrection
with multiple error registers and additional parity checks)
CRC per row and column
Single parity bits per row and column
Checksum per row and column with additional parity
checks

Checksum
Single parity bits
Hamming code (implementation A without autocorrection)
Dual modular redundancy
Checksum with redundancy
Single parity bits with redundancy
Hamming code (implementation A with redundancy)
Hamming code (implementation A with autocorrection
with a single error register)
Hamming code (implementation B with autocorrection
with multiple error registers)
Hamming code (implementation B with autocorrection
with multiple error registers and additional parity checks)
Checksum per row and column
CRC per row and column with additional parity checks
Single parity bits per row and column with additional parity checks

200000

Image 14
150000

100000

50000

0
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Calculated area required (nm2)
vs. the register’s word size

1200000

1000000

800000

Standalone
CRC
Parity bits per 4 data bits
Hamming code (implementation B without autocorrection)
Triple modular redundancy
CRC with redundancy
Parity bits per 4 data bits with redundancy
Hamming code (implementation B with redundancy)
Hamming code (implementation A with autocorrection
with multiple error registers)
Hamming code (implementation A with autocorrection
with multiple error registers and additional parity checks)
CRC per row and column
Single parity bits per row and column
Checksum per row and column with additional parity
checks

Checksum
Single parity bits
Hamming code (implementation A without autocorrection)
Dual modular redundancy
Checksum with redundancy
Single parity bits with redundancy
Hamming code (implementation A with redundancy)
Hamming code (implementation A with autocorrection
with a single error register)
Hamming code (implementation B with autocorrection
with multiple error registers)
Hamming code (implementation B with autocorrection
with multiple error registers and additional parity checks)
Checksum per row and column
CRC per row and column with additional parity checks
Single parity bits per row and column with additional parity checks

600000

Image 15
400000

200000

0
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Total power required (nW)
vs. the register’s word size

12000

10000

8000

Standalone
CRC
Parity bits per 4 data bits
Hamming code (implementation B without autocorrection)
Triple modular redundancy
CRC with redundancy
Parity bits per 4 data bits with redundancy
Hamming code (implementation B with redundancy)
Hamming code (implementation A with autocorrection
with multiple error registers)
Hamming code (implementation A with autocorrection
with multiple error registers and additional parity checks)
CRC per row and column
Single parity bits per row and column
Checksum per row and column with additional parity
checks

Checksum
Single parity bits
Hamming code (implementation A without autocorrection)
Dual modular redundancy
Checksum with redundancy
Single parity bits with redundancy
Hamming code (implementation A with redundancy)
Hamming code (implementation A with autocorrection
with a single error register)
Hamming code (implementation B with autocorrection
with multiple error registers)
Hamming code (implementation B with autocorrection
with multiple error registers and additional parity checks)
Checksum per row and column
CRC per row and column with additional parity checks
Single parity bits per row and column with additional parity checks

6000

Image 16
4000

2000

0
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Leakage power (nW) vs.
the register’s word size

Since it can easily be deduced from the previous tables and graphs that some particular designs
would require significantly more area and power, or have far more leakage, than others, it would
make sense to make an initial assessment of them based on these criteria in relation to the perceived
level of protection they may offer. Therefore, and taking the values of the standalone register as
base values, we can come up with a table, in which we compare the additional area overhead, the
total power overhead and the leakage each design would have if they were to be implemented, in
comparison to the level of protection they provide against optical fault injection, in order to come
up with some initial assessment of their benefits. Therefore, in order to construct such a table, we
should first define its set of values, regarding these criteria, which is done on the following table.
Additional
area overhead
(in terms of
the area of
the
standalone
register)

Total power
overhead (in
comparison to
the standalone
register)

Leakage power
Level of protection
(regarding the
leakage of the
standalone register
as low and in
comparison to it)

Assessment
value

less than or
around 1x

less than or
around 1x

significantly less
than 1 x

no protection

none

1x - 2x

1x - 2x

around 1x to 2x

can be neutralised by an attack
on a single spot

low

2x - 3x

2x - 3x

2x - 3x

can be neutralised by attacks on medium
several spots on the same
register

3x - 4x

3x - 4x

3x - 4x

can be neutralised by attacks on high
the same single spot on each of
multiple registers

4x - 5x

4x - 5x

4x - 5x

can be neutralised by attacks on very high
several same spots on each of
multiple registers or on an
amount of very specific single
spots on the same register

more than 5x

can be neutralised by attacks on extremely
an amount of very specific
high
single spots on each of multiple
registers or on an amount of
several very specific spots on the
same register

more than 5x more than 5x

Additionally, we award one point for each security level and deduct one for each additional
overhead or leakage level. Obviously, the more (positive) points a design gets, the better it performs
regarding the balance its implementation would offer between cost and security. However, as all the
designs come at certain costs, they end up having a negative score, which is meant to exactly
demonstrate the fact that the protection offered comes at an additional cost.
Therefore, the most optimal design could be considered to be the one that offers a certain chosen
level of protection at the least cost possible, i.e. the one that provides at least the required level of
protection, while also having the highest overall score. On the other hand, one could choose to
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decide the most optimal design based on a specific category of cost, or on cost in general, in which
case the most optimal design would be the one having at most the particular level of cost chosen
and the least negative overall score.
Furthermore, a decision to assume that the standalone register’s leakage is low but not insignificant
was made in order to signify that even a normal register that has to unavoidably be integrated in a
chip comes with an additional cost, even if we consider its area and power requirements to be
insignificantly small and totally justifiable. In this way, we can more evidently demonstrate that
every additional element that is placed in an integrated circuit will always have an inherent cost. In
general, and based on these facts, we cannot actually identify a most optimal solution in our
assessment, but rather the least bad one.
Design

Additional area Total power Leakage
overhead
overhead
power

Level of
protection

Evaluation
points

Standalone

none

none

low

none

-1

Checksum

medium

low

medium

low/medium

-3.5

CRC

medium

low

medium

medium

-3

Single parity bits

low

low

low

low

-2

Parity bits per 4 data
bits

low

low

low

low

-2

Hamming code
low
(implementation A
without autocorrection)

low

medium

medium

-2

Hamming code
medium
(implementation B
without autocorrection)

medium

medium

medium

-4

Dual modular
redundancy

low

low

medium

medium/high

-1.5

Triple modular
redundancy

high

medium

high

high/very high -4.5

Checksum with
redundancy

very high

medium

very high

very high

-6

CRC with redundancy

very high

medium

very high

very high

-6

Single parity bits with
redundancy

medium

low

medium

high

-2

Parity bits per 4 data
bits with redundancy

extremely high

high

very high

high

-9

Hamming code
very high
(implementation A with
redundancy)

medium

very high

very high

-6

Hamming code
extremely high
(implementation B with
redundancy)

extremely
high

extremely
high

very high

-11
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Design

Additional area Total power Leakage
overhead
overhead
power

Level of
protection

Evaluation
points

Hamming code
high
(implementation A with
autocorrection with a
single error register)

low

medium

high

-3

Hamming code
very high
(implementation A with
autocorrection with
multiple error registers)

low

high

high

-5

Hamming code
high
(implementation B with
autocorrection with
multiple error registers)

low

high

high

-4

Hamming code
very high
(implementation A with
autocorrection with
multiple error registers
and additional parity
checks)

low

high

high

-5

Hamming code
extremely high
(implementation B with
autocorrection with
multiple error registers
and additional parity
checks)

very high

very high

high

-10

CRC per row and
column

medium

very high

extremely high -6

Checksum per row and very high
column

low

very high

extremely high -4

Single parity bits per
row and column

low

medium

very high

CRC per row and
extremely high
column with additional
parity checks

medium

extremely
high

extremely high -7

Checksum per row and extremely high
column with additional
parity checks

medium

extremely
high

extremely high -7

Single parity bits per
high
row and column with
additional parity checks

low

high

very high

extremely high

high

-2

-3

As already mentioned above, we see that we end up with negative assessment points, exactly
because of the inherent costs that any design would introduce, especially when taking into account
the overheads that can be caused by security features. Additionally, it must also be mentioned that
one cannot base the selection of a security element to be integrated in a chip only on the last column
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of this table, as every chip has different requirements and specifications. Rather, the last column
serves as an indicator of which design would be the least costly among an initial selection made on
the requirements and specifications of a particular chip, regarding its area, power consumption,
leakage and security requirements. Furthermore, we can easily observe the tradeoff between the
protection a design offers and its area and power overheads and costs.
Finally, it must also be noted that the performance of most designs is highly dependent on their
specific characteristics, such as, for example, the divisors chosen, in the cases of CRC and
checksum. Such specific characteristics may significantly influence the security-cost tradeoff
balance, as they may offer more protection but require further additional register cells for more
parity bits, resulting in higher area and power overheads and costs. In this document, as noted
before, we selected the most economic case that would adequately work, in order to keep our
designs as simple as possible. Additionally, the decision to check each word of the register for faults
on every clock cycle is also costly, but provides better results and seems unavoidable in order to be
able to provide a certain level of security, given the fact that a fault injection attack can last as much
as a single clock cycle, or perhaps even less. This once again demonstrates how fragile the balance
between cost and security is and how much it depends on the level of acceptable risk.

Additional remarks on the evaluated countermeasures
In general, it would not be easy to precisely assess the benefits and costs associated with each
category of countermeasures, even if we were to make prototypes of their implementations
integrated in a smart card chip. An obvious reason for this would be that certain specific
characteristics would naturally depend on the integrated circuit model we chose to use. Different
categories of chips allow for different EDA and manufacturing processes, or may use different basic
components to build an element. This is why it was deemed necessary to keep the comparison
between the countermeasures on a more abstract level, while trying to come with an evaluation
scheme that would be broad enough to address a large number of the different characteristics related
to costs and benefits associated with the proposed countermeasures.
The difficulties in comparing the various proposed countermeasures with each other become
evident in the case of photodiodes, which initially seemed quite ineffective as a countermeasure
against optical fault injections, but when compared under a different scenario, they seemed to
perform better than the already employed solution of phototransistors. Therefore, and based on the
performance of all the countermeasures examined, what seems to be a credible conclusion remark is
that there is not one single countermeasure that always performs optimally and is the best one
among the others. What has actually been observed is that different countermeasures perform better
or worse under different scenarios. Furthermore, depending on the specific criteria used, such as the
exact size of a register’s word, different countermeasures may provide more cost-efficient
protection than others, but this relation can change as the criteria change, for example, with the
register’s word size increasing.
However, it must be noted that we can come up with general conclusions regarding the performance
of the examined countermeasures, based on the observed results and their mean performance.
Nevertheless, again, these conclusions hold true only for the CMOS 90 nm low power
manufacturing process. A clear indicator of this limitation is the fact that a lot of the physical
countermeasures examined in this document are currently not compatible with this process, and
therefore their mass production would have an enormously unbearable cost, but they may be
compatible with future manufacturing processes. The same, of course, holds true for the EDA
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process and any other factors which may hinder the implementation and integration of a specific
countermeasure in an already existing or future smart card chip.
Additionally, regarding the risk and the value of an investment on a particular countermeasure, one
must note that by just comparing the cost and effectiveness of physical countermeasures to those of
logical countermeasures, we cannot really find out which category of countermeasures would be
better to invest in. In order to be able to address this issue in a thorough manner, we would need to
know the weight different stakeholders related to secure smart card chips place on each phase of the
development and production of the final product. For example, while a physical countermeasure
may seem cheaper to implement and integrate in this process, it may actually mean a significant, or
even unbearable, cost for the company designing and producing these chips, when taking in regard
the current state of the market and the relevant competition. On the other hand, perhaps, using more
secure software, which implements re-transmissions of data and additional security checks, could
actually be affordable for the end customer, although it may seem more expensive than the
integration of an additional physical countermeasure.
This could be caused by the fact that the end customer may be required to actually invest less
money in the production of relevant code, because it is already in possession of the relevant
resources, while the company that actually designs or produces the chips may not currently possess
enough resources to implement the required additional physical countermeasure and keep the chip’s
price at a competitive price. In general, the decision of which entity will bear the additional costs
related to security is not as easy as it may seem, because it is dependent not only to the cost of each
additional security feature, but also to the current state of the relevant market, the level of
competition and the actual needs of the customers.
In general, a company may choose not to move to a newer, more secure technology, even when the
present technology scheme being employed is compromised, if it estimates that the additional costs
related to this change would potentially be more than its financial benefits. Instead, it may try to use
internal checks of the back-end system and its databases or real-life checks of the overall system’s
components in order to keep potential damages at an acceptable level and, thus, not bear the costs of
purchasing smart card chips incorporating more secure technology at that time.
Therefore, although security may not be far more expensive, a customer may choose to invest into a
more vulnerable chip and try to keep risks at an acceptable level through basic countermeasures of
its own, as these may be cheaper in comparison to more high-end security. Especially if these
countermeasures are inherent in the overall system, then the incentives of investing to more secure
hardware implementations may be particularly low. In this case, the incentives to the producers to
develop more secure solutions are also low and the level of security offered is bound to reach a
certain level balancing between demand and offer. Only if an inexpensive way is found to
completely expose and compromise the existing solutions, the incentives for innovation and more
security will rise again, resulting in another, higher, level of optimal security.
Therefore, we can conclude that security, cost and risk are interdependent, and at the same time, the
cost of attacks, their effectiveness and the security demanded by the market are also interdependent.
Taking this into account, it is really difficult to assess whether an additional security feature which
seems to require a moderately inexpensive development will actually be invested upon, or whether
a really secure implementation will not find many willing investors, without actually knowing the
current state of the market and its associated level of risk. Thus, it is important to try to further
assess how security, cost and risk affect the previously examined countermeasures, in general. Such
an effort to assess a number of different countermeasures in regards to their security, cost and risk
culminated in the following tables.
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Physical countermeasures
Countermeasures
Cost

Photodiodes

Phototransistors

Relatively low, as
they are based on
already integrated
components

None, as they are
already being used
(Relatively low, as
they were based on
pre-existing
components)

Research &
Development

Relatively low

Production and
testing

Photoresistors

Voltage /
temperature sensors

Other structures &
techniques

None, as it is
High, due to
already being
incompatibility
used (Medium if
changes need to
be made in the
implementation
or placement)

High, due to
incompatibilities

Relatively low
Relatively high,
(possible innovations) due to technology
constraints

None to low
(possible
innovations)

High, to fit into
requirements

Relatively low

Relatively low
Medium to high,
(possible innovations) due to
incompatibilities

None to medium High, due to
(if changes in
probable
placement or
incompatibility
implementation
need to be made)

Low to medium,
depending on the
scenario

Medium to high,
depending on the
scenario

Low to medium,
High, due to its
due to placement
nature
constraints (not yet
fully certain)

Uncertain, due to
precision

Low to high
(depends on the
design)

Frontside attacks Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Potentially yes

Depends on the
design

Backside attacks Yes

Yes

Uncertain

Potentially yes

Potentially yes

Depends on the
design

Level of protection
provided

Depends on exact
implementation
(Medium if using
current technology
and materials, high
otherwise)

Shielding

Medium, to fit into
requirements

High, due to
incompatibilities

Can protect against
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Physical countermeasures
Countermeasures
Range of
wavelengths
(nm)

Photodiodes

Phototransistors

Photoresistors

Shielding

Voltage /
temperature sensors

Other structures &
techniques

400 – 1100

400 – 1100

Depends on the
materials used

Depends on the
materials used

Depends on the
material used

Depends on the
materials used and
the design

Low

Low

Medium

Low

High

High

Expected rate of
false positives

Low

Low

Low to medium

Does not apply

Medium to high

Depends on the
design (Low to
medium)

Affected by
temperature
changes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Depends on the
design (Mostly yes)

Compatibility with
current
manufacturing
processes

Yes

Yes

Depends on the
implementation

Yes (Changes
Depends on the
could lead to
implementation
incompatibilities)

Mostly no

Impact on design
flow (EDA)

None

None

Low to medium

Insignificant

Medium

High

Impact on software
requirements

None

None

None

None

Low

None or low

Uniqueness of the
proposal
Reliability

Technical feasibility
& impact

Risk of a successful
attack
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Physical countermeasures
Countermeasures
Expertise required
for a successful
attack

Photodiodes
Relatively high

Equipment required Expert
for a successful
attack

Phototransistors

Photoresistors

Shielding

Cost

Parity checks

Other structures &
techniques

Relatively high

Relatively high

Medium

High

High

Expert

Expert

Depends on
implementation
(Standard or
expert)

Expert

Expert

Parity & Redundancy
Countermeasures

Voltage /
temperature sensors

Redundancy

Others

Supermajority
required and/or
repeated checks
performed

Signal or
operation
repetitions

Dummy data
(on dummy
clock cycles)

Asynchronous Unique design per
logic with or
wafer
without multiple
data rails

Very low
(Additional
area and power
overhead and
leakage)

Very low
(Additional area
and power
overhead and
leakage)

Low
Low, already
(Additional area implemented in
and power
some cases
overhead and
leakage)

Low, already
High, due to
implemented in incompatibility
some cases

High, because of
constant
development,
which prevents
economies of
scale to develop

Research &
Development

Very low
(based on
algorithmic
research)

Very low (based
on systems
research)

Very low (based Very low (based Very low (based High, due to
on algorithmic on systems
on systems
incompatibility
research)
research)
research)

High, because of
constant
development

Production and
testing

Very low

Very low

Low

Medium
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Medium

Low to medium High, because of
constant
development

Parity & Redundancy
Countermeasures

Level of protection
provided

Parity checks

Redundancy

Others

Supermajority
required and/or
repeated checks
performed

Signal or
operation
repetitions

Depends on the Depends on
Depends on the Depends on the
algorithm
number of copies algorithm
implementation

Dummy data
(on dummy
clock cycles)

Asynchronous Unique design per
logic with or
wafer
without multiple
data rails

Very low (can
only make
meaningful
attacks more
difficult)

Depends on the Very low (can
implementation only make
meaningful
attacks more
difficult)

Can protect against
Frontside attacks Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Backside attacks Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Range of
wavelengths
(nm)

Any (as long as Any (as long as
the algorithm is one or more
still functional) copies are
unaffected)

Any (as long as Any (as long as
the algorithm is the system is
still functional) still functional)

None

Any (as long as None
the algorithm is
functional)

Depends on the Relatively low
algorithm being
used

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Expected rate of
false positives

Very low

Very low

Extremely low

Low

Does not apply

Low

Does not apply

Affected by
temperature
changes

No

No

No

No

No

No, as long as
the system
remains
functional

No

Uniqueness of the
proposal
Reliability
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Parity & Redundancy
Countermeasures

Parity checks

Redundancy

Others

Supermajority
required and/or
repeated checks
performed

Signal or
operation
repetitions

Dummy data
(on dummy
clock cycles)

Asynchronous Unique design per
logic with or
wafer
without multiple
data rails

Technical feasibility
& impact
Compatibility with
current
manufacturing
processes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Impact on design
flow (EDA)

None

None

None

Low

Low

High

Medium to high

Impact on software
requirements

Depends on
Depends on
implementation implementation

Depends on
Medium
implementation

Medium to high High

Low

Relatively low

Relatively low

Low

Medium

Medium to high High

Medium to high

Standard

Standard

Standard to
expert

Standard to
expert

Expert

Risk of a successful
attack
Expertise required
for a successful
attack

Equipment required Standard
for a successful
attack
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Standard to
expert

From these tables, we can see that different countermeasures offer advantages in different areas
while requiring different costs and posing different degrees of risk. Therefore, while some of them
may easily be dismissed at present as too costly or not secure enough, it may difficult to select the
most optimal among the others, and such a decision will heavily depend on which criteria each
selector considers more important. Additionally, in the future, some of the countermeasures whose
implementation today seems unfavourable, may become easier to implement or their development
may be requiring a lot less money than now. Finally, it is obvious that incompatibilities strongly
hinder the entry to the market in our case, which makes the market for secure chips a highly
specialised sector with high barriers against new competitors.
As a final conclusion, it seems that, at present, photodetectors (and especially phototransistors),
shielding, (repeated) parity checks, and redundant elements, as well as the repetition of logical
signals, functions and operations, are among the best ways to prevent, detect and act against a
successful optical fault injection attack. This clearly indicates, however, that only multi-level
security can complete secure a system against fault injection attacks, as each one of these
countermeasures is vulnerable on its own and can be successfully neutralised. However, the
development, integration and production of so many countermeasures will lead into enormous costs.
It is therefore upon the different stakeholders of the development, production and usage of a
particular secure smart card chip to agree on a specific combination of countermeasures to be
employed, in such a way that the balance between security, cost and risk is favourable to them.

Chapter 4:
Future work proposals and final remarks and
conclusions
As already mentioned before, optical fault injection attacks are almost always performed with a
laser beam nowadays. Both the front and the back side of a chip may be targeted, but usually the
back side is preferred, because usually the top side contains layers of metal and other shielding
material which can block light, while the back side doesn’t. Lasers producing different wavelengths
have to be used for each side in order for the light to reach the transistors.
To this end, light with a wavelength between 400 and 800 nm is effective in causing fault injections
through unshielded front sides and beams with a wavelength between 800 and 1100 are able to
cause fault injection by penetrating through thinned or normal back sides. Wavelengths below 400
nm will be absorbed or reflected, while silicon is transparent to wavelengths above 1100. However,
due to two-photon absorption, the ability of silicon to absorb two photons at the same time, it may
also be vulnerable to attacks with light having a wavelength between 1200 and 1600 nm, or even
more.
In order to protect against such an attack or at least detect it and take adequate action, different
countermeasures can be employed such as light detectors and other physical and logical ways and
means. However, even though light detectors have been widely employed for this purpose, they do
face considerable issues regarding their effectiveness, cost and operation. Therefore, it made sense
to consider the alternative and/or complementary solutions that can enhance the detection and
protection capabilities of a smart card chip against optical fault injections.
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For this reason, we made a distinction between the available solutions and classified them into
logical and physical. Nevertheless, it is possible that the identified countermeasures be further
classified into physical-level, transistor-level and circuit-level ones, with the addition of other
relevant solutions concerning EDA and software. However, we mostly focused on hardware-related
countermeasures rather than software-based ones in this essay, considering only relatively simple
software-related techniques, which concern the logic of a circuit, such as parity checks, while not
examining solutions related to the concept of secure code or related techniques.
As none of the identified countermeasures seemed to be completely devoid of hindrances and
shortcomings, it was evident that we needed to comprehensibly compare and evaluate their
characteristics, merits and costs in relation to protecting against optical fault injection attacks, in
order to be able to decide the most optimal implementations and/or combinations of them. To sum
up, all countermeasures had to somehow be assessed regarding the level of protection they offer
against optical fault injection attacks and the required costs for their implementation and integration
and other potential shortcomings.
We discussed and examined different physical solutions and how they could enhance the chip’s
protection against optical fault injection. However, we also quickly identified their potential
shortcomings, with the most important of them being the severe incompatibility of most of them
with the current EDA and/or manufacturing processes. This led into their potential implementation
being extremely expensive and therefore totally infeasible. Nevertheless, we examined how
different photodetectors (photodiodes) than the ones currently integrated in smart card chips
(phototransistors) may provide better results than them under different scenarios regarding their
placement in the chip.
Moreover, we also discussed ways to harden the logic of the chip by implementing parity checks
and/or using redundant elements. We quickly identified that the implementation of such features
and their integration to the chip’s design could potentially require outstanding additional area and
power and, thus, significant additional costs. However, by examining how these features could
potentially increase the chip’s protection against fault injections, we found out that may provide
significant protection against fault injections, as they may only be neutralised by simultaneous
and/or repeated injections of faults at different spots. This would significantly increase the difficulty
and cost of such attacks, as very precise timing and equipment would be required.
Additionally, we also considered other logical countermeasures, but again their implementation was
estimated to be infeasible, due to incompatibilities with the current EDA and/or manufacturing
processes as well as significant additional area and power requirements. In some cases, their
implementation would be feasible, but highly dependent on the exact implementation of the whole
chip, especially in the case of data transmission checks, or are deeply related to the software
designed to be used in the smart card, such as the repetition of software operations, and therefore
could not be examined in detail.
Therefore, it was not possible to fully examine all potential countermeasures mentioned in this
document, not only because some of them are completely incompatible with the current
manufacturing and EDA processes, but also because we chose to focus on the hardware solutions,
rather than on the potential software ones. This was a conscious decision, however, as the software
of a smart card is customised to fit the needs of the client, rather than being the same for every
smart card family. Therefore, security that is intended to be provided by the manufacturer of the
card, or, at least, the designer of the smart card chip, has to be primarily based on the hardware
components of the chip, and software may only be playing a secondary role on the protection that
the manufacturer can guarantee.
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Therefore, a study on how the client may choose to enhance security and how this may be
efficiently reflected into the smart card certification and accreditation requirements would provide
helpful insight on further ways to increase the level of protection a smart card can offer to its owner.
Security is a very far-reaching and multi-level concept that should be approached from every
possible side, starting from the security provided by a design and the secrecy maintained by the
company producing such a design and reaching to the end user’s ability to keep certain confidential
information private. For example, it can be easily understood that even the most secure design ever
possible to come up with will become a complete nuisance if it ever gets public or if the end user
gives away his PIN (Personal Identification Number) or some other similar information.

Software
Thus, it is essential to study not only how software used in a smart card chip can increase the
protection level such a chip has against optical fault injection attacks, but also what further
customisations have to be done on such a chip in order not only not to expose any additional
security features incorporated in it, but also to adequately employ them to their full extent. In this
light, it is essential that the manufacturer reaches an agreement with the client not only on what
security level should be provided on a specific chip but also how issues related to security should be
handled through the software used in such a chip. Essentially, it should be investigated and agreed
upon what should happen when an attack has been successfully detected and what the detection
threshold should be. For example, in order to avoid destroying a smart card due to a single false
positive, in some cases, it would make more sense to allow for a certain number of detections per a
specific time period before taking such an action.
Although such issues may seem trivial, they play a really significant role over whether a smart card
product will be successful and widely used. One has to only imagine a credit card that would
destroy itself every time sunlight fell upon it, or a secure pass that could be blanked under the same
circumstances, to understand the seriousness of such decisions as described before. Additionally,
security checks can be performed through software in order to determine whether the chip functions
correctly or there has been an attack, for example faults have been injected. Such a way to use
software in order to detect fault injections would be having secure operations be repeated and then
comparing their results.
Furthermore, the propagation of errors can be prevented by using the (super)majority result of such
repeated operations. However, such repetitions obviously also result in the introduction of an
overhead in terms of memory space, processing time and robustness,[3] as well as leading into more
complex code. It is therefore necessary to assess the costs and benefits of such software, especially
in comparison to the already examined hardware countermeasures. Moreover, as the broad spectrum
of the notion of security has already been demonstrated, software countermeasures could potentially
provide better results being combined with hardware countermeasures than either category of
countermeasures alone.
Finally, it should be noted that the software being used must itself be secured against bugs and
vulnerabilities which may render the other countermeasures useless or provide vulnerable points
which may be used by potential attackers. For example, if, due to some unintentional software bug
that was overlooked during testing and verification, secure data are also reaching registers that were
not planned to be used for secure purposes or go through other elements of the chip that they are not
supposed to, then attackers may successfully attack these structures and gain access on the data. In
this way, although the secure part of the chip will be functioning as intended to, a software
vulnerability may null the overall protection provided to secure data by the chip. This has already
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been observed,[3][4] and efforts have been made to address it by either using distributed storage in
order to keep any breaches contained,[3] or used double verifications in the form of repeated
operations.[4]

Hardware
Regarding the hardware countermeasures proposed and examined, it must be noted that a large
number of them could not be implemented because of their incompatibility with the current
manufacturing process used for smart card chips, the 90 nm low power manufacturing process.
This, of course, means that, in the future, further research regarding these solutions needs to be
conducted in order to establish the extent of their potential merits towards preventing and/or
detecting optical fault injection attacks.
Furthermore, the fact that most of the data used in this document are based on expert opinions and
related calculations, simulations and estimations must be taken into account, as the actual
implementation of the examined countermeasures could help consolidate the results and
conclusions of this study. For example, certain issues regarding the most effective implementation
of a photodiode remain open, as the current manufacturing process supports both the regular n-p
junction diode structure and a gated p-channel(substrate)-n diode one. The latter case could perhaps
allow for more biasing, but this needs to be established through further research.
Additionally, although the current manufacturing process allows for silicon resistors to be
fabricated, it has not been established whether such resistors could function as photoresistors given
the physical properties of silicon to act as a resistor. Moreover, even if we could build adequate
photoresistors using the current manufacturing process, their efficiency in detecting backside optical
fault injection attacks through the underlying substrate is highly questionable and would need to be
thoroughly examined.
One of the biggest hindrances related to research and development of efficient countermeasures in a
chip designing/manufacturing company is that due to the enormous costs associated with any
changes in the manufacturing process, any countermeasure that is incompatible with it is considered
effectively unusable. However, in order to merit changing the manufacturing process, an
incompatible component needs to be proven extremely useful for the company. Therefore, there is a
vicious cycle as no incompatible component can ever get implement and tested in such a degree as
to prove that it really is useful enough to merits making changing in the manufacturing process,
exactly on the basis that an incompatible component won’t be worth the time and other resources
spent on its research and development.
Therefore, any research on deep doped wells, the use of graphene and structures such as DEPFETs
as countermeasures against optical fault injection attacks will have to be conducted as future
academic research. The same seems to be true for any countermeasures that would be based on
changing the process treatment of the substrate during production, such as shaping it into particular
shapes or adding shielding layers on it. It goes without saying that such ideas as using unique
designs per wafer or chip batch are rather rarely examined, let alone implemented, by manufacturers
as they introduce significant costs both in the field of research and development and in the field of
production and testing. Thus, again, any future research on such ideas will probably need to be
conducted by academic researchers.
On the contrary, research on the interaction between photodiodes or phototransistors and their
nearby regular transistors may also be conducted by manufacturers, although they seem to just
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prefer to use the standard solution of insulating one element from the other, thus being unable to
study the interaction between a targetted transistor and a nearby photodetector in case there is no
insulation separating them. Additional ideas which could merit from further research but have rather
been overlooked by the industry due to their cost include using redundant flip-flops and/or light
detectors made from different materials which may be able to detect a broader wavelength spectrum
than silicon or have a larger detection span.
Structures such as deep doped wells require specific research in order to determine how their shape
may affect the detection abilities of different photodetectors, as demonstrated in the previous
chapter for photodiodes and phototransistors. This research would have to take into account the
physics regarding the interaction between such structures, their charge and light. More interesting
future research could be conducted regarding the properties of such structures made of different
materials, such as germanium for example.
The interaction of multiple deep doped wells with each other and light shed on them needs to also
be examined in the future, as well as different ways to integrate graphene in photodetectors or on
the whole chip. Additionally, the use of reflective or absorbing materials on the chip’s surface and
substrate, which could be incorporated in its shielding should also be considered regarding the
feasibility of its implementation and its potential benefits and costs. The same is true regarding the
use of photosensitive materials in the shielding in order to detect potential attacks.
Another interesting idea that needs to be examined is whether the chip’s components can be shaped
in such a way as to drive a portion of the light shed onto them towards the detection area of any
nearby photodetectors, or at least reflect most of it. Furthermore, the idea of using the outer tiers of
3D chips to protect sensitive components place on inner tiers really seems to warrant further
examination and research, especially if photodetectors are to be placed in such a way as to surround
these sensitive components.
Additional research is also needed in order to identify potentially more resistant components to
optical fault injections or improve already existing ones, such as MRAMs, and make them more
compatible to the current manufacturing process. Moreover, voltage and temperature sensors also
need to be fine tuned in order to be able to detect extremely small voltage or temperature
fluctuations that may be caused by optical fault injection attacks and distinguish them from
normally occurring ones. Such a process distinguishing between normally occurring fluctuations
and externally caused ones could be based on their frequency, as the circuit is clocked.
Finally, it seems that the most difficult obstacle to overcome is the incompatibility of the proposed
countermeasures with the manufacturing process, so any future research should also really take this
into account and focus specifically on addressing this issue, by studying how each suggested
component can actually be implemented. An increased focus must be placed on which materials can
be used and how they may interact or interfere with the rest of the chip’s circuitry, and how these
factors may affect the detection area span and threshold.
Additional care must be taken to ensure that any protection features are not easily identifiable and
either do not depend on a continuous and/or constant power supply or that their power supply is
very difficult to interfere with. In order to achieve this effect, it is suggested that non-standard chip
designs be used in order to achieve some additional level of complexity and obscurity in the final
design to be produced. Finally, if a significant amount of area or power is required for the
integration of a design or if its integration leads to a notable increase in the power leakage of the
chip, this could make this chip more susceptible to side channel attacks based on power analysis or
examinations of its structure and layout.
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Logic
Regarding the logic of the circuit, it is important to stress that again actual implementation of the
designed countermeasures will help consolidate and validate the results and conclusions of this
study regarding them. Additionally, the impact of using parity checks and redundancy on registers
of different sizes than the ones already examined needs to be assessed, as well as the effects of
optimising the EDA process for the integration of such features in the already existing chip designs.
Moreover, the use of static code elements rather than dynamic ones could significantly affect the
implementation of the designed countermeasures and, therefore, its exact effects must be thoroughly
examined. Furthermore, the use of a single parity check for the whole register file, rather than a
separate one for each individual word of it could potentially provide more cost-efficient solutions
and should therefore also be explored in the future. Likewise, the use of different divisors in such
already designed or future countermeasures as the ones incorporating CRC, checksums or other
similar schemes should also be considered and thoroughly examined in future research and
development regarding them.
Furthermore, the exact relation between such security features and the customised software installed
on smart card chips as well as the actions to be taken in case of a successful detection of a fault
injection attack need to be more clearly defined, in order to be able to calculate the required costs
more adequately. Moreover, a variety of other algorithms and schemes could be examined for their
efficiency and overall suitability to serve as detectors for fault injections, in order to assess how
these other categories of logic checks and redundant elements may perform, in comparison to the
already examined ones.
Additionally, the exact probability of non-detection of successful attacks should be thoroughly
calculated based on the exact design, code and implementation of each logical countermeasure,
because it is heavily dependent not only on the general scheme and design being used, but also on
such details as the exact characteristic of the algorithm being used, how often checks are
programmed to be performed, how long a clock cycle may last, when and how often a reset signal is
scheduled to be transmitted and other relevant factors.
The importance of adjustment and optimisation of each algorithm and its relevant circuit design to
the exact characteristics and properties of the chip in which it is to be integrated and its related
manufacturing process must also be explicitly stressed, because it can lead to significant cost
reductions both in expenses related to research and development and in production and testing
costs. Additionally, it can also affect the probability of failing to detect successful attacks depending
on how well the security features are combined with the rest of the chip’s circuitry and how
efficiently the whole integrated circuit is coordinated.
Essentially, it must also be noted that the presented results on the benefits and costs of the examined
parity checks and redundant elements are based on simulations, estimations and calculations and
therefore depending on how they are implemented, they may lead into similar but not exactly same
results. This is important considering that different designs for the overall chip can significantly
affect the area and power overheads that new security features to be integrated in that chip may
introduce. For example, the location of the chip’s registers and their distance from the other
components will inadvertently affect how the security checks can be performed and what
components may need to be introduced to the chip for their implementation.
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Additionally, there are different ways to implement the same parity and redundancy schemes and
especially when parity checks are combined with redundancy, it is very important to adapt the
related designed circuits in order to collaborate with the operation and functionality of the other
elements and components and, thus, be better integrated in the chip. Moreover, customised flip-flop
designs should be produced in order to create more robust and fault-resistant implementations of
such elements.
Furthermore, because logical countermeasures can be defeated by being bypassed or blocked, their
availability and integrity has to be ensured and protected. Therefore, further research is required on
how secure data and signal transmissions can be achieved, by detecting (and possibly correcting)
errors in communication. Of course, as such mechanisms would highly depend on the specific
design and implementation of both the logical countermeasures and the circuit in which these are
integrated, a thorough study must be performed on this topic.
Moreover, an effort must be also made to eliminate any possible ways to block the execution of
logical checks based on parity or redundancy by exploiting software vulnerabilities which may
bypass or hold the execution of such checks and the use of their results. To this end, using an
unstable internal clock could perhaps also help against the exploitation of any software
vulnerabilities by making it more difficult to distinguish between the different commands being
executed.
In addition, an unstable clock will also make it difficult to precisely determine the time at which
particular internal operations of the chip are expected to be performed and, thus, would significantly
hinder the ability of adversaries to correctly determine the timing of their attacks on specific chip
components. In turn, this would substantially decrease the probability of such attacks being
successful.
Watchdog timers can also be used in order to control whether the chip is operating correctly and
their possible integration in smart card chips should therefore be examined, as well as the benefits
and costs of their use. Furthermore, checks can be performed in order to determine whether the
input of certain elements, such as flip-flops is the intended one. For example, it can be checked
whether the reset signal is really transmitted to all flip-flops when required. Thus, additional
research could determine whether this could be done with the value stored in a flip-flop in order to
find out whether it remains correct or a fault has been injected, or whether we can avoid the
propagation of faults by performing checks on the output of a flip-flop.
Additionally, dummy clock cycles when operations on dummy data are performed can be used to
prevent attackers from gaining access on real data, or in this case, have them inject faults in dummy
data, whose results could also lead to quick detection of attacks. Thus, further research on the
overhead such changes may be introducing and their effectiveness towards detecting fault injection
attacks must be conducted.
Furthermore, as already noted before, customised flip-flops could lead in more fault-resistant
designs, so, in general different non-standard elements should be examined on how resistant they
may be to optical fault injection and what the costs of their potential replacing standard components
of a chip would actually be. Moreover, asynchronous logic can be used to prevent successful fault
injections and their propagation. Nevertheless, it is currently highly incompatible both with the
EDA process and the present manufacturing process, and introduces significant overheads in terms
of area and power requirements. Therefore, ways of making it more compatible and decreasing its
area and power requirements should be examined in detail, in order to assess its potential benefits
and considerably decrease the perceived costs that prevent its introduction at present.
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Finally, further research needs to be conducted on ways to produce different unique designs for each
batch of manufactured chips in a cost-efficient ways. It is really important to at least change the
general design used for the placement of a chip’s components for different families of integrated
circuits, otherwise a successful optical injection attack on a single smart card chip may render
whole families of different chips vulnerable to being compromised. Furthermore, this field of
research is especially interesting as it can help study the balance between the levels of cost and
(acceptable) risk as well as the tradeoff between security and cost.

Final remarks and conclusions
Indisputably, an intriguing relation exists between cost, security and risk. In accordance with this
relation, the level of acceptable risk is highly dependent on the balance between security and cost.
As costs increase, more risk can potentially be considered as acceptable, while the cost of security
decreases, a lot less risk will need to be accepted. Therefore, ideally, we aim for minimum costs and
maximum security, in order to minimise the risks of investment and the potential losses. However,
with inadequate investment it is highly improbable that security costs can be reduced in the smart
card market sector, as this sector is particularly dependent on economies of scale, high barriers to
enter it and quite often time-related advantages.
In this context, attacks act as a necessary and sufficient drive for the development of the market,
because they form a cycle in conjunction with security enhancements, effectively causing the
development of each other. Although attacks are highly undesirable, the fact that they keep being
improved and becoming more and more sophisticated leads, inevitably, to more research being
conducted on countermeasures and new security features.
This, in turn, leads into time-dependent economies of scale, which drive high-end security costs
down, both for the manufacturers and the customers, as long as the level of protection offered is
high enough to secure the device (a smart card chip) from being compromised at a cost sufficiently
low for an attacker. Due to the fact that the market sector of attacks can also be taking advantage of
economies of scale, if the costs of performing a successful attack fall below a certain level, then the
current security level will not be adequate anymore. In fact, the level of cost required to perform a
successful attack highly determines the level of acceptable risk, which then, in succession, defines
the balance between the level of desirable security and affordable cost.
Therefore, it is really important not only to analyse the mechanisms behind already existing attack
schemes, but also to take notice of the recent developments of new attack vectors and techniques, in
order to develop smart card chips that are resistant not only against current threats, but also against
future ways and means of breaching a chip’s security. It is also evident that new attacks may require
the development of new countermeasures, which serves as an apparent incentive for further research
and innovation in this field.
New methods of compromising a smart card chip challenge the current equilibrium in the relevant
computer security sectors inevitably leading in continuous research and development of new
defences against such attacks. Regarding optical fault injection, the phenomena of interference and
two-photon absorption can undoubtedly serve as new attack vectors and, therefore, could play a
major role in the development of new attack schemes. Therefore, it is really critical to develop
relevant effective new countermeasures to prevent such attacks from being successful.
Nevertheless, current countermeasures may prove vulnerable to already existing attack schemes and
methods and therefore other solutions need to be examined in order to come up with better-
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performing and more cost-efficient countermeasures against optical fault injection attacks. To this
end, a large number of different countermeasures was examined in order to determine how these
countermeasures would fare in comparison to security features already employed against optical
fault injection attacks, such as phototransistors.
In general, although most physical countermeasures under consideration proved to be incompatible
with the current manufacturing process, these ideas could lead into the emergence of more effective
solutions in the future. Additionally, it was proven that under specific circumstances photodiodes
can achieve better detection of optical fault injections than phototransistors, therefore signifying
that particular areas of the chip would be better protected by them. In conclusion, different
countermeasures may be more suitable for different areas of a smart card chip.
Furthermore, by designing and testing a wide variety of different logical countermeasures based on
redundancy and parity checks, we reached the conclusion that their implementation may require an
extensive range of different levels of cost, while providing a higher or lower level of detection (and
protection) against fault injection attacks. Therefore, not only it was proven that logical
countermeasures constitute a viable, and potentially less expensive, alternative to physical
countermeasures, but also that they can fit the varying needs and demands of the different
stakeholders involved in the smart card security market sector.
It is worth mentioning here that as attacks become more and more focused, targeting particular
areas of the chip and very specific components in them, it appears that a need arises for
proportionately focused countermeasures, appropriately customised to meet the needs for protection
identified in their region of placement on the chip.
However, although a lot of different ideas, schemes, mechanisms and designs were examined, none
of them proved to be able to guarantee perfect detection rates of optical fault injection attacks or
provide full protection against them. This, of course, was only to be expected, as it has been noted
and demonstrated that there will never exist a complete system, or even a smart card, that will
provide perfect security that can defend against everything and everybody,[3] because if enough
resources, time and effort is devoted to an attack, every system can be breached or manipulated in
the end.[3]
Nevertheless, the designs and ideas discussed in this document provided encouraging results
regarding both the level of protection they can offer and the relevant costs required for their
implementation and integration in a smart card chip, as they can offer an adequate level of
protection against optical fault injections at a fair level of additional cost. In particular it was shown
that different physical countermeasures than the one currently employed may perform better under
certain circumstances and that a wide range of logical countermeasures exists which can allow a
certain degree of flexibility in the decision of choosing the most optimal one for integration based
on criteria of cost, security and the relation between them, i.e. the level of risk considered
acceptable.
However, they still would need to be implemented and tested further in order to consolidate these
results and draw more accurate conclusions regarding their merits and costs. Nonetheless, as every
attack also comes at a specific cost, if the costs of a probable enough attack are made high enough
to surpass its benefits through the integration and use of such countermeasures as the ones
examined, then their integration in the final product could be considered highly justified.
Of course, again, the costs of these countermeasures should, in turn, not exceed their merits and the
final decision over whether their integration in the final product is justified is likely to be based on
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the level of acceptable risk set by the different stakeholders involved, the designer, the manufacturer
and the client companies. Therefore, it is up to these companies to decide which countermeasures
would be considered optimal for integration in the final product, the smart card chip. Nevertheless,
we must once again stress that, in any case, a compatible combination of different categories of
countermeasures seems bound to be the most optimal solution regarding cost and protection,
because it will be able to offer different aspects of security by combining suboptimal low-cost
countermeasures.
However, although a number of the innovations regarding some of the chip’s physical components
and their logic presented in this document seem to offer promising results, further research needs to
be conducted in order to examine in detail whether they may offer significant advantages in
comparison to the countermeasures currently employed against optical fault injection. Apart from
the implementation and testing needed, further research is required in order to define how they may
best interact with the software used in smart cards, or whether this software can be used as an
adequate countermeasure.
Furthermore, software and generally all components that interact in a smart card system also need to
be secured against containing potential vulnerabilities that may lead in the overall system being
compromised. Finally, other new security mechanisms and solutions need to be developed in the
future in order to counter future ways and means of performing optical fault injections, as attacks
constantly evolve, and therefore, the only effective way of protection is constant innovation in the
field of security.
It is also clearly important to determine what actions need to be taken in case an attack is detected,
in order to fully estimate the required costs for each solution. In order to get correct results, we also
need to set commonly accepted criteria for the assessment of the different countermeasures, based
on security and cost requirements as they are established in the semiconductors industry and the
related procedures of certification and accreditation. In this way, we could perhaps recognise how
effective design-time security analysis may be against optical fault injection attacks.
Finally, another potential objective would be to identify and propose a novel and more effective
countermeasure against optical fault injection attacks and compare its perceived characteristics
against all the already mentioned ones in order to evaluate it.
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Appendix
This appendix contains the Verilog code of the different designs of logical countermeasures for the
16-bit word registers. The designed registers and countermeasures are fully functional only a clock
cycle has been started with a logical “1” signal after the registers and the whole circuit have been
reset with a logical “1” reset signal.

▪ Verilog code for standalone 32x16 register
module rf_standalone(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
integer i,j;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
App. 1

if (!reset)
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] = dataIn[j];
end
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register incorporating checksum
module rf_checksum(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter DIVISOR = 3;
parameter DIVBITS = 2;
integer i,j,k,l;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+DIVBITS) : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
App. 2

begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
l=0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
l = l+rf[i][j];
end
if ((l%DIVISOR) != rf[i][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH])
begin
err = 1;
end
end
if (err)
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
k=0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] = dataIn[j];
k = k+rf[dest][j];
end
rf[dest][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH]=(k%DIVISOR);
end
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dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register integrating CRC
module rf_crc(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter DIVISOR = 3;
parameter DIVBITS = 2;
integer i,j;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+DIVBITS) : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
App. 4

always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
if ((rf[i][WIDTH-1:0])%DIVISOR != rf[i][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH])
begin
err = 1;
end
end
if (err)
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] = dataIn[j];
end
rf[dest][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH]=((rf[dest][WIDTH-1:0])
%DIVISOR);
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing single parity bits
per word
module rf_paritybits(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
App. 5

integer i,j,k,l;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [WIDTH : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
l=0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
l = l+rf[i][j];
end
if ((l%2) != rf[i][WIDTH])
begin
err = 1;
end
end
if (err)
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begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
k=0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] = dataIn[j];
k = k+rf[dest][j];
end
rf[dest][WIDTH]=k%2;
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing parity bits per 4
data bits
module rf_parity_4(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16; //must be multiple of PARITYBITS
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter PARITYBITS = 4;
integer i,j,k,l,m;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
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output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH-1)+PARITYBITS : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
for (k=0; k<PARITYBITS; k=k+1)
begin
m = rf[i][k*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS)];
for (l=1; l<(WIDTH/PARITYBITS); l=l+1)
begin
m = m ^ rf[i][l+(k*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS))];
end
if (m != rf[i][WIDTH+k])
begin
err =1;
end
end
end
if (err)
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
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dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] = dataIn[j];
end
for (k=0; k<PARITYBITS; k=k+1)
begin
rf[dest][WIDTH+k] = rf[dest][k*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS)];
for (l=1; l<(WIDTH/PARITYBITS); l=l+1)
begin
rf[dest][WIDTH+k] = rf[dest][WIDTH+k] ^ rf[dest][l+
(k*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS))];
end
end
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register incorporating Hamming
code (implementation A without autocorrection)
module rf_hamming(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter MAXBITS = 5; //log(2)WIDTH + 1
integer i, j, iter, remainder, o, k, b, y, a, z, it;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
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output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+MAXBITS)-1 : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
o = 1;
iter = 1;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
if (j == o-1)
begin
b=1;
z=0;
remainder = 0;
it = iter;
while (it > 0)
begin
b = b*2;
it = it -1;
end
y = (b/2)-1;
for (k=j; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
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while (y < (b-1))
begin
if ((k%b) == y)
begin
z = z + rf[i][k];
remainder = k - b;
end
a = y;
y = y + 1;
if (remainder < 1)
begin
y = b;
end
end
y = a + 1;
if (y == (b-1))
begin
y = (b/2)-1;
end
end
if ((z%2) != rf[i][(WIDTH+iter)-1])
begin
err = 1;
end
iter = iter + 1;
o = o *2;
end
end
end
if (err)
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
o = 1;
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iter = 1;
rf[dest] = dataIn;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
if (j == o-1)
begin
b=1;
z=0;
remainder = 0;
it = iter;
while (it > 0)
begin
b = b*2;
it = it -1;
end
y = (b/2)-1;
for (k=j; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
while (y < (b-1))
begin
if ((k%b) == y)
begin
z = z + rf[dest][k];
remainder = k - b;
end
a = y;
y = y + 1;
if (remainder < 1)
begin
y = b;
end
end
y = a + 1;
if (y == (b-1))
begin
y = (b/2)-1;
end
end
rf[dest][(WIDTH+iter)-1] = (z%2);
iter = iter + 1;
o = o *2;
end
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end
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing Hamming code
(implementation B without autocorrection)
module rf_hamming_new(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter MAXBITS = 5; //log(2)WIDTH + 1
integer i, j, k, b, y, d, c, ka, ya, da, ca;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+MAXBITS)-1 : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
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// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
c = 1;
k = 0;
b = 0;
d = 1;
while (k<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(y=0; y<c; y=y+1)
begin
if ((y+k)<WIDTH)
begin
b = b ^ rf[i][y+k];
end
end
k=k+c*2;
if (k >= WIDTH)
begin
if (b != rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1])
begin
err = 1;
end
d = d + 1;
c = c*2;
k = c-1;
b = 0;
end
end
end
if (err)
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
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begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
rf[dest] = dataIn;
ca = 1;
ka = 0;
da = 1;
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
while (ka<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(ya=0; ya<ca; ya=ya+1)
begin
if ((ya+ka)<WIDTH)
begin
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] ^
rf[dest][ya+ka];
end
end
ka=ka+ca*2;
if (ka >= WIDTH)
begin
da = da + 1;
ca = ca*2;
ka = ca-1;
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
end
end
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register with dual modular
redundancy
module rf_2xredundancy(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
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integer i, j;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] rr [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] <= 0;
rr[i] <= 0;
end
dataOut <= 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
if (rf[i] != rr[i])
begin
err = 1;
end
end
if (err)
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
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begin
rf[j] <= 0;
rr[j] <= 0;
end
dataOut <= 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] <= dataIn[j];
rr[dest][j] <= dataIn[j];
end
end
dataOut <= rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register with triple modular
redundancy
module rf_3xredundancy(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
integer i, j, fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
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reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] rr [DEPTH-1 : 0];
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] mr [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] <= 0;
rr[i] <= 0;
mr[i] <= 0;
end
dataOut <= 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
if (err)
begin
if ((rf[i] != rr[i]) && (rr[i] == mr[i]))
begin
rf[i] <= rr[i];
end
if ((rf[i] == rr[i]) && (rr[i] != mr[i]))
begin
mr[i] <= rr[i];
end
fix = 1;
end
if ((rf[i] != rr[i]) || (rr[i] != mr[i]))
begin
err = 1;
fix = 0;
end
end
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if ((err) && (!fix))
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] <= 0;
rr[j] <= 0;
mr[j] <= 0;
end
dataOut <= 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] <= dataIn[j];
rr[dest][j] <= dataIn[j];
mr[dest][j] <= dataIn[j];
end
end
dataOut <= rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register incorporating checksum
with dual modular redundancy
module rf_checksum_red(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter DIVISOR = 3;
parameter DIVBITS = 2;
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,fix;
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input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+DIVBITS) : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
reg [(WIDTH+DIVBITS) : 0] rr [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
rr[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
l=0;
m=0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
l = l+rf[i][j];
m = m+rr[i][j];
end
if ((l%DIVISOR) != rf[i][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH])
begin
if ((m%DIVISOR) != rr[i][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH])
begin
err = 1;
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fix = 0;
end
else
begin
err = 1;
rf[i] = rr[i];
fix = 1;
end
end
end
if ((err) && (!fix))
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
rr[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
k=0;
n=0;
rf[dest] = dataIn;
rr[dest] = dataIn;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
k = k+rf[dest][j];
n = n+rr[dest][j];
end
rf[dest][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH]=(k%DIVISOR);
rr[dest][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH]=(n%DIVISOR);
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule
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▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register integrating CRC with dual
modular redundancy
module rf_crc_red(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter DIVISOR = 3;
parameter DIVBITS = 2;
integer i,j,fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+DIVBITS) : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
reg [(WIDTH+DIVBITS) : 0] rr [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
rr[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
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for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
if ((rf[i][WIDTH-1:0])%DIVISOR != rf[i][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH])
begin
if ((rr[i][WIDTH-1:0])%DIVISOR != rr[i][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH])
begin
err = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
err = 1;
rf[i] = rr[i];
fix = 1;
end
end
end
if ((err) && (!fix))
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
rr[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
rf[dest] = dataIn;
rr[dest] = dataIn;
rf[dest][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH]=((rf[dest][WIDTH-1:0])
%DIVISOR);
rr[dest][(WIDTH+DIVBITS):WIDTH]=((rr[dest][WIDTH-1:0])
%DIVISOR);
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule
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▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing single parity bits
per word with dual modular redundancy
module rf_paritybits_red(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [WIDTH : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
reg [WIDTH : 0] rr [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
rr[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
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l=0;
m=0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
l = l+rf[i][j];
m = m+rr[i][j];
end
if ((l%2) != rf[i][WIDTH])
begin
if ((m%2) != rr[i][WIDTH])
begin
err = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
err = 1;
rf[i]=rr[i];
fix = 1;
end
end
end
if ((err) && (!fix))
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
rr[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
k=0;
n=0;
rf[dest] = dataIn;
rr[dest] = dataIn;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
k = k+rf[dest][j];
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n = n+rr[dest][j];
end
rf[dest][WIDTH]=k%2;
rr[dest][WIDTH]=n%2;
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing parity bits per 4
data bits with dual modular redundancy
module rf_parity_4_red(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16; //must be multiple of PARITYBITS
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter PARITYBITS = 4;
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,o,fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH-1)+PARITYBITS : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
reg [(WIDTH-1)+PARITYBITS : 0] rr [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
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rr[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
k = 0;
for (o=0; o<PARITYBITS; o=o+1)
begin
m = rf[i][o*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS)];
n = rr[i][o*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS)];
for (l=1; l<(WIDTH/PARITYBITS); l=l+1)
begin
m = m ^ rf[i][l+(o*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS))];
n = n ^ rr[i][l+(o*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS))];
end
if (n != rr[i][WIDTH+o])
begin
k=k+1;
end
if (m != rf[i][WIDTH+o])
begin
if (k != 0)
begin
err = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
err = 1;
rf[i] = rr[i];
fix = 1;
end
end
end
end
if ((err) && (!fix))
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begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
rr[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
rf[dest] = dataIn;
rr[dest] = dataIn;
for (o=0; o<PARITYBITS; o=o+1)
begin
rf[dest][WIDTH+o] = rf[dest][o*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS)];
rr[dest][WIDTH+o] = rr[dest][o*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS)];
for (l=1; l<(WIDTH/PARITYBITS); l=l+1)
begin
rf[dest][WIDTH+o] = rf[dest][WIDTH+o] ^ rf[dest][l+
(o*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS))];
rr[dest][WIDTH+o] = rr[dest][WIDTH+o] ^ rr[dest][l+
(o*(WIDTH/PARITYBITS))];
end
end
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing Hamming code
(implementation A) with dual modular redundancy
module rf_hamming_red(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter MAXBITS = 5; //log(2)WIDTH+ 1
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integer i, j, iter, remainder, o, k, b, y, a, z, it,zz,fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+MAXBITS)-1 : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
reg [(WIDTH+MAXBITS)-1 : 0] rr [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
rr[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
o = 1;
iter = 1;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
if (j == o-1)
begin
b=1;
z=0;
zz = 0;
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remainder = 0;
it = iter;
while (it > 0)
begin
b = b*2;
it = it -1;
end
y = (b/2)-1;
for (k=j; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
while (y < (b-1))
begin
if ((k%b) == y)
begin
z = z + rf[i][k];
zz = zz + rr[i][k];
remainder = k - b;
end
a = y;
y = y + 1;
if (remainder < 1)
begin
y = b;
end
end
y = a + 1;
if (y == (b-1))
begin
y = (b/2)-1;
end
end
if ((z%2) != rf[i][(WIDTH+iter)-1])
begin
if ((zz%2) != rr[i][(WIDTH+iter)-1])
begin
err = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
err = 1;
rf[i]=rr[i];
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fix = 1;
end
end
iter = iter + 1;
o = o *2;
end
end
end
if ((err) && (!fix))
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
rr[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
o = 1;
iter = 1;
rf[dest] = dataIn;
rr[dest] = dataIn;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
if (j == o-1)
begin
b=1;
z=0;
zz=0;
remainder = 0;
it = iter;
while (it > 0)
begin
b = b*2;
it = it -1;
end
y = (b/2)-1;
for (k=j; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
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while (y < (b-1))
begin
if ((k%b) == y)
begin
z = z + rf[dest][k];
zz = zz + rr[dest][k];
remainder = k - b;
end
a = y;
y = y + 1;
if (remainder < 1)
begin
y = b;
end
end
y = a + 1;
if (y == (b-1))
begin
y = (b/2)-1;
end
end
rf[dest][(WIDTH+iter)-1] = (z%2);
rr[dest][(WIDTH+iter)-1] = (zz%2);
iter = iter + 1;
o = o *2;
end
end
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing Hamming code
(implementation B) with dual modular redundancy
module rf_hamming_new_red(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
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parameter MAXBITS = 5; //log(2)16 + 1
integer i, j, k, b, y, d, c, ka, ya, da, ca,bz,fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+MAXBITS)-1 : 0] rf [DEPTH-1 : 0];
reg [(WIDTH+MAXBITS)-1 : 0] rr [DEPTH-1 : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
rr[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
c = 1;
k = 0;
b = 0;
bz= 0;
d = 1;
while (k<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(y=0; y<c; y=y+1)
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begin
if ((y+k)<WIDTH)
begin
b = b ^ rf[i][y+k];
bz = bz ^ rr[i][y+k];
end
end
k=k+c*2;
if (k >= WIDTH)
begin
if (b != rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1])
begin
if (b != rr[i][(WIDTH+d)-1])
begin
err = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
err = 1;
rf[i]=rr[i];
fix = 1;
end
end
d = d + 1;
c = c*2;
k = c-1;
b = 0;
end
end
end
if ((err) && (!fix))
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
rr[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
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if (writeEnable)
begin
rf[dest] = dataIn;
rr[dest] = dataIn;
ca = 1;
ka = 0;
da = 1;
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
rr[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
while (ka<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(ya=0; ya<ca; ya=ya+1)
begin
if ((ya+ka)<WIDTH)
begin
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] ^
rf[dest][ya+ka];
rr[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = rr[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] ^
rr[dest][ya+ka];
end
end
ka=ka+ca*2;
if (ka >= WIDTH)
begin
da = da + 1;
ca = ca*2;
ka = ca-1;
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
rr[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
end
end
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule
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▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with a single error
register)
module rf_hamming_with_autocorrection(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut,
err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter MAXBITS = 5; //log(2)WIDTH + 1
integer i, j, n, ze, m, c, k, b, d, a, s, sa, ca, ce, ka, ke, ba, be, da, de, aa, y, ya, ye, l, fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output [(MAXBITS*DEPTH)-1 : 0] err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg [(MAXBITS*DEPTH)-1 : 0] err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+MAXBITS) : 0] rf [(DEPTH-1) : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
//error?
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for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
//fix
if (err)
//fix hamming code?
begin
ze = 0;
for (m=0; m<MAXBITS; m=m+1)
begin
ze = ze ^ rf[i][WIDTH+m];
end
if (ze != rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS])
begin
c = 1;
k = 0;
b = 0;
d = 1;
a = 0;
while (k<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(y=0; y<c; y=y+1)
begin
if ((y+k)<WIDTH)
begin
b = b ^ rf[i][y+k];
end
end
k=k+c*2;
if (k >= WIDTH)
begin
if (b != rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1])
begin
err[(i*MAXBITS+d)-1] = 1;
end
a = a ^ rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1];
d = d + 1;
c = c*2;
k = c-1;
b = 0;
end
end
rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS] = a;
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end
else //fix data
begin
s = 0;
sa = 1;
for (n=0; n<MAXBITS; n=n+1)
begin
s = s + (err[(i*MAXBITS)+n]*sa);
sa = 2 * sa;
end
if (s)
begin
rf[i][s-1] = ~rf[i][s-1];
end
end
/*
for (l=0; l<MAXBITS; l=l+1)
begin
err[i*MAXBITS+l] = 0;
end */
fix = 1;
end
//scan for errors
ce = 1;
ke = 0;
be = 0;
de = 1;
while (ke<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(ye=0; ye<ce; ye=ye+1)
begin
if ((ye+ke)<WIDTH)
begin
be = be ^ rf[i][ye+ke];
end
end
ke=ke+ce*2;
if (ke >= WIDTH)
begin
if (be != rf[i][(WIDTH+de)-1])
begin
err[(i*MAXBITS+de)-1] = 1;
fix = 0;
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end
de = de + 1;
ce = ce*2;
ke = ce-1;
be = 0;
end
end
end
/*

//error not fixed, reset...
if ((err) && (!fix))
begin
for (n=0; n<DEPTH; n=n+1)
begin
rf[n] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end */
//IO
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
rf[dest] = dataIn;
ca = 1;
ka = 0;
da = 1;
aa = 0;
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
while (ka<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(ya=0; ya<ca; ya=ya+1)
begin
if ((ya+ka)<WIDTH)
begin
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] ^
rf[dest][ya+ka];
end
end
ka=ka+ca*2;
if (ka >= WIDTH)
begin
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aa = aa ^ rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1];
da = da + 1;
ca = ca*2;
ka = ca-1;
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
end
end
rf[dest][WIDTH+MAXBITS] = aa;
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with multiple error
registers)
module rf_hamming_with_autocorrection_a(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut,
err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter MAXBITS = 5; //log(2)WIDTH + 1

integer i, j, iter, remainder, o, k, b, y, a, z, it, fix, l, m, ze, zee, ae, oe, be, itere, remaindere, ye, ite, s,
sa, eo, eb, ey, ea, ez, eit, eiter, eremainder, n;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg [MAXBITS-1 : 0] error [(DEPTH-1) : 0]; //error matrix
reg err; // registered error
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reg [(WIDTH+MAXBITS) : 0] rf [(DEPTH-1) : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
error[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
//error?
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
//fix
if (error[i])
//fix hamming code?
begin
ze = 0;
for (m=0; m<MAXBITS; m=m+1)
begin
ze = ze ^ rf[i][WIDTH+m];
end
if (ze != rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS])
begin
oe = 1;
itere = 1;
rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS]= 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
if (j == oe-1)
begin
be=1;
zee=0;
remaindere = 0;
ite = itere;
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while (ite > 0)
begin
be = be*2;
ite = ite -1;
end
ye = (be/2)-1;
for (k=j; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
while (ye < (be-1))
begin
if ((k%be) == ye)
begin
zee = zee + rf[i][k];
remaindere = k - be;
end
ae = ye;
ye = ye + 1;
if (remaindere < 1)
begin
ye = be;
end
end
ye = ae + 1;
if (ye == (be-1))
begin
ye = (be/2)-1;
end
end
rf[i][(WIDTH+itere)-1] = (zee%2);
rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS] = rf[i]
[WIDTH+MAXBITS] ^ rf[i][(WIDTH+itere)-1];
itere = itere + 1;
oe = oe * 2;
end
end
end
else //fix data
begin
s = 0;
sa = 1;
for (k=0; k<MAXBITS; k=k+1)
begin
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s = s + ((error[i][k])*sa);
sa = 2 * sa;
end
if (s)
begin
rf[i][s-1] = ~rf[i][s-1];
end
end
error[i] = 0;
//
err = 0;
fix = 1;
end
//scan for errors
eo = 1;
eiter = 1;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
if (j == eo-1)
begin
eb=1;
ez=0;
eremainder = 0;
eit = eiter;
while (eit > 0)
begin
eb = eb*2;
eit = eit -1;
end
ey = (eb/2)-1;
for (k=j; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
while (ey < (eb-1))
begin
if ((k%eb) == ey)
begin
ez = ez + rf[i][k];
eremainder = k - eb;
end
ea = ey;
ey = ey + 1;
if (eremainder < 1)
begin
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ey = eb;
end
end
ey = ea + 1;
if (ey == (eb-1))
begin
ey = (eb/2)-1;
end
end
if ((ez%2) != rf[i][(WIDTH+eiter)-1])
begin
error[i][(eiter-1)] = 1;
err = 1;
fix = 0;
end
eiter = eiter + 1;
eo = eo * 2;
end
end

/*

end
//error not fixed, reset...
if ((err) && (!fix))
begin
for (n=0; n<DEPTH; n=n+1)
begin
rf[n] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end */
//IO
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
o = 1;
iter = 1;
rf[dest] = dataIn;
rf[dest][WIDTH+MAXBITS]= 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
if (j == o-1)
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begin
b=1;
z=0;
remainder = 0;
it = iter;
while (it > 0)
begin
b = b*2;
it = it -1;
end
y = (b/2)-1;
for (k=j; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
while (y < (b-1))
begin
if ((k%b) == y)
begin
z = z + rf[dest][k];
remainder = k - b;
end
a = y;
y = y + 1;
if (remainder < 1)
begin
y = b;
end
end
y = a + 1;
if (y == (b-1))
begin
y = (b/2)-1;
end
end
rf[dest][(WIDTH+iter)-1] = (z%2);
rf[dest][WIDTH+MAXBITS] = rf[dest][WIDTH+MAXBITS]
^ rf[dest][(WIDTH+iter)-1];
iter = iter + 1;
o = o * 2;
end
end
end
dataOut = rf[source];
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end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing Hamming code
(implementation B with autocorrection with multiple error
registers)
module rf_hamming_with_autocorrection_a_new(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn,
dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter MAXBITS = 5; //log(2)WIDTH + 1
integer i, j, n, ze, m, c, k, b, d, a, s, sa, ca, ce, ka, ke, ba, be, da, de, aa, y, ya, ye, l, fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg [MAXBITS-1 : 0] error [(DEPTH-1) : 0]; //error matrix
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+MAXBITS) : 0] rf [(DEPTH-1) : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
error[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
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end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
//error?
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
//fix
if (error[i])
//fix hamming code?
begin
ze = 0;
for (m=0; m<MAXBITS; m=m+1)
begin
ze = ze ^ rf[i][WIDTH+m];
end
if (ze != rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS])
begin
c = 1;
k = 0;
d = 1;
a = 0;
rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1] = 0;
while (k<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(y=0; y<c; y=y+1)
begin
if ((y+k)<WIDTH)
begin
rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1] = rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1] ^
rf[i][y+k];
end
end
k=k+c*2;
if (k >= WIDTH)
begin
a = a ^ rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1];
d = d + 1;
c = c*2;
k = c-1;
rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1] = 0;
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end
end
rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS] = a;
end
else //fix data
begin
s = 0;
sa = 1;
for (k=0; k<MAXBITS; k=k+1)
begin
s = s + ((error[i][k])*sa);
sa = 2 * sa;
end
if (s)
begin
rf[i][s-1] = ~rf[i][s-1];
end
end
error[i] = 0;
//
err = 0;
fix = 1;
end
//scan for errors
ce = 1;
ke = 0;
be = 0;
de = 1;
while (ke<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(ye=0; ye<ce; ye=ye+1)
begin
if ((ye+ke)<WIDTH)
begin
be = be ^ rf[i][ye+ke];
end
end
ke=ke+ce*2;
if (ke >= WIDTH)
begin
if (be != rf[i][(WIDTH+de)-1])
begin
error[i][de-1] = 1;
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err = 1;
fix = 0;
end
de = de + 1;
ce = ce*2;
ke = ce-1;
be = 0;
end
end
end
//error not fixed, reset...
/*
if ((err) && (!fix))
begin
for (n=0; n<DEPTH; n=n+1)
begin
rf[n] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end */
//IO
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
rf[dest] = dataIn;
ca = 1;
ka = 0;
da = 1;
aa = 0;
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
while (ka<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(ya=0; ya<ca; ya=ya+1)
begin
if ((ya+ka)<WIDTH)
begin
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] ^
rf[dest][ya+ka];
end
end
ka=ka+ca*2;
if (ka >= WIDTH)
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begin
aa = aa ^ rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1];
da = da + 1;
ca = ca*2;
ka = ca-1;
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
end
end
rf[dest][WIDTH+MAXBITS] = aa;
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing Hamming code
(implementation A with autocorrection with multiple error
registers and additional parity checks)
module rf_hamming_with_autocorrection_a_additional_check(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest,
source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter MAXBITS = 5; //log(2)WIDTH + 1

integer i, j, iter, remainder, o, k, b, y, a, z, it, fix, l, m, ze, zee, ae, oe, be, itere, remaindere, ye, ite, s,
sa, eo, eb, ey, ea, ez, eit, eiter, eremainder, n;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg [MAXBITS-1 : 0] error [(DEPTH-1) : 0]; //error matrix
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reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+MAXBITS) : 0] rf [(DEPTH-1) : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
error[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
//error?
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
//fix
if (error[i])
//fix hamming code?
begin
ze = 0;
for (m=0; m<MAXBITS; m=m+1)
begin
ze = ze ^ rf[i][WIDTH+m];
end
if (ze != rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS])
begin
oe = 1;
itere = 1;
rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS]= 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
if (j == oe-1)
begin
be=1;
zee=0;
remaindere = 0;
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ite = itere;
while (ite > 0)
begin
be = be*2;
ite = ite -1;
end
ye = (be/2)-1;
for (k=j; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
while (ye < (be-1))
begin
if ((k%be) == ye)
begin
zee = zee + rf[i][k];
remaindere = k - be;
end
ae = ye;
ye = ye + 1;
if (remaindere < 1)
begin
ye = be;
end
end
ye = ae + 1;
if (ye == (be-1))
begin
ye = (be/2)-1;
end
end
rf[i][(WIDTH+itere)-1] = (zee%2);
rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS] = rf[i]
[WIDTH+MAXBITS] ^ rf[i][(WIDTH+itere)-1];
itere = itere + 1;
oe = oe * 2;
end
end
end
else //fix data
begin
s = 0;
sa = 1;
for (k=0; k<MAXBITS; k=k+1)
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begin
s = s + ((error[i][k])*sa);
sa = 2 * sa;
end
if (s)
begin
rf[i][s-1] = ~rf[i][s-1];
end
end
error[i] = 0;
//
err = 0;
fix = 1;
end
//scan for errors
eo = 1;
eiter = 1;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
if (j == eo-1)
begin
eb=1;
ez=0;
eremainder = 0;
eit = eiter;
while (eit > 0)
begin
eb = eb*2;
eit = eit -1;
end
ey = (eb/2)-1;
for (k=j; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
while (ey < (eb-1))
begin
if ((k%eb) == ey)
begin
ez = ez + rf[i][k];
eremainder = k - eb;
end
ea = ey;
ey = ey + 1;
if (eremainder < 1)
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begin
ey = eb;
end
end
ey = ea + 1;
if (ey == (eb-1))
begin
ey = (eb/2)-1;
end
end
if ((ez%2) != rf[i][(WIDTH+eiter)-1])
begin
error[i][(eiter-1)] = 1;
err = 1;
fix = 0;
end
eiter = eiter + 1;
eo = eo * 2;
end
end
end
//error not fixed, reset...
if ((err) && (!fix))
begin
for (n=0; n<DEPTH; n=n+1)
begin
rf[n] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
//IO
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
o = 1;
iter = 1;
rf[dest] = dataIn;
rf[dest][WIDTH+MAXBITS]= 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
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if (j == o-1)
begin
b=1;
z=0;
remainder = 0;
it = iter;
while (it > 0)
begin
b = b*2;
it = it -1;
end
y = (b/2)-1;
for (k=j; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
while (y < (b-1))
begin
if ((k%b) == y)
begin
z = z + rf[dest][k];
remainder = k - b;
end
a = y;
y = y + 1;
if (remainder < 1)
begin
y = b;
end
end
y = a + 1;
if (y == (b-1))
begin
y = (b/2)-1;
end
end
rf[dest][(WIDTH+iter)-1] = (z%2);
rf[dest][WIDTH+MAXBITS] = rf[dest][WIDTH+MAXBITS]
^ rf[dest][(WIDTH+iter)-1];
iter = iter + 1;
o = o * 2;
end
end
end
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dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing Hamming code
(implementation B with autocorrection with multiple error
registers and additional parity checks)
module rf_hamming_with_autocorrection_a_additional_check_new(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest,
source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter MAXBITS = 5; //log(2)WIDTH + 1
integer i, j, n, ze, m, c, k, b, d, a, s, sa, ca, ce, ka, ke, ba, be, da, de, aa, y, ya, ye, l, fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg [MAXBITS-1 : 0] error [(DEPTH-1) : 0]; //error matrix
reg err; // registered error
reg [(WIDTH+MAXBITS) : 0] rf [(DEPTH-1) : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
error[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
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err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
//error?
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
//fix
if (error[i])
//fix hamming code?
begin
ze = 0;
for (m=0; m<MAXBITS; m=m+1)
begin
ze = ze ^ rf[i][WIDTH+m];
end
if (ze != rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS])
begin
c = 1;
k = 0;
d = 1;
a = 0;
rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1] = 0;
while (k<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(y=0; y<c; y=y+1)
begin
if ((y+k)<WIDTH)
begin
rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1] = rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1] ^
rf[i][y+k];
end
end
k=k+c*2;
if (k >= WIDTH)
begin
a = a ^ rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1];
d = d + 1;
c = c*2;
k = c-1;
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rf[i][(WIDTH+d)-1] = 0;
end
end
rf[i][WIDTH+MAXBITS] = a;
end
else //fix data
begin
s = 0;
sa = 1;
for (n=0; n<MAXBITS; n=n+1)
begin
s = s + ((error[i][n])*sa);
sa = 2 * sa;
end
if (s)
begin
rf[i][s-1] = ~rf[i][s-1];
end
end
error[i] = 0;
//
err = 0;
fix = 1;
end
//scan for errors
ce = 1;
ke = 0;
be = 0;
de = 1;
while (ke<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(ye=0; ye<ce; ye=ye+1)
begin
if ((ye+ke)<WIDTH)
begin
be = be ^ rf[i][ye+ke];
end
end
ke=ke+ce*2;
if (ke >= WIDTH)
begin
if (be != rf[i][(WIDTH+de)-1])
begin
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error[i][de-1] = 1;
err = 1;
fix = 0;
end
de = de + 1;
ce = ce*2;
ke = ce-1;
be = 0;
end
end
end
//error not fixed, reset...
if ((err) && (!fix))
begin
for (n=0; n<DEPTH; n=n+1)
begin
rf[n] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
//IO
if ((!err) && (!reset))
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
rf[dest] = dataIn;
ca = 1;
ka = 0;
da = 1;
aa = 0;
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
while (ka<(WIDTH-1))
begin
for(ya=0; ya<ca; ya=ya+1)
begin
if ((ya+ka)<WIDTH)
begin
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] ^
rf[dest][ya+ka];
end
end
ka=ka+ca*2;
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if (ka >= WIDTH)
begin
aa = aa ^ rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1];
da = da + 1;
ca = ca*2;
ka = ca-1;
rf[dest][(WIDTH+da)-1] = 0;
end
end
rf[dest][WIDTH+MAXBITS] = aa;
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register integrating CRC per row
and column of the register
module rf_crc_row_by_column(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter DIVISORROW = 3;
parameter DIVROWBITS = 2;
parameter DIVISORCOL = 3;
parameter DIVCOLBITS = 2;
integer i,j,k,l,fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
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reg [DEPTH-1 : 0] errd;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] errw;
reg [(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS) : 0] rf [(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS) : 0];
reg [DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS : 0] help;
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS)+1; i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
errd = 0;
errw = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (err) //fix?
begin
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
if (errd[l])
begin
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
if (errw[k])
begin
rf[l][k] = ~rf[l][k];
end
end
end
end
fix = 1;
end
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1) //error row?
begin
if ((rf[i][WIDTH-1:0])%DIVISORROW != rf[i]
[(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS):WIDTH])
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begin
err = 1;
errd[i] = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
errd[i] = 0;
end

/*

end
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1) //error column?
begin
help = 0;
for (j=0; j<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS+1; j=j+1)
begin
help[j] = rf[j][k];
end
if ((help[DEPTH-1:0])%DIVISORCOL != help[(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS):DEPTH])
begin
err = 1;
errw[k] = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
errw[k] = 0;
end
end
if ((!errw) && (!errd)) //no error?
begin
err = 0;
end
if ((err) && (!fix)) //not fixed error?
begin
for (j=0; j<(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS)+1; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
*/
if ((!err) && (!reset)) //write & read
begin
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if (writeEnable)
begin
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] = dataIn[j];
help = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH-1; l=l+1)
begin
help[l] = rf[l][j];
end
help[(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS):DEPTH] = (help[DEPTH-1:0])
%DIVISORCOL;
for (l=DEPTH; l<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS+1; l=l+1)
begin
rf[l][j] = help[l];
end
end
rf[dest][(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS):WIDTH]=((rf[dest][WIDTH-1:0])
%DIVISORROW);
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register incorporating checksums
per row and column of the register
module rf_cs_row_by_column(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter DIVISORROW = 3;
parameter DIVROWBITS = 2;
parameter DIVISORCOL = 3;
parameter DIVCOLBITS = 2;
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,b,a,fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
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input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [DEPTH-1 : 0] errd;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] errw;
reg [(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS)-1 : 0] rf [(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS)-1 : 0];
reg [DIVCOLBITS-1 : 0] help;
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
errd = 0;
errw = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (err) //fix?
begin
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
if (errd[l])
begin
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
if (errw[k])
begin
rf[l][k] = ~rf[l][k];
end
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end
end
end
fix = 1;
end
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1) //error row?
begin
m=0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
m = m+rf[i][j];
end
if ((m%DIVISORROW) != rf[i][(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS)-1:WIDTH])
begin
err = 1;
errd[i] = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
errd[i] = 0;
end
end
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1) //error column?
begin
a = 0;
help = 0;
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
a = a + rf[j][k];
end
for (l=DEPTH; l<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS; l=l+1)
begin
help[l-DEPTH] = rf[l][k];
end
if (help != (a%DIVISORCOL))
begin
err = 1;
errw[k] = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
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begin
errw[k] = 0;
end

/*

end
if ((!errw) && (!errd)) //no error?
begin
err = 0;
end
if ((err) && (!fix)) //not fixed error?
begin
for (j=0; j<(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS); j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
*/
if ((!err) && (!reset)) //write & read
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
n = 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] = dataIn[j];
n = n+rf[dest][j];
b = 0;
help = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
b = b + rf[l][j];
end
help = (b%DIVISORCOL);
for (l=DEPTH; l<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS; l=l+1)
begin
rf[l][j] = help[l-DEPTH];
end
end
rf[dest][(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS)-1:WIDTH]=(n%DIVISORROW);
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
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end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing single parity bits
per row and column of the register
module rf_pb_row_by_column(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,a,b,fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [DEPTH-1 : 0] errd;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] errw;
reg [WIDTH : 0] rf [DEPTH : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<DEPTH+1; i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
errd = 0;
errw = 0;
err = 0;
end
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// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (err) //fix?
begin
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
if (errd[l])
begin
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
if (errw[k])
begin
rf[l][k] = ~rf[l][k];
end
end
end
end
fix = 1;
end
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1) //error row?
begin
m=0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
m = m+rf[i][j];
end
if ((m%2) != rf[i][WIDTH])
begin
err = 1;
errd[i] = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
errd[i] = 0;
end
end
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1) //error column?
begin
a = 0;
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
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/*

begin
a = a + rf[j][k];
end
if (rf[DEPTH][k] != (a%2))
begin
err = 1;
errw[k] = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
errw[k] = 0;
end
end
if ((!errw) && (!errd)) //no error?
begin
err = 0;
end
if ((err) && (!fix)) //not fixed error?
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH+1; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
*/
if ((!err) && (!reset)) //write & read
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
n = 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] = dataIn[j];
n = n+rf[dest][j];
b = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
b = b + rf[l][j];
end
rf[DEPTH][j] = (b%2);
end
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rf[dest][WIDTH]=(n%2);
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register integrating CRC per row
and column of the register with additional parity checks
module rf_crc_row_by_column_addpar(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut,
err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter DIVISORROW = 3;
parameter DIVROWBITS = 2;
parameter DIVISORCOL = 3;
parameter DIVCOLBITS = 2;
integer i,j,k,l,fix,a,b,m,n,p;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [DEPTH-1 : 0] errd;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] errw;
reg [(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS) : 0] rf [(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS) : 0];
reg [DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS : 0] help;
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
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for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS)+1; i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
errd = 0;
errw = 0;
err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (err) //fix?
begin
p=0;
for (j=WIDTH; j<WIDTH+DIVROWBITS+1; j=j+1) //error in control bits?
begin
m = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
m = m + rf[l][j];
end
for (i=DEPTH; i<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS+1; i=i+1)
begin
n = 0;
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
n = n + rf[i][k];
end
if (rf[i][j] != (m%2) ^ (n%2))
begin
p=1;
end
end
end
if (p) //fix control bits
begin
for (k=0; k<DEPTH; k=k+1)
begin
rf[k][(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS):WIDTH]=((rf[k][WIDTH-1:0])
%DIVISORROW);
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end
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
help = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
help[l] = rf[l][j];
end
help[(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS):DEPTH] = (help[DEPTH-1:0])
%DIVISORCOL;
for (l=DEPTH; l<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS+1; l=l+1)
begin
rf[l][j] = help[l];
end
end
else

end
//fix data
begin
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
if (errd[l])
begin
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
if (errw[k])
begin
rf[l][k] = ~rf[l][k];
end
end
end
end
end

fix = 1;
end
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1) //error row?
begin
if ((rf[i][WIDTH-1:0])%DIVISORROW != rf[i]
[(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS):WIDTH])
begin
err = 1;
errd[i] = 1;
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fix = 0;
end
else
begin
errd[i] = 0;
end

/*

end
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1) //error column?
begin
help = 0;
for (j=0; j<(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS)+1; j=j+1)
begin
help[j] = rf[j][k];
end
if ((help[DEPTH-1:0])%DIVISORCOL != help[(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS):DEPTH])
begin
err = 1;
errw[k] = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
errw[k] = 0;
end
end
if ((!errw) && (!errd)) //no error?
begin
err = 0;
end
if ((err) && (!fix)) //not fixed error?
begin
for (j=0; j<(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS)+1; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
*/
if ((!err) && (!reset)) //write & read
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
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begin
rf[dest][j] = dataIn[j];
help = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
help[l] = rf[l][j];
end
help[(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS):DEPTH] = (help[DEPTH-1:0])
%DIVISORCOL;
for (l=DEPTH; l<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS+1; l=l+1)
begin
rf[l][j] = help[l];
end
end
rf[dest][(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS):WIDTH]=((rf[dest][WIDTH-1:0])
%DIVISORROW);
for (k=WIDTH; k<WIDTH+DIVROWBITS+1; k=k+1)
begin
a = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
a = a + rf[l][k];
end
for (i=DEPTH; i<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS+1; i=i+1)
begin
b = 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
b = b + rf[i][j];
end
rf[i][k] = ((a%2) ^ (b%2));
end
end
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule
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▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register incorporating checksums
per row and column of the register with additional parity
checks
module rf_cs_row_by_column_addpar(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
parameter DIVISORROW = 3;
parameter DIVROWBITS = 2;
parameter DIVISORCOL = 3;
parameter DIVCOLBITS = 2;
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,b,a,c,d,p,o,q,r,s,fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [DEPTH-1 : 0] errd;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] errw;
reg [(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS)-1 : 0] rf [(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS)-1 : 0];
reg [DIVCOLBITS-1 : 0] help;
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS); i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
errd = 0;
errw = 0;
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err = 0;
end
// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (err) //fix?
begin
p=0;
for (j=WIDTH; j<WIDTH+DIVROWBITS; j=j+1) //error in control bits?
begin
o = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
o = o + rf[l][j];
end
for (i=DEPTH; i<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS; i=i+1)
begin
q = 0;
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
q = q + rf[i][k];
end
if (rf[i][j] != (o%2) ^ (q%2))
begin
p=1;
end
end
end
if (p) //fix control bits
begin
for (k=0; k<DEPTH; k=k+1)
begin
r = 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
r = r+rf[k][j];
end
rf[k][(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS)-1:WIDTH]=(r%DIVISORROW);
end
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
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s = 0;
help = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
s = s + rf[l][j];
end
help = (s%DIVISORCOL);
for (l=DEPTH; l<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS; l=l+1)
begin
rf[l][j] = help[l-DEPTH];
end
end
else

end
//fix data
begin
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
if (errd[l])
begin
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
if (errw[k])
begin
rf[l][k] = ~rf[l][k];
end
end
end
end
end

fix = 1;
end
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1) //error row?
begin
m=0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
m = m+rf[i][j];
end
if ((m%DIVISORROW) != rf[i][(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS)-1:WIDTH])
begin
err = 1;
errd[i] = 1;
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fix = 0;
end
else
begin
errd[i] = 0;
end

/*

end
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1) //error column?
begin
a = 0;
help = 0;
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
a = a + rf[j][k];
end
for (l=DEPTH; l<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS; l=l+1)
begin
help[l-DEPTH] = rf[l][k];
end
if (help != (a%DIVISORCOL))
begin
err = 1;
errw[k] = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
errw[k] = 0;
end
end
if ((!errw) && (!errd)) //no error?
begin
err = 0;
end
if ((err) && (!fix)) //not fixed error?
begin
for (j=0; j<(DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS); j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
*/
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if ((!err) && (!reset)) //write & read
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
n = 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] = dataIn[j];
n = n+rf[dest][j];
b = 0;
help = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
b = b + rf[l][j];
end
help = (b%DIVISORCOL);
for (l=DEPTH; l<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS; l=l+1)
begin
rf[l][j] = help[l-DEPTH];
end
end
rf[dest][(WIDTH+DIVROWBITS)-1:WIDTH]=(n%DIVISORROW);
for (k=WIDTH; k<WIDTH+DIVROWBITS; k=k+1)
begin
c = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
c = c + rf[l][k];
end
for (i=DEPTH; i<DEPTH+DIVCOLBITS; i=i+1)
begin
d = 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
d = d + rf[i][j];
end
rf[i][k] = ((c%2) ^ (d%2));
end
end
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
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end
endmodule

▪ Verilog code for a 32x16 register containing single parity bits
per row and column of the register with additional parity
checks
module rf_pb_row_by_column_addpar(clock, reset, writeEnable, dest, source, dataIn, dataOut, err);
parameter WIDTH = 16;
parameter DEPTH = 32;
parameter ADDRESSWIDTH = 5;
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,b,a,c,d,p,o,q,r,s,fix;
input clock, reset, writeEnable;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] dest;
input [ADDRESSWIDTH-1 : 0] source;
input [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataIn;
output [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut;
output err;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] dataOut; // registered output
reg err; // registered error
reg [DEPTH-1 : 0] errd;
reg [WIDTH-1 : 0] errw;
reg [WIDTH : 0] rf [DEPTH : 0];
//reset
always@(posedge reset)
begin
for(i = 0; i<DEPTH+1; i=i+1)
begin
rf[i] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
errd = 0;
errw = 0;
err = 0;
end
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// flip-flop for data-out, data-in and checking
always@(posedge clock)
begin
if (err) //fix?
begin
p=0;
o = 0;
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1)
begin
o = o + rf[i][WIDTH];
end
q = 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
q = q + rf[DEPTH][j];
end
if (rf[DEPTH][WIDTH] != (o%2) ^ (q%2))//error in control bits?
begin
p=1;
end
if (p) //fix control bits
begin
for (k=0; k<DEPTH; k=k+1)
begin
r = 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
r = r+rf[k][j];
end
rf[k][WIDTH]=(r%2);
end
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
s = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
s = s + rf[l][j];
end
rf[DEPTH][j] = (s%2);
end
end
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else

//fix data
begin
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
if (errd[l])
begin
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1)
begin
if (errw[k])
begin
rf[l][k] = ~rf[l][k];
end
end
end
end
end

fix = 1;
end
for (i=0; i<DEPTH; i=i+1) //error row?
begin
m=0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
m = m+rf[i][j];
end
if ((m%2) != rf[i][WIDTH])
begin
err = 1;
errd[i] = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
errd[i] = 0;
end
end
for (k=0; k<WIDTH; k=k+1) //error column?
begin
a = 0;
for (j=0; j<DEPTH; j=j+1)
begin
a = a + rf[j][k];
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/*

end
if (rf[DEPTH][k] != (a%2))
begin
err = 1;
errw[k] = 1;
fix = 0;
end
else
begin
errw[k] = 0;
end
end
if ((!errw) && (!errd)) //no error?
begin
err = 0;
end
if ((err) && (!fix)) //not fixed error?
begin
for (j=0; j<DEPTH+1; j=j+1)
begin
rf[j] = 0;
end
dataOut = 0;
end
*/
if ((!err) && (!reset)) //write & read
begin
if (writeEnable)
begin
n = 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
rf[dest][j] = dataIn[j];
n = n+rf[dest][j];
b = 0;
for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
b = b + rf[l][j];
end
rf[DEPTH][j] = (b%2);
end
rf[dest][WIDTH]=(n%2);
c = 0;
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for (l=0; l<DEPTH; l=l+1)
begin
c = c + rf[l][WIDTH];
end
d = 0;
for (j=0; j<WIDTH; j=j+1)
begin
d = d + rf[DEPTH][j];
end
rf[i][k] = ((c%2) ^ (d%2));
end
dataOut = rf[source];
end
end
endmodule
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